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Recent years have produced quite a few biographies
of Marcus Aurelius; of varying quality they all follow
the chronological line of the encyclopaedias and none
penetrates deeply into the reign.
Charles Parain

1

Two Frenchmen,

and Pierre de Proyart,

2

both uncritical

in their indiscriminate use of sources uncited, espec
ially the Historia Augusta, overemphasize the concept
of Marcus as the philosopher king.
Farquharson.
Meditations.

So does A.S.L.

This is a heritage from Marcus’ own
Only rarely are the utterances of emperors

extant in literary sources; care in interpretation is
essential when they do appear, as in the res gestae
of Augustus or in the letters of Trajan to Pliny.

In

Marcus’ case his philosophical theorizing has often
led to a false evaluation of his political activities.
Fr.Carrata Thomes^ gives more emphasis to him as a
1

Parain, Ch., Marc. Aurele; Paris, 1957.
2

de Proyart, P., Marc Aurele: un empereur citoyen du
monde; Paris, 1962.
3
Farquharson, A.S.L., Marcus Aurelius, his Life and
World, posthumously ed. by D.A. Rees; Oxford, 1951.
4
Carrata Thornes, Fr., II Regno di Marco Aurelio:
Torino, 1953*

V

political figure, but his biographical account of the
reign incorporates little of the abundant prosopographical
material available.

Indeed there seems to be no

detailed systematic treatment of internal politics
under the Antonines, though individuals receive
elucidation from such prosopographical experts as
Groag, Syme, Pflaum, Carcopino, Lambrechts and E.
Birley.

To these men and to the methods refined by

them this work naturally owes much.
Marcus must remain the central focus since he
was the senior partner in the co-rule, but the position
of Lucius should not be ignored.

His assumption into

co-rule probably owed more to political manoeuvring
under Antoninus than to fraternal affection in Marcus.
Nor should the parts played by the imperial family
and by the Roman senators (nobiles and novi homines)
go unrecognised.

The following study is a prosopo

graphical history of the reign at senatorial level.
Though equites intrude at their upper level only,
this is not meant to belittle their importance as
instruments of government; only the upper equites
were involved in the highest decisions of policy, but
many of the senators were among the top imperial amici.
However the senate was not a homogeneous body;
it consisted of men of different geographical origins,

men of different social status.

The geographical

differences were not yet significant, the eastern
deluge of senators was yet to come, but social standing
played an important role in the differentiation of
careers.

Nobiles in this age are rarely given their

due place in power politics since they are rarely
attested in consular commands.

The choice may have

been their own, for their freedom from official posts
was one of several factors giving them greater accessi
bility to the imperial ear; ostentatious military
commands were not the only criterion of power, especially
in politically stable times.

It was the nobiles who

were chiefly responsible for the smooth accession of
the co-rulers.
The reasons for this dual accession and its
efficiency can be discerned in earlier family and party
politics.

Many of those supporting the new accession

retained their power and bequeathed it to their des
cendants.

Others found favour with the co-rulers through

military success or through the normal channels of
patronage.

One of the greatest patrons, M. Cornelius

Fronto, tutor to both princes, gives in his extant
correspondence with emperors and amici much valuable
information on the workings of patronage.

Appointments and activities during the reign
reveal not only the relations between the emperors
themselves but also those between the emperors and
individuals under their control - advisers, generals, ,
administrators, subordinate commanders and members of
the imperial familia.

All were potential sources of

influence on decision and policy.

When Lucius died,

Marcus carried on in much the same way.
revolt of Avidius Cassius»

Then came the

a revolt, whatever its

motives, is always a significant occasion.

This one,

almost certainly not the result of a plot to dethrone
the reigning emperor by an opposing faction (whether
an independent one or one inherited from Lucius), was
rather an attempt, provoked by a rumour of Marcus’
death, to secure the succession.

By a series of con

stitutional arrangements and political machinations
Marcus made a repetition unlikely and the succession
of his son Commodus, the logical successor,
inevitable.

almost

In 180 there stand clearly revealed around

the new ruler a supporting ring of relatives and power
ful amici; the situation in 161 had been more complicated
and gives us fewer names, but was analogous in many
respects.

Even many of the men were from the same

families.

The type of government and the men used by

Marcus were long retained under Commodus.

I

Long before Antonine times had the emperor been
recognised as master of the Roman state, his power
limited only by his attitude to his responsibility and
by the claims of political expediency.

Yet no monarch

rules alone; the final decision may be his, but he
relies greatly,

for better or for worse, on the abilities

and opinions of his administrators and advisers.*

Hence

the significance of the senate under the Antonines,
of much greater importance as the repository of the
most influential men in the government than as the
organ of legislation, administration or jurisdiction.
Now the term ’senate* more often represented a social
and political class than a constitutional body, the
2

voice of the Roman state, senatus populusque Romanus.
From its ranks came the chief military and governing
officials: almost all the army commanders (governors
1

So
Tac. Hist. 4» 7. 3, Suet. Div. Tit. 7. 2; the neat
aphorisms (HA Alex. 65) on the reigns of Domitian
and Trajan - a bad ruler with good amici and a good
ruler with bad amici - though unable to stand against
penetrative historical scrutiny, correctly highlight
the role of amici. cf. Aelius Aristides or. 26 107.
2

M. Hammond, The Antonine Monarchy traces the history
of the senate in its constitutional aspect, but has
less on the activities of individual senators.

of all provinces quartering

legions and all legionary

legates except in Egypt)** and most of the other
provincial governors.

2

To these men looked the Roman

empire for its defence and its continued existence and
government.

The senate too provided the bulk of

imperial advisers, not always to be equated with the
military leaders, constituting the imperial consilium,
the informal body, gradually stratifying, which had
for practical purposes, if not constitutionally,
supplanted the senate in its role in the dyarchic
pattern envisaged by Mommsen.
place discussion,

At these meetings took

and often decision,

on the chief

matters of government in all departments.

Not that

membership was restricted to senators; the equestrian
prefects at Rome and the equestrians heading the
centralised administrative bureaux seem to have been
almost ex officio members.
vexed question.

Indeed membership is a

Despite the ad hoc nature of each

1

Equites led legions in Egypt, where senators had not
been allowed without imperial permission since Augustus
The praetorian prefectures, posts of military
significance under Marcus and his co-rulers, were also
filled by Equites.
2

A few minor provinces were administered by equestrian
procurators (the three Alps areas - Maritimae, Cottiae,
Pogninae - the two Mauretanian provinces - Caesariensis
Tingitana - Sardinia-Corsica, and Raetia and Noricum
until they became praetorian provinces during Marcus’
northern wars).

consilium^, necessitating the presence on specific
occasions of specialists such as jurists, a nucleus
of men of a certain type from whom advisers were
chosen in individual circumstances is almost certain:
surely

ex-governors, counting on experience and long

years of service, also contemporary generals between
commands, though their fleeting appearances would
have lessened their impact.

Probability, despite lack

of evidence, favours the inclusion too of the sons of
consular houses whose role in government may have been
underestimated due to their failure to participate
actively in the official posts.

Such posts depended

on military involvement and military criteria are
not always the only, or even the most valid, pointers
to success.

So whereas the area in which the senate’s

importance lay is patent, the reasons motivating
its division of the labour and the power to set types
of career are not.

Detailed evidence reveals these

differences as a function of two main variables,
social status and patronage, but there is some room
for personal choice.

Racial and geographical origins

surprisingly play little part in this differentiation
of careers, but the influx of provincials into the
Roman senate was not without significance.

As the

senate’s composition changed, so did its attitudes,

yet by reason of the historical situation,

as shall

be seen later, the change was almost imperceptible
in Antonine times.
The best known division of the senate by
careers is that of E. Birley into three groups:
those with careers in senatorial provinces and no
salaried post in the emperor’s service, those with
careers in the emperor’s service rising to the top
consular commands,

and those who began their careers

in the emperor’s service but for some reason did not
continue in it.

1

A more meaningful division can be

constructed by taking into account some of the factors
passed over by Birley.

There were really only two

groups, one pursuing a senatorial, the other an imperial
career.

A senatorial career is defined as one held

solely in the old urban magistracies that had

long

formed the cursus or in provinces under the jurisdiction
of the senate (and in practice usually served only in
posts at Rome, except for an occasional military
tribunate or one of the two major proconsulships);
it corresponds to Birley’s first group and was the
1

E. Birley, Proc. Brit. Acad. .19 (1953) 197-214.

5

prerogative of the nobiles* (especially the patricians).
An imperial career is one involving praetorian posts in
the provinceSj

often including senatorial provinces,

and embraces both Birley*s other groups; it includes
both nobiles and novi homines.

His criterion for

dividing the imperial careers is obvious, success or
failure; but this is only satisfactory if one could be
certain his indicator of success - promotion to consular
military commands

2

- does not rest on a misconception.

Does an equation link military with political success?
It is not always so and a different division of the
imperial career,
status,

along the lines demarcated by social

suggests that it was not necessarily the case in

Antonine Rome either.

This is not to say that the con

sular generals were not favoured, but it throws up the
1

The term nobilis is used throughout to indicate the son
of a consular father. In this late age little meaning
attaches to its retention of Republican significance
debated in the controversy in Hermes 50 (1915) 395 (Gelzer),
51 (1916) 73 (Otto), 52 (1917) 5 64 (Stein).
2

Obvious in the detailed discussion by Birley op. cit.,
197 ff. and in Birley, JRS 40 (1950) 6 7 , where again there
is no distinction by social status in imperial careers.
3
The distinction, not drawn by Birley, between the prae
torian careers of nobiles and novi homines is seen
below.

6

possibility that those careers which did not end in
consular commands are the outcome often of personal choice
rather than lack of patronage, the usual explanation.
To illustrate the various factors determining
careers,

an essential need is an outline of the types

of career revealing the significance of individual posts
and particular combinations.

Vigilance is the prime

requisite; method is fraught with danger when analogy,
often with its basis in few examples, is erected into a
rule.

Circular argumentation is easy and vicious.

Nor

must the paradigm be pressed; under the Antonines there
was further solidification of the system inaugurated by
the Flavians and regularised by their successors, yet no
rigid inflexibility is to be assumed.
Ability,

None was present.

favouritism, even chance make a mockery of birth

and patronage,

and often go undetected on a bare career

outline in stone,

as do the other indeterminable

historical circumstances that produce anomalies in the
best ordered system.
Two early honorific posts outside the formal cursus
point to wealth or social standing or both.

The

praefectus urbi feriarum latinarum was in all known cases
before the end of the second century either a prince of

the royal house or a patrician.*

Not so dependent on

social status were the seviri turmis equitum Romanorum.
but little generalization is possible since the known
seviri stretch through all social classes and all types
of career.

Held at any point in the career the office

involved considerable expense.
Often too much is read into the prepraetorian
career.

All held roughly the same number of posts and

favour is revealed mainly in time lapse between each, a
fact not observed in inscriptions.

The distinctions

which are made reflect social standing chiefly, ability
only to a very secondary degree; sometimes personal
preference can be inferred.
the normal first post.

So in the vigintivirate,

In Antonine times each of the

four colleges had a defined membership: tresviri
monetales were all nobiles (including the whole patriciate),
decemviri stlitibus iudicandis came from both classes,
1

Royal praefecti. cf. Tac., Ann. 4» 36, Suety, Nero 7;
patricians:HA Marcus 4 . 6, ILS 1127, 1075, 1104.
2

Patrician:Q. Pompeius Falco (ILS IIO 4 ) also praefectus;
nobilis:A. Iunius Pastor (CIL 111 6 0 7 6 ); novus homo :
C . Arrius Antoninus (ILS 1119).
3
Few careers now show no vigintivirate and often omission
is to be attributed to the stone rather than to the cursus
(often showing other inexplicable anomalies, as the con
fused order for Sedatius Severianus (ILS 9 4 8 7 ) or the
missing quaestorship for Calpurnius Proculus (IGR 3
180)).

quattuorviri viarum curandarum were almost always novi
homines, tresviri kapitales always were.

So Brassloff

is right in suggesting that certain vigintiviral offices
indicated high social standing and foreshadowed rapid
promotion to the praetorship, since promotion thus far
rested on social status;

1

but Birley goes too far in

extending the principle beyond the praetorship to the
whole imperial service.

2

factors as Dessau warned.

This depended on more complex
'i

Nor can BirleyTs statistics

revealing a high correlation between certain vigintiviral
offices and consular commands be accepted for this
A

period without reservation,

though the tendency for non

military imperial careers to cluster among decemviri
may suggest a role to personal preference.^

After social

status had made its initial separation, patronage may
1

S. Brassloff, Jahreshefte 8 (1905) 60-70.
2

E. Birley,

Proc. Brit. Acad. 39 (1953) 197 ff.

3
H. Dessau, JRS 3 (1913) 301-309.
4
E.
Birley, loc. cit.; his statistics may be valid for
a survey of the empire over a longer period, but they
do not fit the facts for the Antonine times when very
few monetales held consular commands.
5
So the jurists were often decemviri (Salvius Iulianus,
Pactumeius Clemens).

have won colleges of greater prestige, but proof is
difficult.
The military tribunate reveals little except that
even thus early some of the nobiles (especially the
patricians) were shirking duty outside the capital.*
Personal choice seems probable; some jurists omitted it
too.

2

Iteration did not indicate disfavour, but often

military predilection or emergency arrangements.
Automatic entry into the senate came with the quaestorship;
again the choice of quaestorian post had its basis in
social standing.

None but monetales or decemviri achieved

the greatest honour - selection as quaestores Augusti —
and few who were not nobiles.^

Granted there were few

nobiles in provincial quaestorships,

Birley does wrong

1

An inference from the omission of the tribunate in the
careers of several monetales; successive tribunates were
rare among decemviri and monetales (none), although
reasonably common in the other two colleges.
2

Salvius Iulianus, Pactumeius Clemens, Fulvius Aburnius
Valens.
3
Successive tribunates often led to high military appoint
ments later (lulius Pompilius Piso, Aemilius Carus,
Neratius Proculus); for possible military exigencies cf.
Salvius Nenolavus (CIL 111 6755).
4
Great patronage is to be assumed for those not noble,
so M. Gavius Appalius Maximus (CIL XIV 2607), presumably
son of Antoninus’ powerful praetorian prefect.
5
Those nobiles in provincial quaestorships often went to
their home province, so Caecilius Dentilianus to Africa
(ILS 1096) - he won imperial commendation to his next two
posts; Claudius Frontinus to Achaia (ILS 10 87)»

10

to belittle provincial quaestors on political grounds.*
Their present post was a function of their social
2
status
and many careers accelerated when other factors
later assumed greater prominence,

especially when the

noblest senators, now holding the more honorific posts,
withdrew from the career race,

as many of them did.

In the next two rungs on the cursus there are signs
of choice on criteria other than social status; the
question revolves around imperial commendation which
shows more whim than policy after the quaestorship.
Rarely were those commended to the quaestorship also
commended to the plebeian tribunate,

though the latter

often won commendation to the praetorship as well;
patronage and promise may have won the honour in the
absence of social status as a factor.

The fact that few

candidati are known for either tribunate or praetorship
only adds to the confusion.
1

E. Birley,

Proc. Brit. A c a d . 39 (1953) 197 ff.

2

As elsewhere other factors could intervene; Pactumeius
went to Achaia, under his father-in-law as proconsul
(ILS 1067).
3
S.
Brassloff, Jahreshefte 8 (1905) 60-70 lists the men
involved and equates in rank the posts aedilis curulis
and tribunus plebis designatus. Patricians were not
obliged to serve this rung on the cursus. and this may
explain to some extent its lack of highlighting in the
careers of other nobiles: social affectation.

11

So social status dictated the type of prepraetorian
post and shortened the wait for the praetorship,

yet

these early posts did not greatly prejudice the senator’s
chances of further success: most men probably reached the
praetorship by their suus annusT as did L. Aemilius
Honoratus who had served in what would have been to Birley
a most ill-favoured career - kapitalis, provincial
quaestor, proconsular legate, plebeian aedile.* Examples
2
of aged praetorii are not rare;
there were few aged
quaestorii or tribunicii.

So imperial policy in senatorial

adlection was to enrol the younger members of elite
provincial families, not the older members who had
often raised the family to sufficient prominence to
justify such an adlection.

When military crisis and

success under Marcus and his co-rulers necessitated the

1

CIL XII 3I 64 ... hie hos honores beneficio optumi
princip. maturius quam per annos permitti solet gessit.
Such an inscription sheds doubt on the traditional views
of such ’unfavourable’ posts; but dating is difficult,
CIL suggests Trajan (with reference to ’optumus’, but it
often describes other emperors, so CIL 11 1371 (Hadrian)
1282 (Antoninus)),
2

Ti, Claudius Quartinus (CIL XIII 1803, praetor before
117, consul 130); Maximus (CIL 111 10336, tribunus
militum before 1 1 7 , consul c. 1 4 3 )«
3
A process showing many examples in the East; so the Lycian
millionaire Opramoas saw his grandsons in the Senate cf,
C.S. Walton, JRS 19 (1929) 38 ff.

12

adlection of older men to the senate,

they were enrolled

1

among the praetorii;

the reasons were probably not only

military.
The praetorship was the turning point; now began
the separation of careers into types.

The careers lead

in two different directions: one type to the consulship,
the other through it to the consular commands.

Yet the

interchange of particular posts between the types and the
indeterminable factor which can lift a mediocre career
into that of the consular military type indicate a far
greater flexibility; for now the value of social status
is being channelled to different objectives in many cases,
and greater significance is attached to patronage and to
personal choice.

Not that the nobiles were losing their

access to power necessarily,

but many of them did not

pursue active praetorian careers,

2

and these were the men

1

So P. Helvius Pertinax; M. Macrinius Avitus Catonius
Vindex,
2

Especially the patricians cf. S. Brassloff, Wiener
Studien 29 (1907) 321-5 (so Metilius Aquillius, Coelius
Balbinus, Manilius Vopiscus, Vettulenus Civica Barbarus),
possibly many more nobiles than is usually thought
were in this category.

13
who had monopolised the most honoured prepraetorian
offices.

Nobiles in imperial careers had their choice

of type and were markedly successful in both,
through the career,
held,

if speed

measured by the number of posts

is a valid criterion of success; those known in

consular commands passed quickly through one type of
career,

the majority passed quickly through the other

type and are known no more in active government after their
consulship.
The two pivotal posts in the praetorian cursus
were the legionary legateship and the post i m m e d 
iately preceding the consulship,

in Antonine times

always one of three types (except for one or two special
appointments:)*
Rome

2

the prefecture of one of the treasuries at

or the governorship of an armed

province.^

1

or of an unarmed

The vast majority of known viri mil i t a r e s .

1

So Helvius Pertinax,

C. Iulius Severus.

2
Aerarium Saturni and Aerarium M i l i t a r e . with two and
three prefects.
3
Under Antoninus, Pannonia Inferior, Arabia, Dacia and
Legio III Augusta in Numidia.
Under the co-rule Pannonia
and Dacia became consular, and the procuratorial provinces,
Raetia and Noricum, became praetorian, possibly
garrisoned by the two new legions II and III Italica.
4
Aquitania, Lusitania, Belgica, Lugdunensis, Cilicia,
Thracia, Galatia, and Lycia-Pamphylia (until it became
proconsular c. 180 ).

14
the c o n s u l a r generals,

h a d f o l l o w e d t h e i r lega t e s h i p

with a prefecture or the governorship of an armed province,
and this includes the few known noble consular governors.
Most of those with last known preconsular post the
governorship of an unarmed province are unknown in
consular commands (here are most nobiles in imperial
careers).

Yet probability suggests that some of them must

have accepted consular commands,* since the nine candidates
normally expected over three years (all these posts seem
to have been triennial in tenure,

though subject to

imperial whim or policy) would hardly fill the consular
posts available (eleven under Antoninus, twelve to fourteen
when Bithynia-Pontus,

Dacia and Pannonia Inferior were made

consular under Marcus and his co-rulers),

even with

the reserve of consular generals that would have been built up.
For long consular governorships were not the rule, despite the
assertion of HA that Antoninus kept good governors in the provinces ’septenis et novenis annis*.
point out in detail,

2

As R. Syme and G.Barbieri

few careers of the whole second

century verify such a claim,

and provincial fasti often

1

There is little evidence, but few governors of western
praetorian provinces are known.
2
HA Pius 5. 3.

15
reveal short governorships.

1

Avidius Cassius,

governor

of Syria for many years under Marcus, held a special
2
position created by military crisis.
Though the basic, most rapid and most prized
praetorian career consisted of two posts only,
in only two,

few served

and all known were nobiles (except for

Lollius Urbicus and Claudius Fronto, whose dual legionary
legateships reflect the exigencies of war, Jewish or
Parthian),^ and nobiles of both career types.^
points emerge.

Two

A two post career is rare and is achieved

through social standing.

The reason may lie with the

age at which the consulship could be held.

In the last

epoch of the Republic suus annus was the forty-third.
1

G.
Barbieri, L ’albo senatorio da Severo a Carino 556
lists the known long governorships (though even Geminius
and Martius are doubtful) and his lists of governors
(p. 558) in Moesia Inferior (seven attested 155-163 the Statilii may be identical) and in Moesia Superior
(three attested 158-161) argue against long governorships.
He also notes the rather full fasti of some praetorian
provinces (Lycia-Pamphylia, Numidia). R. Syme, JRS 43
(1953) 149 uses much of the same material.
2
Avidius was not only governor of Syria, but commanderin-chief Eastern Command during Marcus* northern wars cf.
Dio Cassius 71. 3. 1•, Philostratus, Vitae Sophistae 56 3 .
3
ILS 1065 (Lollius); ILS 1097 (Claudius). Both won
decorati o n s .
4
Mummius Sisenna (ILS 1101 - treasury prefect); Nonius
Macrinus (ILS 8 8 3 0 in Pannonia Inferior); Iunius Pastor
(CIL VI 1435 in Belgica).
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Though no ancient source records a lowering of the
requirements of the leges annales3 one obviously took
place in practice,

if not in constitutional theory.

Royalty obviates barriers and birth qualifies early; a
patrician,

consul at thirty-one was not alone.*

patronage and legal privileges,

Ability,

as the ius trium liberorum.

dispensed years from the usual, but birth still outsped
all else.

The second point concerns the personal

choice involving the nobiles in different types of career,
yet gaining them an equal amount of honour.

Is it

possible to credit those in careers leading to consular
commands with the greater success?
type show more eponymous

After all, the other
2
consulships.
So Birleyfs

generalization that two post careers lead to success (i.e.
on his criterion,

consular commands) is not borne out by

1

Q. Pompeius Sosius Priscus (cos, o r d . 149) ILS 1106.
His grandson (ILS 1104) was Quaestor Cand. Augg. (so
after 1 6 1 ), yet was cos, o r d . 1 6 9 .
2
Of the eponymous consuls under the Antonines, the
only certain consular commanders are C. Iulius Severus
(155), Erucius Clarus (170), Quintilius Maximus (172)
Salvius Iulianus (175) (possibly also Lollianus
Avitus (I44 ) and Pontius Laelianus (16 3 ) ), and the
exceptional novi homines Salvius Iulianus (I48 ) and
Statius Priscus (159).
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detailed evidence.
by social status,

He realises neither the role played
the alternate measures of success, nor

the rarity of two post praetorian careers.

It is quite

regular for successful praetorians (even measured by his
criterion) to show an intervening post;

extra posts

were either proconsulships of only one year’s duration
or special commands at the emperor’s pleasure.
in itself indicates disfavour,

Neither

which was shown rather

by years without postings than by these extra posts.
In most of these posts a strict order was maintained.
Posts always held after the legionary legateship were
curatorships of major roads (Via Appia, Via Flaminia,
Via Aemilia) and proconsulships of major provinces
(Achaia, Narbonensis,

Sicilia,

Bithynia-Pontus).

posts always preceded the legionary legateship,

Some

as

2

curatorships of minor roads (Via Aurelia,
Via Valeria Tiburtina,

Via Latina,

Viae Annia Clodia Cassia Ciminia

1

E. Birley, Proc. Brit. A c a d . 39 (1953) 197 ff. He
suggests three post praetorians were not strong candidates
for consular appointments, not true of Antonine times.
2
The Via Aurelia led its three known curators along the
brief favoured military career to consular commands, so
Cutius Priscus (CIL 11 1283), Maximus (CIL 111 10336),
Popilius Pedo (ILS 10 71)•
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et tres Traianae) and proconsulships of minor provinces
(Creta-Cyrenae,

Baetica).

Other posts usual in this early

praetorian career (but at times held later) include
those held by the praefectus frumenti dandi.* the
iuridici legati in some imperial provinces

(and from

o

the co-rule in Italy itself),

and the curatores of

various districts and cities in difficulties (adminis
trative,
empire.^

financial,

political or military) around the

Little order is visible in the choice of

individual posts,

but a close scrutiny of known careers

reveals a pattern of combinations dependent on many
variables - social position,

ability, patronage,

personal

choice and undoubtedly the opportune vacancy of posts.
The emperor’s hand often causes anomalies,

especially in the

1

H.G. Pflaum, Historia 2 (1953/4) 444 (with facing table)
lists statistics for this prefecture.
Too scanty for
formalization, they do show it usually the first post,
often in lengthy careers and held by many more kapitales
then monetales.
2
E. Birley, loc. cit., views these iuridici as men show
ing partial failure in their probation and in need of
extra training in judicial administration.
3
Though the post in all known instances comes early in the
career, the men themselves are important men: Arrius
Antoninus (ILS 1118), Servilius Pudens (ILS 10 84), Vettius
Sabinianus (Rev. Arch. 12 (1920) 362 no. 45).
4
During the second century and in succeeding centuries
these curatores multiplied greatly and soon were men much
junior in rank as well.
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p e r i o d s of crisis or i nnovation.

of Vettius Sabinianus,

So th e c o n f u s i n g career

one of M a r c u s ’ chief supports in

his northern wars,* results,

or that of Arrius Antoninus,

illustrating his implementation of the administrative
changes of the co-rulers.

2

The role of social status is clear and is detailed
above:

it sent nobiles to the consulship after two posts.

Not that all nobiles served in only two posts,

but personal

choice may be the decisive factor in this extra post;
only one extra post is ever noted and that before the
legionary legateship.

In other instances this type of

career led to the treasury prefecture or to an armed
province,

in nobiles it led to an unarmed province.

However most men in the imperial service were novi homines
and patronage was their key to success.
careers.

Trends thread the

If a novus homo went straight to a legionary

legateship,

then his whole career was foreshadowed

(subject of course to historical u n c e r t a i n t i e s ) : a major

1

Rev. A r c h . 12 (1920)

362 no. 45.

2

ILS 1118.

3
So Pullaienus Antiquus (ILS 1093: road curator);
Caecilius Dentilianus (CIL VIII I 429 I: proconsul of CretaCyrenae, obviously with links in the province since he
had already served there as legate of a proconsul).
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road curatorship or proconsulship followed by a treasury
prefecture or an armed province,

leading through a

consulship and often a consular curatorship at Rome to
consular military commands.

The particular significance

of proconsulship or road curatorship is obscure,
the prefects usually came from proconsuls,
from curators.*

yet

the governors

Birley cannot at the one time regard

the curatorships as ’paid l e a v e ’ and the proconsulships
as indicative of disfavour.

2

There was an equation.

But most men served in one of the posts preceding
the legionary legateship.

This includes men who were

to complete their praetorian service in each of the three
types of end post,

but those going to the prefectures

or to the armed provinces show no post usually between
legionary legateship and final post.

Those proceeding

to unarmed provinces do show such a post,
proconsulship (unless,
no b i l e s ) .

as mentioned above,

always a major
they were

Treasury prefects show this early post more

1

Aninius Sextius Florentinus, an exception, went from
Narbonensis to Arabia.
2
E. Birley, loc. cit.
3
Exceptions: Aurelius Gallus (ILS 1109, minor curatorship
and major proconsulship, but he was also exceptionally
late as praefectus frum. d a n d .). Novius Crispinus (CIL
VIII 17894, early iuridicus Asturiae et Callaeciae, later
in Narbonensis).
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regularly than governors of military provinces,*
but if consular military commands are the criterion it
made little difference whether the extra post was held
before or after the legionary legateship.

So there were

two types of praetorian career open to novi homines r
a three post career leading through the prefectures or
the armed provinces to the consular commands,
post

and a four

career leading through the unarmed provinces to the

consulship,

but rarely to consular commands.

It is but

a hazardous guess to decide whether this latter career
type is the result of personal choice or is indicative
of inferior patronage or merit.
careers of Bruttius Praesens

2

The successful military

and Platorius Nepos,

1

rising to consular army commands on the accession of Hadrian
might suggest the latter,

and in many cases it is quite

probable that this was the answer.

Yet that is not to

deny that some novi homines had the same preference for
non-military careers as did the majority of the nobiles,
1

Often with an upsurge in career potential cf. Burbuleius
(ILS 1066).
Favoured adlected equestrians too often went
to the treasury, as Volusius Maecianus (Pflaum, CP 333),
Petronius Mamertinus (CIL VI 21756).
2
AE 36 (1950) no. 66 (from Cilicia).
3
ILS 1052 (from T h r a c i a ) .
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and specialization of careers had already begun,

especially

noticeable among some of the jurists.*
One set of posts,
of time,

must be noted;

extraneous to any apparent scheme
it is often misinterpreted.

consists of the Legati Proconsulum. in two grades,

It
the

legates of the praetorian proconsuls and of the consular
governors of Asia and Africa.

The several factors

shaping this post had little to do with success and
failure,

but much with patronage,

as in most of the

subordinate posts in the provinces.
chosen by their superior,

So the legati were

as Fronto chose Iulius Senex

when he was to be proconsul of Asia.

2

Birley fits the

post into his ladder of promotion; the post presupposed
favour if held when one was ineligible for other posts
(which he defines as between the quaestorship and the
next rung on the c u r s u s ). disfavour if it interrupted
praetorian employment.

Antonine details tell differently

(although admittedly much faith is placed in the order
of posts shown in epigraphical sources,

a faith not always

1

So Pactumeius Clemens (ILS 1067); yet Salvius Iulianus
(RE IA, 2023-26), had no military commands before his
consulship, but went on to consular ones.
2
Fronto, ad Ant. Pium 8 ( N . 169).
3
E. Birley, loc. cit.
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rewarded).

The criterion is not career potential but

availability of both legate and proconsul.

So men of

different status held the post at varying points in their
careers.

The patrician M T. Acilius Glabrio was legate

of a proconsul of Africa even before his quaestorship;
after his praetorship he was also legate of a proconsul
of Asia.*

Cocceius Honorinus was legate of his father
2
in Africa just before his praetorship;
Cornelius
Proculus while praetorian was legate of his father in

Asia;

Pactumeius Clemens was legate of his father-in-

law in Africa even after his consulship.^

The proconsul

would choose from his available relations,

friends and

clientesT whatever point they had reached in their
careers.

Another striking fact about these legates is

the large number who returned to their home areas (so
Lollius Urbicus,

Iulius Geminius Marcianus,

Antistius

1

CIL XIV 42 37.
2

Apuleius, Florid. 9» 39...
Honos suus ad praeturam
vocat, et favor caesarum ad consulatum format....
3
ILS 1090.
4 *
ILS 1067.
5
Note the large number of proconsuls with sons as legates
cf. Pflaum CP 408 .
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Adventus to Africa),

the post probably constituting a

Tpaid leave* between appointments,

held at no set time,

but whenever available if a proconsul could be found.
So to the consulship;
almost hereditary claim,

to some an honour and an

to others a reward,

mination of their service,

2

the cul

to others again the springboard

to the highest military commands in the empire.
ships held in absentia were still rare,

Consul

though increasing

at specific times as at the change of rule or in military
crisis.

Two grades of consulship were possible,

eponymous and suffect.

Continuing epigraphical discover

ies^ substantiate E. Groag*s suggestion that the eponymous
consulship was the prerogative of the n o b i l e s . and a
tradition may have developed which the emperor could not
easily evade without challenging the sensitivity of an
influential circle of the senate.^

Yet Groag goes too

1

ILS 1065 (Lollius),

ILS 1102 (Iulius),

ILS 8977 (Antistius).

2

cf. the value of the reciprocal commendations in Fronto*s
correspondence•
3
cf. R. Syme, JRS 48 (1958) 1-9.
The same reasons are
responsible for the certain ones under the Antonines
as
make probable some tentative ones earlier.
Dio Cassius,
53• 14. 1», wrong for Augustan times, may be right for
his own day.
4
So AE 33 (1947) no. 135 shows him right for L. Aurelius
Gallus (PIR^ a 1 5 1 5 ).
5
E.
'Groag, Wiener Studien 47 (1929) 143-146.
Out of 260
private citizens holding single eponymous consulships 7 0 2 35 A.D., only 50 were then not known as n o b i l e s .

far in his belief that even those of consular descent
who did not measure up to the average in character or
intelligence could not be passed over.

Many of the

nobiles could not be fitted in the few places available
and had to content themselves with suffeet consulships.*
Besides,

Groag’s example is unfortunate,

based as it is

on an anecdote in Lucian setting up M. Cornelius Cethegus
(cos, ord. 170) as the butt of the wit of Demonax.
Cethegus is not the only senator to come out unfavourably
when set against Lucian’s favourite philosopher.

The

honour attaching to an eponymous consulship is undoubted.
The patrician snob, Metilius Aquillius,

specifies his

award; he is *cos, ex K a l . I a n ’, yet is satisfied with the
plain ’quaestor’, though almost certainly ’quaestor
3
Augusti’. The only two certainly known novi homines
to win eponymous consulships in Antonine times were both
eminent figures: Statius Priscus reorganised the Dacian
provinces after military victories,
codified the Edict.
1

cf. below,

p. 2 7 , n. 1 .

2

Lucian, Demonax 30.
3
ILS 1075.

Salvius Iulianus
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The actual composition of the suffectl is problemat
ical but important.

It certainly included those who

emerged through the normal channels of the cursus
(rarely eponymous),

i.e.

through the three types of post

detailed above as the last preconsular post.
normally triennial,

With tenure

every three years should bring forward

about seventeen candidates.

The number of suffecti in
1

any one year seems to have varied between six and ten,
so there were between one and thirteen places left.
Some few went to the specially favoured,
the others?

but what of

They were almost certainly filled up by

the nobiles who had served in no praetorian career,

the

number of suffecti in any one year depending on the
number of men available.

The criteria guiding the

selection of ordinarii within the restricted circle of
the nobility are obscure,

many famous houses having

members among the s u f f e c t i : patrician (Cornelius Severus,
c o s , 112) or even royal

(Annius Libo,

unattested,

but

necessarily consul before his Syrian governorship and

1

Few suffecti are known in the sparse record 161-180,
but under Antoninus, years which Degrassi FC 39-45
marks as complete show between six (1 4 8 , 1 5 3 ) and nine
(I 4 6 ) suffecti and 160 A.D. has space for ten.
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not eponymous).*
In the consular postings is seen the natural
culmination of the preceding processes.

Those senators

who had completed their praetorian service in a treasury
prefecture or in an armed province went on to the
consular commands,
at Rome.

2

usually via one of the curatorships

Movement between consular provinces depended

on ability,

success,

emergency or often just geographical

expediency;

so there is

much promotion to provinces

with more legions in the same general area (e.g. Cappadocia
to Syria),

a policy logical enough but presupposing trust

and loyalty.

No longer did social status have any say

in its own right,

not that it mattered since there were

few nobiles who had served in careers qualifying them
for such appointments; but the choice had been their own.

1

CIL XIV 3 6 0 4 . 4246

(Cornelius); HA Verus 9. 2 (Annius).

2
cf. R. Syme, Historia 14 (1965) 352 for revealing
statistics.
For the years 106-161, ten out of twelve
treasury prefects are attested in consular commands,
seven through the curatorship of public works, also
fourteen out of 36 governors from armed praetorian
provinces, again often via the urban curatorships.
The
emphasis on metropolitan posts, often flanking the
consulship, among consular commanders supports the
role of access, and indirectly of the n o b i l e s . in power
structur e •
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It is thus a quick and an easy step to see in
these novi homines governing most of the consular
provinces the most important and powerful men in the
empire,

possibly a dangerous and superficial view

trusting in a misconception.

In a monarchy that was

politically stable consular commands could not be the
only,

or main,

criterion of success;

for though final

power rested with the armies,

immediate power developed

through access and influence,

only temporarily available

to the governors

by the very nature of their employment,

before the completion of their service.

So the greatest

years of power to a governor were those of his retire
ment.

But this accessibility was open to the majority

of the nobiles who did not proceed far in the official
posts; they did not need to win a position of prominence
through service,

it had been bequeathed to them.

career of Antoninus,
unofficial power.

as a senator,

The

shows the use of this

He is known only in the skeletal

career usual for patricians at this time,

but he was a

member of the consilium of Hadrian,* and the tradition
of conservative rule in his own reign may relate to a

1
HA Pius 3*8.
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p r e p o n d e r a n c e of this class of s e n a t o r in his own

consilium.

Nor were their numbers negligible.

analysis of consular fasti above has

shown,

As the

about half

the consuls in any given year might often be nobiles.
And if rapidity of rise to the consulship was any criterion
of importance,

they derived the main advantage from it.

Though the majority are attested in none but the prestige
posts (in the prepraetorian honorific posts, in the
sacerdotal colleges and in the two major proconsulships)
1

chance references to activity

make

it difficult to

imagine them purely as an embellishment to the state,
slumbering ceremoniously in the senate.

A number of

second consulships to nobiles by Marcus and Commodus

2

and

o

the exile of Pompeius Falco (cos, o r d .

193) in 193

reveal that the emperors knew the need to reward and
fear their nobility.

Acilius Glabrio is known in no

official post in the normal cursus,

yet this patrician,

1

Ibid.,

and cf. references following.

2

So Q. Iunius Rusticus (162), Venuleius Apronianus and
Sergius Paullus (together in 168), Cn. Claudius Severus
(17 3), Vitrasius Pollio and Flavius Aper (together in
176), Bruttius Praesens (180) Acilius Glabrio (186).
3
Dio Cassius 73« 8 ; HA Pertinax 10.
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tracing his descent to Aeneas,
the last of the Punic wars,

his family ennobled in

received a second consulship

in 186 and led to Athens an embassy containing many of
Commodus* chief equestrian aides,
himself.*

including Cleander

That such participation by nobiles in

special commands strikes us as exceptional may reflect
the state of our evidence morethan the actual situation.
So it is probable that the emperors included many such
men among their advisers i.e. in their c o n s ilium.
The consilium was such an important aspect of
imperial government that it merits discussion,

especially

as to its composition and the special problems presented
by co-rule and the e m p e r o r ’s frequent presence at the
war fronts,

not as completely treated by Crook as his

tracing of the process whereby the original ad hoc
council passed through various stages of greater formality
to its final form in the consistorium of Constantine.
Membership is obscure.

2

If the preceding discussion is

correct many nobiles would have been on call and Crook
stresses that the continuity of policy between reigns

1

cf. Dio Cassius 73. 3* 3; Herodian 2. 3. 4 and R. Meiggs,
Roman Ostia 507 ff. for his activities in 193 A.D. and
his ancestry.
For his mission to Athens cf. Raubitschek,
Hesperia Suppl. 8 (1949) 288.
2
cf. J. Crook, Consilium Principis (Cambridge 1955)•

results from the continuity of advisers in the consilium,
especially seen in the father-son
care is necessary;

continuation.

there were other reasons for

continuity* and a son is not always,
f a t h e r Ts facsimile.
governors,

But

or often,

his

Of other members there were ex

jurists and other specialists called in for

specific meetings,
between posts.

also probably governors while in Rome

The presence of the top equestrians

too is undoubted,

as is their importance.

Though not

receiving any detailed treatment in this discussion of
the parts played by emperor and senate in the government
their essential activities must not be forgotten,

nor the

reciprocal interests and influence which drew them
close to the senatorial members of the consilium, as
partly revealed in F r o n t o fs correspondence with the
praetorian p r e f e c t s . 2
The co-rule poses problems.

Undoubtedly,

when apart

Marcus and Lucius each had a consilium of his own,
together a united one.

when

A division of labour is necessary

1

As well as the senatorial advisers bridging reigns,
much of the civil service did the same at both upper and
lower levels.

2
Fronto, ad Ant. Pium 7 (N. 168), 4 (N• 167) about
Gavius Maximus; Fronto, ad amicos ii 4 (N„ 191) to Cornelius
Repentinus.
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in separate councils to avoid the possible incompatibility
of differing legislation or policy decisions,

and the

superior auctoritas of Marcus probably resulted in all
permanent legislation going through his consilium,
though he did not fail to acquaint his co-emperor with
prospective business and to ask his approval,*

The

consilium of Lucius probably made decisions only on the
immediate problems of the wars and the eastern provinces.
No open conflict is recorded,
not be surprising.

Just as Lucius was fitted out with

a consilium to go East,
him,

but some dissension would

so Marcus took one North with

but this raises further questions.

members of this consilium?
apart from the senate,

Who were the

What organization,

if any

was left behind in power in Rome?

Did the government of the empire stem from the emperor on
the front,

from an organization in Rome or from both in

different aspects?
adumbrated.

An answer to any can only be

On the northern frontier appear many

important retired governors as comites and also many
1

So Fronto,

ad M. Ca e s .ii 17 (N. 3 8 ) gives an example.

2

Yet HA Marcus 8 . I 4 would make Marcus in Rome
responsible for the prosecution of the Eastern wars
too.

2
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1
heads of imperial secretariates. The argument for the
presence of many nobiles in the consilium, with its
basis in accessibility,

here breaks down; unless these

men went to the front with the emperor their influence
would have been of little account,

except in one

eventuality: much government may still have been carried
on at Rome.

N o w that the emperor and the praetorian

prefects were away at the wars,

the controlling force

lay with the praefectus u r b i T representative of the
emperor in his absence and one of his chief aides in
his presence:

a position grossly underestimated in the

second century.

Under his guidance much administration

may have been conducted still in Rome.
It remains finally to look for the reasons under
lying these processes revealed in career analysis,
chiefly the rise of the novi homines to the main consular
commands and the exclusion,

either voluntary or compulsory,

1

The presence of non-military nobiles is difficult to
discover, since few of these pursued active careers and
most consilium members known in the North are attested
in official posts or in career inscriptions noting their
presence as c o m i t e s . One is known, C. Bruttius Praesens
(CIL X 40 8 ), but he was father-in-law of Commodus, so
possibly exceptional.
Groag admits the possibility
of their presence in his conjecture in the career of a
patrician Pompeius Falco (CIL VI 31752-3: ••• [comes Mar]
ci Antonini [Aug. expeditionis germa n i c a e ] ) .
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of the nobiles from them.

Birley thought that the
1

processes were simultaneous.

When longer periods of

service in far flung provinces became less and less
attractive,

and the expansion of the civil service made

possible a full public life without a g e n e r a l ’s career,
the

nobiles changed the emphasis of their service;

the process was accelerated by their being passed over
for the great commands by the adlection and promotion of
capable equestrian officers.

One point is puzzling.

By Antonine times the nobiles had already changed the
emphasis in their service,

but there were as yet few

posts for which they were eligible in the civilian
administration.

So what was their place in the state?

Either they gave away political power or used it,

and,

if

the latter was the case the e m p e r o r ’s consilium seems
the logical place for its exercise.

For almost

certainly the withdrawal was voluntary,

since some

nobiles received important consular commands.

2

It was

not the emperor who removed the majority of nobiles
from these military posts,

it was the nobiles themselves.

1

E. Birley,

Proc. Brit. A c a d . 39 (1953) 197 ff.

2
So spanning the century, Avidius Nigrinus, Minicius
Natalis, Mummius Sisenna, Iulius Severus, Salvius Iulianus,
Sextius Lateranus, among others.

For they could retain the social and political position
that was the legacy of their consular ancestor with no
need to go into careers unless the whim took them.
Their political power is rarely obvious as a result of
its unofficial nature;

often indeed they are only known

in the positions of social prestige,

and chance references

to their priestly activities often provide the missing
1

generation between known members of consular families.
The withdrawal may have been quickened by the adlections
of equestrians of proved military skill and qualities
of leadership to combat a crisis brought about by the
simultaneous ravages of plague and war,

and it is

significant that as the nobiles are recorded less in
the consular imperial provinces,

many more are known in

the proconsulships of Asia and Africa.

Few known noble

consular generals are attested 1 6 1 - 1 8 0 , but five out of
eight known proconsuls of Africa 161-170 were eponymous
consuls.

2

Their increasing occupancy of this post pin

points the values many nobiles now held dear.

It was the

1

cf. the family histories in G. Barbieri, op. cit., 493“
507 as Catilius Severus (p. 496 ).
So it is at times
premature to suggest the demise of a family, since many
are found later in priesthoods (so Vitorii), some in the
lists of people present at senate meetings (so ILS 7190).
2
For African proconsular fasti cf. H.G. Pflaum, Germania
28 (1950) 152 and R. Syme, REA 1959, 310 ff.

only post,
honour,

apart from the priesthoods,

glory and prestige,

which conveyed

without presupposing long

years of interminable and increasing hazard on the
bleak and remote frontiers,

the prerequisite for the

equivalent reward attained by the governor of a province
garrisoned by three legions.

After his one y e a r ’s

service overseas the proconsul could settle back into the
society that was ’the most happy period in the history of
the wor l d ’ with the enhanced status that would place
him among the leaders of that society and the possibility
of becoming praefectus u r b i . the most powerful official
senatorial post.

The presence of nobiles side by side

with novi homines in the lists of men filling this
prefecture* proves their continuing interest and
importance in politics and imperial government;
these nobiles always,
military commands.

or even often,

nor were

those in consular

One should not belittle the role of

those who chose to remain near the centre of power.
So the underlying factor in the differentiation of
careers among senators in Antonine times was social status,
1

Novi h o m i n e s : Erucius Clarus, Lollius Urbicus, Catilius
Severus.
N o b i l e s : Iunius Rusticus, Sergius Paullus,
Scipio Salvidienus Orfitus.
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though personal choice,
no small part,

patronage and opportunism played

especially in the later posts.

Racial

characteristics or geographical distinctions had only
a subsidiary role within this framework.

The nobiles

based their hierarchy in time since ennoblement with
little regard to background;

among the

success was a function of patronage,

novi homines

difficult to

define in individual cases but fed by closer contact,
thus often placing the new provincial senator at a
disadvantage with his Italian contemporary,

until an

increase in provincials from the same area gave him the
same support in numbers.
when allied,
effective,

as often,

Geographical ties,

to kinship,

especially

were the most

and the prominence of individual provincial

areas in the Roman senate correlates well in time with
the existence of such bonds.
senators from the

So the intertwining of

Gallic and Spanish provinces with one

another and with the fabric of the Roman state made
possible the dynasty of the Antonines.
Hence the very existence of this provincialization
of the senate necessitates change in the structure and
attitudes of this important body.

The process is u n 

doubted: that in their search for suitable men to
reinforce the senatorial membership,

depleted by natural

causes and decaying as an active participant in government,

the emperors were turning to more widespread areas,
Africa and the East,

now

soon even to Britain and to Egypt.

The effects are less certain,

both the immediate effects

of confrontation and those arising from continuing
contact.

By Antonine times,

as H a m m o n d ’s statistics

show, * the western contribution to Roman society had
almost

spent itself,

and the emergence of Africa and the

East had been foreshadowed.
though no mean one,
pattern,

A f r i c a ’s contribution,

conformed closely to the western

but the new Greek contribution,

government as well as to culture,

this time to

was different.

The

reciprocal relations between Roman society and the new
Eastern senators produce effects as unique as the
historical situation in which they find their origin.
There was neither fusion of life and culture,
creation of a pluralist society.

nor the

For the most striking

results are the complete integration of the eastern
senators within the political machinery of the Empire,
the retention of close ties with their home areas for
generations,

and an ambivalent attitude towards marriage,

1

M. Hammond, JRS 47 (1957) 77 for a table based on the
collections of senators.
It shows the African and Eastern
increase under the Antonines with a corresponding decrease
in Western provincials, but epigraphical evidence for the
West is sparser and the statistics rest on relatively
few examples.
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now within their own provinces,

now into the Italian

or western families.
It is perhaps relevant to trace here the reasons
underlying the ease with which the eastern senators
entered the Roman upper classes,

reasons which in part

explain the absence of acculturation,
of such political and structural

a usual concomitant

assimilation.

Hardly a

ripple of discrimination or prejudice is detected in the
resultant society.
seek.

Yet these reasons are not far to

They are partly revealed in the criteria prompting

adlection,

but in the main arise from the particular

historical situation at the time.
From their first contact with the Eastern cities,
1

as has often been pointed out,

the Roman authorities

had protected and furthered the privileged status of the
magnates.

In this identification of interests lay a

mutual strengthening of power; so in the development of
a provincial nobility,

centering on the xoivd

and the

festivals connected with the imperial ruler cult,
the municipal potentates and the petty dynasts,
to serve the Roman interest,

and their own,

it was

ready

who provided

1

cf. A.H.M. Jones, The Greek C i t y ; J.H. Oliver, TAPhA
n.s. 43 part 4 (1953) 869-1003; G. Bowersock, Augustus
and the Greek World.
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the chief priests.

It is not surprising that these men

with their ties of profit and convenience with Rome
should be the ones to win senatorial adlection,

often

after gaining experience as equites in the Roman civil
and military service,
of life.

an extra exposure to the Roman way

Yet the concept of Romanization can be over

stressed in its influence.

None of the early eastern

senators came from the coloniae,* and the criteria on
which Millar,

2

citing Habicht,

bases his view of the

numerical superiority among eastern senators of those
with descent in the Italian settlers or colonists are not
completely satisfactory.

Of 69 senators from Asia Minor

up to the reign of Commodus whose origo is known,

55 came

from Roman colonies or places where settlements of
Italians are attested.

The significance of these

statistics drops sharply when a look at M a g i e Ts lists cited

1

All cited in B. Stech, Klio beiheft X (1912) 150 ff,
before Quintilius and Caristanius, except Servenius
Cornutus, but his dating to Neronian times is not incontrovertable.
A later dating is more probable: the Iulii
Severi were more illustrious later and a Servenia Cornuta
appears later at Ancyra (IGR 3 192) . Also Frg. Vatic. 168
has a rescript of Marcus and Lucius to an Apronius
Saturninus, a possible textual mistake for Aponius
Saturninus under whom as proconsul, Cornutus was legate so not the Vespasianic Saturninus.
2
F.
Millar, A Study of Cassius Dio I 84 citing Chr. Habicht,
1st. M i t t . 9-10 (1959-60), 121 f.
3
D. Magie, Roman Rule in Asia M i n o r . 1615-16.
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re v e a l s

all of the i m p o rtant c i ties in one or other of

the two categories.
name:

His second criterion is that of

’the majority have names with no specifically

Greek e l e m e n t s ’,* a false distinction since the indigenous
families on enfranchisement took the nomen of emperor
2

or governor and many show Roman cognomina as well.
Apart from this it is worth questioning the relevance of
origin and descent.

Many families of Italian descent

became absorbed in the cultural and political life of
the cities,

so much so that controversy often rages

over their descent:
them native,

so the Vedii of Ephesus - some think

some Italian.

Quite probably the whole

question was of only secondary importance; political
position in the cities and provinces

(and wealth)

rather

than racial extraction was the arbiter.
This choice was in line with the developments
shown in the contact between Roman society and new

1

F. Millar,

op. cit.,

I 84 .

2

So many Iulii, Claudii and Flavii; also Herennii
(Achaia), Cassii (Syria).
Cognomina include Severus
(often) Celsus, Quadratus, Aquila and Iulianus, but as
the century wore on they became more distinctively Greek,
even from the c o l o n i a e .
3
cf. R. Syme, JRS 51 (1961) 23-30 and RE VIIIA (1955)
563 f.

senators from other provinces,
movement went on apace,

and,

as elsewhere,

the

once the first break had been

made and the success of the first eastern senators
adlected by policy proved the value of the innovation.
But this was only the catalyst setting into motion the
process that was potential in the historical situation.
The two cultures,
in contact,

the Greek and the Roman,

had long been

a contact now reinforced by the Greek cul

tural renascence of the second sophistic period and this
coincided with the first major eastern adlections.

It

made easy the path to assimilation as it spread through
the Roman world.

Philostratus in his anecdotal

biographies of the most famous of the sophists thrown
up by the movement

tells of senators and knights at

Rome forsaking their business and flocking to hear the
rhetoricians declaim.*

Many senators travelled to the

Asian centres of culture to hear them.

Various incidents
2

testify to their influence with the emperors,

as does

the appointment of some as tutors to the young

1

So Philostratus,

Vitae Sophistae 589-90*

2

So Philostratus, op. cit.,
(Polemo); 582 (Aristides).

520

(Scopelian)

531,
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princes.*

The extant orations of Dio of Prusa and

Aelius Aristides illustrate their matter and style.
As well as in this widespread sophistic movement,
cultural exchange between Greeks and Romans took place
on a more intimate level,

especially in education.

Part of Herodes Atticus* education was conducted at
Athens,

2

part at Rome

P. Calvisius,

1

(where he stayed in the house of

maternal grandfather of M. Aurelius:

note the excellent relations between a Greek and an
Italian senatorial family).
a Roman,

So was that of Aulus Gellius, ^

and many of his anecdotes centre on the activities

of senators of Greek and Roman origin gathered together
for instruction in Athens.^

Not that this Graeco-

Roman polarity did not generate undercurrents and
tensions,

but most were minor.

So another anecdote

1

Philostratus, op. cit.,
607 (Aelius Antipater chosen
by Septimius S e v e r u s ) ; Herodes Atticus was master of
Marcus and Lucius.
cf. also Philostratus, op. cit., 571
for Marcus* selection of Alexander as his Greek secretary.
Philostratus is often underestimated as a source of
historical material.
2

Philostratus,

op. cit.,

544,

521.

3
Fronto,

ad M. C a e s . iii 2 ( N . 40).

4
Frequent references to his masters at Athens (Herodes
and Taurus), and at Rome (Sulpicius Apollinaris and
Favorinus) in his Noctes Atticae
cf. 19* 8 .
5
Aulus Gellius, Noctes Atticae 1.2; 18.2; et. a l .
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tells of an Asian eques who had come to Rome to study;
advanced inebriation leads to battle over the relative
merits of the Greek and Latin languages.*

Elsewhere

Roman senators had taken to different aspects of the
Greek way of life.
Natalis,

The Spanish nobilis. Minicius

was victorious in the Olympic Games 129.

Religious discontent drew other Senators East.

2

Many

shared with Aelius Aristides a predilection for the
worship of Asclepius,

the god of healing,

Asclepieum at Pergamum.

at the

A senator Rutilianus was so

captivated by Lucian’s bete noire Alexander of Abonuteichos,
a charlatan cashing in on the resurrected importance of
oracular utterance through his serpent god Glycon,
he married Alexander’s daughter,
status and advanced age.^

that

despite his consular

Lucian suggests that Rutilianus

was not alone in his attraction to Alexander.^

Calpurnius

1

Aulus Gellius, Noctes Atticae 19. 9.
champion was from Spain.
2

o

The Latin

SIG 84 O ; already praetorian, he later governed the
consular province Moesia Inferior before being proconsul
of Africa, a very important man CIL XIV 3599. As others
with interests in things Greek, he was curator fani
Herculis Victoris at Tibur cf. ILS 11Q1 (Rutilianus),
CIL XIV 3609, 3610.
3
Aelius Aristides, OR. 48 4$* et a l .
4
Lucian, Alexander 35. Rutilianus too reached the pro
consulship of Asia.
5
Lucian, op. cit., 30.

Piso,

scion of one of the oldest patrician families

still existent, was a M-u o t t k
mysteries;

1

in the Eleusinian

so were Marcus and Hadrian.

reciprocal contacts,

2

All such

and this is but a selection,

between Greek and Roman culture paved the way for the
eastern senator to fit into Roman society without
making a great break with his normal way of life.
ties with his homeland he retained;

His

there was his

source of wealth and there were most of his kinsmen.
To be a loyal servant of the machine,
cease to be a Greek.

one need not

There was no conflict.

N o w to the actual relations of the new eastern
senator with the principate,
home area.

the other senators and his

It was obvious policy among the emperors,

at least since Trajan,

to unify their senatorial

advisers by giving them a common bond in Italy and by
treating them politically as ordinary members of the
aristocracy at their particular social level,
their racial background.

whatever

So the factor motivating

T r o j a n ’s legislation compelling the investment of a

1

IG 3. 620.
2

HA Marcus 27. 1; HA Hadrian 13. 1., Dio Cassius 69.
11.
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third of a s e n a t o r ’s capital in Italian land:
interest and a bond.

an

To this emperor it was not right

that senators should regard Rome and Italy not as
their p a t r i a . but as an hospitium or stabulum on their
travels,*

Not that provincial senators only needed to

be kept near R o m e : a regulation of Augustus had forbidden
senatorial travel without imperial authorization outside
Italy and Sicily

2

(Claudius added Narbonensis).

Though Cassius Dio claims it was still operative in his
time,

there is much reference to non-official travel by

senators in second century literature.^

It was

probably his frequent journeys between Rome and Athens
that induced the construction by Herodes Atticus of an
aqueduct at Canusium on the Via Appia linking Brundisium
to R o m e .^

Horace,

staying the night at Canusium on his

journey to Brundisium,

had complained of the grittiness

1

Pliny,

Ejd. 6 . 19.

2

Dio Cassius,

52. 42. 6.

3
Tacitus* A n n . 12.

23. 1.

4
Especially in Philostratus^ Lucian, Aulus Gellius.
Epigraphical sources too are relevant: so Flavius Arrianus
seems to have spent his retirement in Athens cf. Kolbe,
Ath. M i t t . 46 (1921) 131 ff.
5
Philostratus, Vitae Sophistae 551.
Its new name and
status, Colonia Aurelia... corroborates Philostratus’
statement that he had Canusium made a colony as well.
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of what little water there was.*
move too is dubious.

The success of T r a j a n ’s

Extant evidence of such property

owning by provincials is rare.

Predictably the only

apparent outcome was land speculation and price in2

flation.

Marcus supported the principle,

but his

reduction of the investment to one quarter reveals the
difficulties of its practical application.
A counter argument,
place,

erected almost into a common

has been used to prove discrimination: the

emperors used eastern senators in predominately Greek
speaking lands,

with the implication that it was delib

erate policy to keep them from posts in other provinces,^
If it were true it would indicate the presence in
germ of the weakness in the imperial ideal which was
to separate the Roman Empire into East and West.
it was not so.

But

It is only natural that senators from

eastern provinces should have often held commands in

_
Horace,

Sermones I. 5* 91.

2

Pliny, E£. 6. 19 so much so that some have suggested
that the move was agricultural, an end better served by
the newly formed alimentary system,
3
HA Marcus 11. 8 .
4
cf. E. Groag M X 544 ff., C. Walton, JRS 19 (1929)
40, F. Millar, A Study of Cassius Dio 26.
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their home areas;

experience of the conditions and the

people was often the prelude to successful government.
It is another thing to claim their selection was
determined by this purpose.

The absence of a great

number of eastern senators in western posts is an
argumentum ex silentio open to a double attack.

Evidence

of commanders in western provinces is at a minimum,

and

at this time the proportion of eastern senators to the
whole body is still quite low.*

So it is not surprising

that as the number of senators from the East increased,
so did the number known in the western provinces in
various capacities: consular legates,
(Dacia),

2

Claudius Iulianus

^

Quadratus Bassus
/i

and Iulius Severus 4 (Ger

mania I n f erior); praetorian legates,

Iulius Eurycles^

1

cf. M. Hammond, JRS 47 (1957) 77*
In Antonine times
a quarter of those whose origo is known were from the
East, and Hammond calculates that known origins represent
about a quarter of the full senate.
Also more evidence
is available for East than for West.
2

AE 1934 n o « 77 there is difficulty of identification
cf. R. Syme JRS 36 (1946) 162-3.
3
ILS 2907; CIL 111 7474 = ILS 2475 except the latter
omit s Iuli a n u s » n a m e .
4
IGR 3* 173; the command of his son in Syria Palestina
after legionary legateship in Germania Inferior (IGR 3*
1 7 2 ) suggests choice of province did not depend on racial
origin.
5
AE 1950 no. 177, of. H.G. Pflaum, Germania 37 (1959)
150-5.
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i
(Baetica),

Claudius Severus

(Arabia); legionary legates,
2

Claudius Iulianus
(Britain).

(Moesia Inferior),

Claudius Charax

Nor was there discrimination against eastern

senators in urban consular posts or the sacerdotal
colleges,
times,

in which they served probably from Flavian

certainly under Trajan.

The priesthoods too

indicate constant residence near Rome.
Other signs also point to the closeness of relations
between eastern and western senators,
between some of them.

or,

at least,

Nomenclature often leads the way,

although many of its mazes are are yet unexplored.^-

The

polynomial tendency of the age can reveal affinities un
suspected in the bare outline of careers on stone or in
chance references in literary sources using the simpli
fied forms of common usage.

So the names of T r a j a n ’s

Pergamine vir m i l i taris. Iulius Quadratus Bassus,

are

1

In many inscriptions as SEG 7. 844*
2

AE 1961 no. 320.
3
Curators: Iulius Celsus (ILS 8971), Iulius Severus
(IGR 3. 174). Priesthoods: Iulius Quadratus was Frater
Arvalis by 78 (CIL VI 2056) later Vllvir Epulonum
(IGR 4 . 374) Pontifex: Iulius Severus (IGR 3« 174)»
XVviri Sacris Faciundis: Iulius Celsus 7ils 8 971 ),
Iulius Severus (IGR 3. 172). Pompeius Macrinus also
sodalis Augustalis (AE 1950 no. 177).
4
of. Q. Pompeius Sosius Priscus (cos, o r d . 1 6 9 ) with
38 names (ILS 110 4 )•
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included among those of P. Manilius Vopiscus Vicinillianus
L. Elufrius Severus Iulius Quadratus Bassus (cos, o r d .

1 1 4 ), a patrician whose father’s magnificent villa at
Tibur elicited the praise of the poet Statius.*

conjectures,

with no basis in other evidence,

the reason for the link.

Only

can provide

Still attractive as a solution

is adoption, the original justification for the
accretion of names,

but caution is requisite,

especially

when more than two sets of names are incorporated.
adoption is the answer in the present instance,

If

a

remarkable rapport has been established between an
Italian patrician and an Asian novus h o m o .

other instances.

There are

The names of the Spartan senator

C. Iulius Eurycles H e r d a n u s appear among those of Q.
Pompeius

Falco (cos, suff. 108) and his patrician
2
descendants,
a family boasting six consuls and eight
consulships in less than a century
Antoninus.^

and friendship with

Falco’s father-in-law had been an intimate

1

Statius, Silvae 1 3 with praises of Manilius as a
literary patron in the preface.
2

Including the consul cited in note4 above, p. 49
3

Cos, suff. 11 9 8 ; cos, or d . 99; cos, o r d . Ill 100;
cos, o r d . 11 107; cos, suff. 109, and cos, or d . in 149,
169, 193.
4
Fronto, ad M. C a e s .2 11 (N. 35).
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friend of Trajan - and twice eponymous consul - and of
Plutarch.*

His father-in-law,

Sex. Iulius Frontinus,

thrice consul,

was a great military and literary figure

and connected,

again only by nomenclature,

maternal ancestry of Marcus Aurelius.
sort of family connected,

2

with the

Such was the

by an unknown thread,

to

Eurycles.
Discrimination must come closest to disappearance
in intermarriage,

and such amalgamation of eastern and

western senatorial families is too common to allow F.
M i l l a r ’s disbelief

in its extent or importance.

Millar

doubts its probability in the light of the attachment of
the senators and their families to their home provinces,
amply illustrated by their continuing relations,^ and
also in the light of the many known marriages within
the provincial nobility.

There is no reason to except

the two eastern sons-in-law of Marcus,
from Mytilene,

nor the Pompeii

despite their long years of connection

1

Q. Sosius Senecio, mentioned often in Plutarch who
dedicated several works to him cf. RE 111A. 1180-93*
2

cf. RE X 591-606; the name of Marcus’ great-grand
father: P. Calvisius Ruso Iulius Frontinus.
3
F. Millar, A Study of Cassius Dio 12.
4
cf. Foundations cited in T.R.S. Broughton, Roman Asia
in Tenney Frank, An Economic Survey of Ancient Rome. Vol.
IV, 696-817. Lists are by cities.
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with Rome;

all can be shown to have retained interests

in their home areas.

Claudius Severus was very closely

tied to the royal house,
bride

1

since he received a royal
2

and adopted a descendant of M a r c u s ’ sister;

yet he was greatly honoured at Pompeiopolis,

as were his

descendants in Cibyra,^ and his grandfather had been
married within the great Asian consular nexus of the
early second century.'*

Most of the family of Claudius

Pompeianus are known in Rome after he married Lucilla,
yet when Commodus lifted his f a t h e r ’s ban on the Games
at Antioch,

the first YP emu a/retic

was a Pompeianus.^
7
The Pompeii too were still remembered in Lesbos.
Herodes Atticus,
millionaire,

Athenian sophist and multi

a towering figure in both Greek and Roman

1

BCH 13

(1889)

305-7 no. 13 corrected in BCH 27 (1903)

32 4 - 5 no. 2 8 .
2

cf. P. Lambrechts, L ’ant. c l a s s . 7 (1938) 87 who believes,
perhaps rightly, that M a r c u s ’ nephew adopted the son of a
first marriage by Severus.
Some adoption is clear.
3

2

BCH 27 (1903) 324-5 no. 28 and often (references PIR
c 1 0 2 4 ).
4
cf. W. Ramsay, The Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia Vol.
1, 286 ff.
5
IGR 3 173.
6

Malalas 287 in Migne,

7
ILS 8825.

Patrologia

Graeca Vol.

97, p. 434.
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worlds,

illustrates through his life many of the p r o 

cesses of Graeco-Roman relations,

yet the personal traits

of such a singular man must not be hardened into
generalizations.

So too in intermarriage,

Herodes took

to wife (probably his second)* the daughter of two of
the most distinguished Italian families,

Annia Regilla*

Two of her male ancestors were honoured by Elis at
2

Olympia;

Annia herself took an active part in the Greek

festivals.

Not that harmony was complete.

death of Annia,
her murder,

On the

her patrician brother accused Herodes of

despite his lavish and emotional protestat

ions of grief.^

But Herodes could win both the enmity^

and the unanimous support
citizens too.

of his Athenian fellow

In his biography by Philostratus are

recorded his relations with emperors,

with senators from

1

Not necessarily his second: he may have married late,
thus explaining the lapse of seventeen years between his
consulship and that of his brother-in-law.
2

ILS 8824a.
3

(Appius Bradua and Appius Annius Gallus).

1

So SIG
856^ quoting I. Olympia 610: 1 'PfiytXXa,
Af||j.T]Tpoc, ^0 u 6 cop xal tol Ttepl t o i56oop T y A i t 1.
4
Philostratus, Vitae Sophistae 555-6.
5
Philostratus, op. cit., 549*
6

Philostratus,

op. cit.,

565-6.

tepeia
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east and west and his magnificent grants to cities of
1

Italy,

Greece and Asia Minor.

details.

Lucian and Fronto add

The place which Herodes won in Roman society

must have had a great effect on the further entry of
easterners into the Roman senate.
There are others too, besides the few Millar notes,
showing close and significant East-West relationships;
so three families from Pisidian Antioch,
certainly,

a Roman colonia

but the value of the distinction is dubious

even if these three houses traced their descent to Italy.
One had certainly become integrated into the local customs
if Ramsay is right in seeing in the name of Flavonia
Menodora reference to a family of priests in the service
2

of the local god Men.

The gens Flavonia is rarely

q

found elsewhere.
suff. 152).^

Menodora married Novius Priscus (c os.

Little else could be gauged were it not

1

So Canusium, Oricum, all through Greece, Alexandria
Troas cf. Philostratus, op. cit., 551, 548* et. al.
2

W. Ramsay, JRS 6 (1916) 130.
3

At Antioch cf. SEG 6 555; IGR 4 280; Ath. M i t t . 32
(1907) 306; JRS 23 (1933)
317.
4
The Novii Prisci are obscure.
One was cos, o rd. 7 8 ;
one went into exile under Nero (Tac..Annales 15. 71),
possibly to be identified.

again for nomenclature.

Their son,

was C. Novius Rusticus Venuleius

honoured in Antioch,

Apronianus.*

hint of a very important Italian link.

This is

The gens Venuleia

with its origo and its wealth in Pisa and its patrician
status was now at the height of its power: one member
2

received a second consulship in 168.
L. Sergius

Paullus,

His colleague,

also with a second consulship,

connections with Pisidian Antioch too.

had

An earlier

member of his gens, Sergia Paulla - the family had
already been ennobled - married a C. Caristanius Fronto,
patron of his colonia,
Vespasian.

adlected into the senate by

Little but the existence of two sons is

known further of the Caristarii;^
ahead.

the Sergii moved

In Rome in the next generation a Sergia Paullina

married into the top patrician family,
Yet Antioch was not to be outdone,

the Cornelii Severi.

and a member of one

1

cf. JRS 6 (1916) 129 f; C£ 2 (1908) 111; C£ 3 (1909)
52 no. 6.
Tribe (Sergia) and inscription at Antioch
without official post there make origo probable.
2

CIL XI 1432-3.
3
JRS 3 (1913)

262.

JRS 3 (1913)

262.

4
5
JRS 16 (1926) 20 3; as a further connection the inscript
ion was found in Galatia.
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of the few other long surviving patrician families,
Ser. Cornelius Dolabella,
from the colonia,

seems to have taken a wife

There seems no better reason for

the presence there of an honorific inscription to his
wife Iulia Agrippina,
Paullus,

specifying her father as Iulius

a man of praetorian status.*

If this is true,

then revision is necessary in our attitudes to the
insularity of both patriciate and eastern senatorial
groups.
This is

not to say that most eastern senators

married into the Italian aristocracy; it only shows that
the wish for such a match did not meet insurmountable or
even strong bars on either side.

Many eastern senators

naturally chose brides from their own areas,

especially

the novi homines: very few broke into the senatorial
ring by marriage into it.

So the whole nexus of consular

Asian houses, with their skeleton relationships drawn
2
early, stayed for the most part within their own geo
graphical areas in their marriages; the Claudii Severi
were,

of course,

1

AE i 960 no. 35.
2

IGR 3 173.

exceptions,

using both types of
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marriage;* maybe the Iulii Severi were too,

if the

Calpurnii who married into the family were not of
2

Galatian stock.

It is difficult to tell.

As the

number of eastern senators increased towards the end of
the second and into the third century,

so did the

number of intra-provincial marriages.

The well-known

Lycian network of families may illustrate a typical p ro
cess.

When the kin members spread through many Lycian

cities - Patara,

Xanthus,

Oenoanda,

Cibyra,

Rhodiapolis -

first became interested in an imperial career (C. Iulius
Demosthenes),

their marriages had been within the top

provincial nobility,

and continued so,

generation to become senatorial.

even in the first

Yet the next generation

could go outside the nexus; marriage to a Syrian woman
and to an Italian senator.

The daughter of this last

match can marry one of the noblest men in Rome,

Q. Sosius

Falco (cos, o r d . 193).^
1

cf. above p. 52 notes

1-5.

2

For these Calpurnii at Ancyra cf. IGR 3 192,
3

IGR 3 180.
2

This is seen in a glance at the stemmata facing PIR
C 776 and 947.
The increasing intra provincial marriages
are obvious from a reading of the Claudii lists in G.
Barbieri, L ’albo senatorio da Settimo Severo a C a r i n o .
37-45.
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Yet much remains unknown through lack of detail.
Flavius Boethus,

a consular general,

but for his friendship with Galen.
has only recently received a career,
though a son.
ibilities:

Claudius Charax
but as yet no wife,

His inscription records his dual respons

it details his official career,

praise of him
city,

would be unknown

Ephesus,

tov

o u y YPG-'PSQ'

but ends in

His munificence to his

brought him rewards; in others only the

foundations are noted.

So Cuspius Pactumeius Rufinus

(cos, o r d . 142) of Pergamum,

known only for his temple

to Aesculapius and other relations with his home city.
More is known of the Claudii Frontini,
of the family are unsure.

2

but the movements

The first known member

from Messene and one of the upper Achaian nobility.

was
'i

His

son became consul^ and his sons were favoured in their

1
AE 1961 nos. 320-21; for his TtpoTtuXov , AE 1933 nos. 274
and 279; references to his histories in Suidas, Xdoa£,.
and in Jacoby, F.G. H i s t . 11 482 f.
2
Aelius Aristides or. 50
28;
Galen, 2. 224; A n t h o l .
Pal. 9 .6 5 6 . IGR 4 425 ... lepea Ato<; ’OX'UjiTctou xai xtiott)v
3
t ?k TuaTpLftoc ...
IG V. 1. 1455, 1 4 5 1 3 512 (Ti# Claudius Saethida Caelianus
apxiepeuc; tSv SePaOTcov 6 1 a (3iou xai *EWaftapxTK axo
xoivou Toov *Axaicov Sia ptou) .
4
T i . Claudius Frontinus.
(ILS 1086-88).
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careers as far as they go, but by this time the family
seems to have moved to Abellinum in Italy.^

The reasons

are not obvious; possibly marriage into an Italian
family at Abellinum,

possibly the acquisition of land

in Italy in accordance with Trajan’s regulation such a family transplant is otherwise unknown and the
2
family is still honoured in the Peloponnese.
The history of one family in its contact with the
senate illustrates many of the processes: the Pompeii
originally from Mytilene.
by Theophanes,

The franchise had been won

the historian of the great Pompeius:

his equestrian son had been active under Augustus and a
close friend of Tiberius.^- A descendant was praetorian
by 14 A.D.^

Intermarriage connected the family with

equestrian descendants of the Spartan daredevil Iulius
Eurycles,

who had won citizenship from Octavian for his

dashing exploits at Actium.

Tiberius’ reign of terror

1
Ti. Claudii Saethida Caelianus and Frontinus Niceratus
(ILS 1086-87); for estates at Abellinum c f • ILS 1086-88,
also these Claudii as patrons there.
2
cf. CIL 111 495; ILS 8831; IG 588.
3
Cicero, pro Archia 10. 24; privileges won for Mytilene,
Plutarch, Pomp. 42. 64 I.
4
Suet. Div. I u l . 5 6 . 7; Ovid, ex Ponto 2. 10. 21;
Strabo 13. 2. 3 .
5
Tac., A n n . 1. 72. 4 . (Q. Pompeius Macer).
6

cf. Plutarch, A n t . 67; Josephus,

B . 1 . 1. 531.
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saw the family in exile.'*'

At this stage the lulii
2
retained their connection with the Peloponnese,
the

Pompeii go unrecorded in Mytilene.

Under Trajan or

Hadrian both families re-emerge - separately and
senatorial.

The only trace of continuing connection

lies in an honorific inscription to Pompeius Macrinus at
Tegea:

he had held no post in Achaia.

Iulius Eurycles

is still much tied to his home area^ though nomenclature
reflects unsuspected connections in Italy.^
Little is known of the marriage relations of
Pompeius Macrinus,

but he is honoured in Lesbos with

his grand-daughter Cornelia Cethegilla: she is
Ta<; TtoXioc1,

i »/
euepYSTtc;

he is ’euepyeTcu; xai XTiOTac Tac tcoX i o c 1.

The valuable association of the family with their home
area continued,

but there are marriage links with Italian

1

Tac., A n n . 6. 18. 4; Suet.,

Tiber. 57. 2.

2

cf. AJA 30 (1926) 390 ff.; AE 1929 no. 99.
3
cf. AJA 37 (1933) 215 ff. and with slightly different
restorations BCH 3. 272 and IG V. 2. 151.
4
IG V. 380 (Sparta) he is high priest for life and xn5suoov
Trie 7toXea)C.
IG V. 281 (Mantinea, 130 A.D.)-he ordered
a stoa in honour of Hadrian’s favourite Antinoos; it was
built by his heirs. Note that though of Eastern origin
he was proconsular legate in Baetica.
5
With Pompeius Falco, as indicated above p. 50 notes 2 ff.
6
ILS 8825.

i
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families too.

P o m p e i u s ’ daughter,

Pompeia Agripinilla,^

married M. Gavius Squilla Gallicanus

(origo probably

2

Verona),

whose nobility is patent in his f a t h e r ’s

eponymous consulship as well as in his own.
was eponymous consul in I 6 4 .

Her brother

The name of P o m p e i a ’s

children Cornelius and Cornelia m ay reveal further Italian connections.

'1

Yet the family did not lose its

interest in Greek traditions,
discovered in Italy,
shows;

as an intriguing inscription

on the Roman Campagna near Tusculum,

among the affiliated members of a Bacchic thiasus,

this family,

in both its eastern and Italian elements,

hold the chief posts.^
in Italy,

So the suggestion is of residence

with ver y close ties to the Italian nobility,

1

ILS 8825; the son was one of Fronto’s pupils cf. Fronto,
ad. amic. 1. 25 (N. 188).
2
An inference from three facts: the great number of
Gavii at Verona and Aquileia (though none exhibiting
Aquileia’s tribe, Velina) cf. G. Chilver, Cisalpine Gaul
(Oxford 1941) 90-91; the presence in Verona (CIL V
3382) of an Avenia Bassaris adopted daughter of M.
Gavius Cornelius Agathemerus, while a Bassaris and three
Agathemeri appear in the Bacchic inscription cited below;
CIL V 3401 records a M. Gavius Squillianus, almost
certainly Veronese.
3
One conjecture points to Cornelius Dolabella (c o s .
suff. 113; already with Eastern relations in his wife
Iulia Agrippina AE i 960 no. 35; note too the name Agrippina),
another points to the Cornelii Scipiones Orfiti, since
two Orfiti, a cognomen found almost wholely in the upper
classes among their relations, appear in the Bacchic
inscription; a Gavius Orfitus was cos, o r d . 165, a year
after Pompeius Macrinus.
4
A. Vogliano, AJA 37 (1933) 215 ff.

yet there is no revoking of ancestral homelands or of
ancestral customs;

indeed they may have interested their

Italian connections in these things.

The Pompeii

illustrate an effect of the eastern entry into the
senate which is not uncommon for these early times,
though often,

especially later,

the ties of marriage

are more within the home provinces.

II

In a monarchy,
the Antonine one,

stable and almost hereditary,

as

the origin of much that is to affect

a particular reign lies in the years leading up to
its inauguration.

So with the first co-rulers Marcus

and Lucius; two important processes preceded their
accession,

one preparing them for rule,

preparing the rule for them.

First,

and upbringing of the young princes,

the other

the education
including their

political apprenticeship under their adoptive father
Antoninus as well as their normal training under tutors.
Relationships made in this formative period,
with masters and with fellow students,
their importance into the new rule.

both

often retained

Also this was the

most decisive time in the moulding of the character
and personality of the young princes,

important since

they provided the focus to the reign; their respons
ibility lay in co-ordinating advice and in turning it
into action and theirs was the ultimate voice stamping
decision or legislation.

Indeed it is tempting to

claim the personality of Marcus as the single factor
most responsible for the smoothness of his succession,
but in the hard world of politics personality was a
minor factor,

unless its basis was secure in power,

and power was the result of position and political
alliances.

This points to the second process;

it

involved the preparation of the political machine for
the smooth accession of the new ruler.

The creation

of a power bloc in the senate is evident,

though

much prosopographical detail has been lost.

The

bloc contained both nobiles and novi homi n e s , though
the former probably provided the nucleus; the novi
hom i n e s , with their continual infusion of new blood,
may have been responsible for most of the military
exploits and juristic changes
trative changes too),

(probably many adminis

but it was the nobiles who gave

the thread of continuity which makes much of second
century policy seem almost dictated by a master
plan.’*'

Most of the people involved in these two pro

cesses carried into the new rule their close association
with the imperial house,

and the influence and power

that is the reward of such accessibility.
More than twenty years before its eventuality the
succession of Marcus and Lucius had been mooted,

when

I
Much of the continuity is also attributable to the
stability in lower level imperial administration, a
stability often exaggerated.
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Hadrian adopted Antoninus on condition that he adopt
both of them.'*'

Important factors even apart from his
2

ten year age advantage
successor.

made Marcus the more likely

Not only was his family linked in the clos

est friendship with the ruling dynasty before his
adoption,

but the policies and activities of Antoninus

afterwards highlighted the senior position of Marcus.
It caused no surprise,
death imminent,

therefore,

when Antoninus,

his

entrusted to the care of Marcus the

state and his daughter, with the usual visible signs
(the transference of the golden statue of Fortuna to
the bedroom of M a r c u s : it always stood in the bedroom
of the reigning emperor).

Surprise did stem,

however,

from Marcus* decision to associate his adoptive
brother with himself in co-rule.^
remain a mystery.

Underlying motives

A historical survey of the family

1

HA Hadrian 24. 1; HA Pius 4 . 4-5; Dio Cassius 6 9 . 21.
1.
The main facts are clear enough, though the names
are incredibly confused in the HA; at times H A fs facts
are self-contradictory.
Coins and inscriptions help.
2
Marcus was seventeen, Lucius seven.
3
HA Pius 12. 5; HA Marcus 7. 3*
4
HA Marcus 7* 5-8.
A compliant senate voted Marcus
the name Antoninus, Lucius the name Verus, an overt in
dication of M a r c u s 1 superiority in prestige; (neither
coins nor inscriptions verify the HA*s attribution of
the name Antoninus to Lucius as well).
Marcus sought
to bond Lucius closer to himself by betrothing to him
Lucilla his daughter.
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backgrounds of Marcus and Lucius shows the grounds
for predicting their ultimate eminence,

the attitudes

of Hadrian and Antoninus to the future rulers,

and the

formation and continuation of groupings supporting
the dynasty within the senate.
Antoninus himself,

uncle of Marcus,

shows in his

relationships a party already in existence,

a party

which combined the old Italian families with the noble
descendants of Gallic and Spanish recruits to the
Roman senate,

adlected when Claudius had opened the

senatorial doors to western provincials or when Vespasian
had opened them further.

Close connection had joined

the party to Hadrian long before his adoption of Anton
inus,
shows.

no arbitrary choice as the following analysis
No point is certain as the first connecting

link; individual senators

(themselves or their descend

ants later known in the group) had distinguished records
even in Flavian days,
to M, Annius Verus,

and the year 97 saw a consulship

and possibly a second to Arrius

Antoninus,^ grandfathers respectively of the future

1

For Verus, AE 1954 no. 220,
A consular pair tSabinus
et Antoninus * (PIR2 A 10 86) were rejected by Mommsen.
Groag is not so sure,
Antoninus was twice consul
(Pliny, ejD. 4« 3. 1 in a sketch of Antoninus) and N e r v a Ts
friend (Victor, e p i t . 12, 3),
Should he as twice con
sul take second place even if the Sabinus was E.. Vibius
Sabinus, husband of Trajan*s niece Matidia?

emperors Marcus and Antoninus.

The ephemeral reign

of Nerva does not surprise as the date of a second
consulship to the aged friend of Nerva who won Pliny’s
praise for his dignity, probity,

erudition and amateur

verse efforts: the same reign saw second consulships
to Iulius Frontinus and Vestricius Spurinna,
to Verginius Rufus.

a third

No compelling reason accounts

for a consulship to Verus; it may have been his due.
At the accession of Hadrian in 117 there is much
to suggest that this group formed the most influential
unit outside the imperial family (if, indeed,
not already linked)•

it was

A look at the eponymous consuls

for the first four years of HadrianTs reign is in
structive.

As colleague in 118 the emperor chose

Cn. Pedanius Fuscus Salinator, the son-in-law of his
2
sister Domitia Paulina.
P. Dasumius Rusticus was his
partner in 119 - an indeterminate figure linked by
conjecture with the ancestries of both Hadrian and
1

cf. below; J. Carcopino, REA 51 (1949) 315 ff.
conjectures the link as a double marriage of Matidia,
R. Syme, Tacitus 792 suggests the gens Dasumia.
2
Pedanius is known otherwise only as a promising
orator (Pliny, e£. 6. 11), the family origo probably
Barcino in Tarraconensis cf. R. Syme, Tacitus 785
n. 4.
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Marcus.

1

120 seems to show the first private eponymous

consuls of the new reign.

L. Catilius Severus

received his second consulship,

at first sight a reward

to a loyal military adherent of the new dynasty.
After a chequered career,

Severus had been consular

legate of Cappadocia and the two Armenian provinces
at the death of Trajan.

Hadrian indicated his trust

by transferring Severus to Syria on his own departure
for Rome; he knew the power latent in the Syrian
legions,

for his own accession had depended on it as

much as had that of Vespasian.

2

Yet there is another

fact which must not be forgotten and it relates
Severus to the family of Marcus.
as grand-daughter of Severus.

HA knew Marcus* mother
A consideration of

relative ages and known ancestries casts doubt,

but

1

H a d r i a n fs brother-in-law and niece are the most
prominent legatees (after the son, possibly this Dasumius,
and the daughter) in a will of a Dasumius in 10 8 (CIL VI
10229); provision is also made for the Spanish city
Corduba.
HA Marcus 1. 6 alleges descent of Marcus from
a Messapian prince, son of Dasummus.
Dio Cassius
6 9 . 21. 2 connects Hadrian and the Annii Veri; the link
may be through the Dasumii, or through Matidia, as J.
Carcopino, REA 51 (1949) 315 ff.
Neither is certain.
2

2
For Severus, PIR C 558.
His prefecture of Rome
later under Hadrian attests his continuing power; he
saw himself as emperor, not Antoninus,and was annoyed
on being passed over.
3
HA Marcus 1. 4 •

there is a persistent tradition that in his early
years

(so just after this time,

since he was born in

121) Marcus was called Catilius Severus.'*'

If this is

true then Severus was related by marriage with his
consular colleague,

L. Aurelius Fulvus Boionius Arrius

Antoninus (the future emperor Antoninus).

Antoninus*

exalted position certainly did not have a military
reason; no military post is known in his sparsely
attested career,

nor was one likely granted his noble

status and personal tastes.

It is possible that this

young nobilis was at 34 years of age the golden boy
of the strongest group of Hadrianic supporters.

Such

a theory finds substantiation in the eponymous consuls
of the following year.
otherwise unknown;

One,

Cn. Arrius Augur,

connection with the maternal

ancestors of Arrius Antoninus is quite likely,
on the grounds of nomen alone.
Annius Verus,

is

As his colleague M.

father-in-law of Antoninus,

for the second time.

though

was consul

Patently a great favourite of

Hadrian he was one of only two men to receive third

I
Dio Cassius 6 9 . 21. 2 says Catilius; Galen 7. 478,
Severus; HA Marcus 1. 9, Catilius Severus.
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consulships from that emperor.^
L. Iulius Ursus Servianus,

Verus had his in 126.

brother-in-law of Hadrian,

had to wait till 134 when he was a nonagenarian; his
age did not prevent his paying the penalty for posing
a threat to the emperorTs dynastic arrangements,

and

death came to his eighteen year old grandson at the same
2
time.
Yet Verus survived - and in favour, a difficult
manoeuvre under Hadrian.
one of friendship,

The link may be more than

Carcopino and Grenade posit a

relationship through a double marriage of the elder
Matidia, niece of the emperor Trajan, both to L .
Vibius Sabinus and to Rupilius Bonus; each marriage
produced a daughter,
marrying Verus.

one marrying Hadrian,

the other

The theory based on the cumulative

evidence of exact linguistic usage in different sources
is quite attractive,^ and would go far to explain the
1

Despite the contrary statement HA Hadrian 8. 4 no
others are known; nor were second consulships particularly
common.
2
HA Hadrian 23. 3, 23. 8; Dio Cassius 59. 17. 1.
3
Hadrian fell out with most of his early friends (HA
Hadrian 15; 23-4-9).
4
J. Carcopino, REA 51 (1949) 315 ff.J P. Grenade, REA
52 (1950)258ff. Its basis: inscriptions (cf. CIL VI 1007)
name the younger Matidia matertera of Antoninus; Victor,
ep i t . 15 1, an inconclusive argument from a possible
meaning of gener; Herodian 1. 7. 4 where the younger
Faustina is ASpidvou eYY°vO£ xaTa ©■nXuyoviav; a later
descendant of Verus was a M. Annius Sabinus Libo Sabinus was the name of Matidiafs known husband.
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prominence of Verus and his group.
Whatever his personal eminence,

the greatest

achievement of Verus lay in the marriage alliances he
forged for his children,

settling the future imperial

house for well over half a century.

For his daughter,

Annia Galeria Faustina, he secured the future emperor
Antoninus,

fabulously wealthy heir of two highly

esteemed consular grandfathers,
Narbonensis,

one from Nemausus in

the other possibly from Patavinum.^

marriage took place before the death of Trajan.

The
For

his elder, homonymous son, Verus won a marriage with
Domitia Lucilla,

her immense inherited wealth lying

in estates and brickworks at Fulginium and elsewhere
in Italy.
Nemausus.

2

q

She too had a link, though distant, with
Her father,

P. Calvisius Tullus Ruso, had

been consul 109; HA notes a second consulship.

There

are grave doubts, but granted the importance of the
family such an award early under Hadrian is not
1

For the Aurelii Fulvi cf. HA Pius 1. 2, Tacitus, Hist.
1. 79j PIR 2 A 1509-1513; for the Arii cf. Pliny, ep p .
4 . 3 , 18, 275 5. 15; PIR 2 a 1086. Arria Fadilla may have
had Patavine connections (CIL V 8117. 9 - lead pipes).
2

cf. Pliny, e£. 8 . 18; ILS 990; wealth in Picenum
(CIL IX 6078. 77), in Campania (CIL X 8048 6 . 7. 9. 15),
in Rome and Latium (CIL XV 979-983).
3
It was the origo of her great grandfather Domitius
Afer (Hieronym.Chron. P ly. 205).
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implausible if Calvisius were still alive.
born to the marriage in 121

2

3_

A son

suggests it was celebrated

about the time of Hadrian’s accession.

Marriage was

still the most potent form of political connection,

a

sure way to advancement if arranged with shrewdness,
and luck.

The name of the wife of Verusf other son,

M. Annius Libo (cos, ord. 128),
name of his daughter,

is unknown, but the

Annia Fundania,

suggests a Fundania.

The nomen Fundanius is rare in senatorial circles;
Degrassifs consular fasti note only one consul,
Fundanius Lamia Aelianus (cos, or d . 116).

L.

Almost

certainly a relative of this Fundanius was the son-inlaw of Antoninus,
Lamia

Silvanus

his incomplete name... Plautius...

....^

Power groups tend to restrict

1

HA Marcus 1. 3; R. Syme. - Tacitus 793 suspecting
haplology produces a most impressive restoration award
ing the second consulship to Domitius Tullus.
If
Calvisius survived into Hadrian’s reign, it is surpris
ing he is unattested in it.
2
HA Marcus, 1. 5; ILS 4052. 5490.
3
The granuson was T. Fundanius Vitrasius Pollio.
4
CIL XI 5171, HA Pius 1. 7; P. Lambrechts, Comp. 1 .
p. 57 believes he is the son of the consul of 116.
This daughter of Antoninus had died before her
father*s accession; her husband too is further unattested
and may not have lived into the reign of his father-inlaw.
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rather than expand their membership.

In the light

of his success with his other marriage alliances,
Verus may well have joined his son to the noble family
of the Aelii Lamiae (cited by Juvenal as the best
blood of Rome),'*' already linked to the Plautii Silvani

(boasting an earlier marriage link with the imperial
2

C l a ud i a n s ) .

The power of this group is obvious,

the reason

less so; possibly a marriage link between Hadrian and
Verus, possibly a tie of friendship and expediency,
another link can be suggested and must not be over
looked - Pompeia Plotina,
ence,

wife of Trajan.

Her influ

as that of other second century ladies of the

royal court, has been underestimated.

The blame falls

chiefly on Tacitus; beside his portraits of the
Julio-Claudian female figures,
into insignificance.

the later women pale

They had no dramatist of like

calibre to vivify their activities; as a common term
1

Juvenal 4« 154; 6. 385, even with allowance for
JuvenalTs sense of the ridiculous.
2

The daughter of Plautius Silvanus and Urgulania,
powerful friend of the empress Livia, became one of the
wives of the emperor Claudius.
For the Plautii and the
persistent threads of evidence linking the gens to
the imperial house in the second century too, cf.
appendix A.
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*women of the Caesars’ ends with the death of Nero.
Yet the three people responsible for the transmission
of the imperial power to Hadrian were Plotina, Matidia
(his mother-in-law) and Acilius Attianus (his tutor
and praetorian prefect) .**"

The close relations

between Plotina and Hadrian were almost a scandal.
Her home town may have been Nemausus

2

and it was to

descendants of senators from this old tribal capital
in Narbonensis that Verus married two of his children.
A geographical link was not unusual and would add
numbers to the group,

and Nemausus could count more

than a few senators as its citizens.

Of course,

if

the relationship of Hadrian and Verus through Matidia
is correct, then she may have provided the vital
link.

Good relations between the Annii and Matidiafs

daughters were retained.

Marcus1 wife received a large

inheritance from Matidia the younger,^ at whose house
1

Dio Cassius 69. 1; HA Hadrian 5. 9.
2

]_
cf. R. Syme, Tacitus 604 with Dio Cassius 6 9 . 10. 3 j
HA Hadrian 12. 2.
Pliny, paneg. 83 f. plays down her
influence, but was not disinterested; its use is
shown in Victor, ep i t . 42. 21, HA Hadrian 2. 10, Dio
Cassius 6 9 . 10. 3^-.
3
Yet Nemausus seems to have produced considerably
fewer new senators as the years rolled by; possibly D.
Terentius Scaurianus (Groag, RE 5A, 669 ), possibly some
of the many Aemilii or L. Titius Aquilinus (cos, o r d .125).
4
Fronto, ad M. Caes. 2. 16 (N. 37).
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in Rome Marcus» children stayed at times.^

Marcus

named one of his daughters Vibia Sabina (the name
of HadrianTs wife,

also daughter of Matidia).

Even at this early stage the group may have
Spread much more widely and a number of the suffect
consuls of the early years of Hadrian had descendants
who were important men under Antoninus.

First

suffectus in 118 is known only as Tebanianus,
cognomen common among the Bellicii,

a

rare elsewhere.

The Bellicii from Vienna in Narbonensis,

a family

ennobled since 68 , show consuls (all eponymous) in
2

124, I 43 and I 4 8 .
in 1 2 5 ) 3
grouping,

Lollius Paullinus (cos, o r d . 11

also from Vienna,

may point to a Narbonese

an extension of the Nemausine grouping

suggested under PlotinaTs sway.
was C. Ummidius Quadratus,
house from Casinum,
great promise,

Also suffectus in 118

scion of a great consular

in PlinyTs estimate an orator of

friend of Hadrian before the almost

inevitable differences broke out.

His son was later

1

Fronto,
2

2

ad A n t . I m p . 2. 1 (N. 104)«

PIR B 97-102 and 104; for possible relations with
Herodes Atticus (Athenian millionaire, close connection
of the Calvisii) cf. PIR2 y 0 l . 2 add. p. XIX B 10 2.
3*
CIL XIV 4 2 4 0 ; cf. Weynand, RE 7A, 234 I ff. for
references.

to marry the sister of Marcus.

1

C. Bruttius Praesens

was also suffectus about this time; he later won a
second consulship to open the first full year of
Antoninus’ reign as the emperor’s colleague, but the
appointment may have had greater military significance.
Antoninus would have had to show his good will to a
man who had governed the consular provinces of
Cappadocia,

Moesia Inferior, Asia and Syria.

2

After the first few years of Hadrian’s reign, the
group is not so obvious.
end of its power.

This is not to record the

Several factors might contribute to

1

Pliny, e p p . 6 . 11; 7. 24 (Ummidius with Pedanius re
ceives extravagant praise; they imitated the best orat
orical model - Pliny).
HA Hadrian 15. 7. and A. von
Premerstein, Klio beiheft 8 (190 8).
For Ummidii c f .
Hanslik, RE Suppl. IX, I 83 I ff; even in Varro, Res
Rusticae 3. 3. 9. R. Syme, JRS 43 (1953) 157 in placing
the s o n ’s consulship c. I 4 O is preferable to A. Degrassi
(FC 4 4 ) TPrima del 1 5 5 ’. R E ,S attribution of the gov
ernorship of Moesia Inferior to Ummidius in 155 is wrong
Flavius Longinus was governor then (CIL 111 7449) •
2

2

cf. PIR B I 6 4 ; Pliny, ej3. 7. 3; AE 1950 no. 66 with
remarks by R. Syme, Tacitus 242 , 245, 477 (also by Ch.
Picard , Revue Africaine 94 (1950) 25 f f H . G . Pflaum,
Karthago 2 (1951) 91 ff», both unseen). The homonyme
(cos, o r d . 153) whose daughter was to marry Marcus’ son
may have been grandson, not son.
Relative ages make
this intervening generation possible and a possible
Bruttius Praesens governing Galatia (IGR 3 273) is
neither the c o s . 11 139 (as PIR) nor the co s . 153*
It would not be the only time a generation in a Roman
noble family had gone almost or completely unrecorded.
Still the governor is not certain.

such historical silence.

First it is difficult to

know the novi homines in the group,

since their

connections are seen less in marriage,
forms of amicitia. forms
sparse literary sources,

more in other

not often detected in the
hardly ever on stones.

As

for the nobiles. since their power was mainly un
official,

they are often known only in their consul

ships,

at times not even then if suffectiT and a time

lapse

must be allowed for a new generation to come

to consular age.
evident,

So a total eclipse is not likely or

even when Hadrian had survived the dangerous

situation created by the execution of the four consular
generals in 118^ and had settled his own nominees
2
in the key military posts.
So Verus held his third
consulship in 126 with C. Eggius Ambibulus; a dubious
o

conjecture makes them relations.
Libo was consul.

In 128 V e rusT son

In 127-130 three men were consuls,

whose descendants were important under the c o - r u l e /
1

A. von Premerstein,

Klio beiheft 8 (1908).

2

cf. Platorius Nepos, Bruttius Praesens, Pompeius
Falco, Marcius Turbo.
3
AE 1914 no. 267.
In 106 the wife of Calvisius Ruso
Iulius Frontinus was an [Eggia?] C. F. Am [bibula?].
4
M. Gavius Squilla Gallicanus, P. Iuventius Celsus,
M. Flavius Aper.
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Many others are irrecoverable.
Still a partial eclipse is probable,

for towards

the end of the reign of Hadrian it is the gens Ceionia
which flashes into prominence,

culminating in the

adoption of L. Ceionius Commodus by Hadrian and his
designation as

heir apparent.'*'

a fertile field for speculation,

The reasons provide
with almost their

only source in the HA - the gossip book notoriously
even less reliable in its biographies of the lesser
known imperial figures.

The adoption itself,

whatever

the differing views of the motives underlying it,
is almost universally regarded as the irrational
decision of an independent,

and failing,

one of his less statesmanlike moments.

emperor in
HA traces it

to the personal beauty of Ceionius, but realises its
2
own maliciousness;
Syme views it as an act of
remorse for the death of Avidius Nigrinus whose sono

in-law (and probably step-son as well) Ceionius was;
1

HA Hadrian 23. 10.
2

HA Aelius 3 . 8; HA Hadrian 2 3 10 gives this reason,
as does HA Aelius 5 1 where the accusation is qualified
Tut malevoli loquunturT.
3
R. Syme, Tacitus 601 with basis evidently in the
unverified and almost impossible assertion in HA
Hadrian 7. 1 that Hadrian had destined Nigrinus as
his successor.
For involved marriage links, cf. PIR 2
A I 4 O 6 ; P. Charneux, BCH 81 (1957) 130.
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Carcopino with a different feeling for Hadrianfs
personality and a minute dissection of non precise
texts opts for Ceionius as the illegitimate son of
Hadrian.'*'

None of this is certain,

and the choice

m ay just as easily have been an informed one, the
outcome of the abilities and the position of Ceionius.
Nor does the HA itself always write off Ceionius
completely; grudgingly it admits his success in his
2
military command.
It extends this technique of
damning with faint praise to the sketch of his character
and way of life as well;
interests in luxury,

yet excepting his excessive

the man drawn as Ceionius is

little different to Antoninus,

with the added advant

age of some military experience.

Just as Antoninus

was, Ceionius too may have been the focus of a faction
in the senate; there was possibly even a linkage
1

J. Carcopino, REA 51 (1949) 290 ff, basing his view
on the general bad relations between Hadrian and his
wife Sabina and on transitions or exactness of meaning
in HA passages, as HA Hadrian 23 9-10; HA Aelius 3. 8;
7. 7.
2

HA Aelius 3» 6 »nam bene gestis rebus vel potius
feliciter etiamsi non summi, medii tamen obtinuit ducis
f amam t.
3
HA Aelius 5. 2. going on to record with trivial
details his ’voluptates* which were fnon infames sed
aliquatenus diffluentes*.
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between the two groups for both Antoninus’ son-in-law
and Ceionius’ mother belonged to the gens PlautiaT
possibly both to the Plautii Silvani.

1

Otherwise

adherents of the Ceionian party are not easily found.
Sex. Vettulenus Civica Pompeianus,

colleague of Ceionius

in his first consulship in 1 3 6 , was most likely his
2
step-brother.
Their fathers had been consular
colleagues in 106; more than a coincidence,

close ties

often are relevant in shared consulships.

Other partisans
3
may have come from Etruria or Cisalpine Gaul.
The
Ceionii came from Etruria and many tiles inscribed
’L. Ceionium’have been found on the Via Aemilia near
Faventia,^ the origo of the Avidii,^ the family doubly
related to the Ceionii.

The most important of Italian

senators (and probably the greatest number) at this
1

Again the gens Plautia cf. Appendix A; linkage to this
gens is becoming a sure sign of favour.
2

Or possibly his step-father, as P. Charneux. BCH 81
(1957) 121-140.
Relative ages and careers make a step
brother more likely (the son of an earlier marriage of
Vettulenus Civica Cerialis).
3
Pliny had been part of a geographical nexus based on
this area under Verginius Rufus and Vestricius Spurinna;
descendants of some Plinian acquaintances may belong
to such a group.
4
CIL XI 6 6 8 9 . 68-70; Notiz. d. scavi 1934 no. 19 for
tiles.
5
This is an inference from HA Hadrian 7« 2. 3, HA
Verus 7. 2, Dio Cassius 69. 2. 5 -6.
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time came from the north Italian cities as Verona,
Pisaurum,

Pisae; if many of these were within the

Ceionian orbit,

then the group would have had much

i n fluen c e .
The premature death of Ceionius brought about the
selection of Antoninus,

as second but still not arbitrary

choice; his designation too depended on his personal
abilities and character,

his relations with the emperor,

and his political connections.

These

connections

have already been sketched as they were when in power
early in the reign; nor had the group broken down
despite its waning power while the Ceionii held the
first place.

So if Hadrian was especially fond of the

young grandson of his aged favourite (and possibly
relative),

Annius Verus,'*" and wished his eventual succession,

then who better than the young m a n ’s uncle as a stop
gap?

Hadrian knew the sort of man he was designating;
2
he was using him in his consilium.
N or did he throw
over his support of the Ceionii;

Antoninus had to adopt

1

HA Marcus 4» 1-6; 1. 10; HA Pius 2. 3> HA Hadrian 24.
3 relate his epithet Pius to his care of Verus; HA
Pius 4» 2, Victor, de Caes. 14 10-11 relate an anecdote
basing the adoption of Antoninus on his care of the
aged Verus.
2
HA Pius 3. 8.
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not only the young Marcus but as well the young Lucius,
son of Ceionius,

and L u c i u s ’ position was enhanced by

his betrothal to the daughter of Antoninus.^

Indeed

A n t o n i n u s ’ choice may lie in part in a marriage relationship with both princes.

2

Hadrian died and Antoninus showed he was

no puppet;

if Hadrian had a reason for promoting the interests of
the Ceionii,

Antoninus found it not nearly as pressing.

Marcus became the obvious senior heir,
pursued a secondary career,
favoured one.

and Lucius

though an exceptionally

Antoninus made his attitude clear soon

after his accession in his cancellation of the dynastic
arrangements by which Hadrian had sought to equalize
the position of the two princes,
the start

or even to give Lucius

(a point often overlooked in histories that

eulogize Hadrian for his foresight in seeing the qualities
of the young Marcus and predestining him - they forget
Lucius - to rule the Roman empire).
regard for his f a t h e r ’s wishes,

Showing scant

Antoninus betrothed his

1

Dio Cassius 69. 21. 1; HA Pius 4 . 5. et a l .; betrothal
HA Aelius 6 . 9. HA Verus 2. 3«
2
With Lucius through the gens Plautia. cf. appendix A.
3
The view of H.G. Pflaum (REL 42 [1 9 6 4 ] 112-121) indic
ating H a d r i a n ’s predestining of Marcus and the policy
of immobility of Antoninus, the result of his complete
fidelity to H a d r i a n ’s memory, is much exaggerated and
difficult to sustain.
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daughter to Marcus,

whom Hadrian had betrothed to one

of Lucius’ sisters,

almost certainly Ceionia Fabia.

1

Wedding plans for the seven year old Lucius and his
sister were postponed; she was later to marry Plautius
Quintillus,

not consul till 159.

So if Antoninus did

not sever completely any ties he might have had with
the Ceionian bloc in the senate, he certainly did down
grade its eminence and importance.

Marcus was always

under Antoninus the favoured one.
In 139 he received
2
the title Caesar,
the designation of the heir apparent;
Lucius never received it.

Soon coins record him as

’Aurelius Caes. Aug Pii F . ’ and inscriptions are
erected ’pro salute Imp. Caes. T. A e l . Hadriani Antonini
Aug. Pii et

Veri Caes.’.

consulship at nineteen,

Marcus received his first

Lucius at twenty-three.

For

both, the normal age bars to the magistracies were cast
aside,

as was to be expected in the case of royalty,

but Marcus received all offices at an earlier age than
1

HA Marcus 4* 5 (probably Fabia in the light of HA Marcus
2 9 . 1 0 ) . New arrangements (HA Marcus 6. 2) were through
the agency of Antoninus’ wife.
2
HA Marcus 6. 3; at the same time Antoninus designated
him to the consulship, though only quaestor, appointed
him a sevir and princeps iuventutis (Dio Cassius 71. 35.
5), and enrolled him in the major priesthoods.
3
So CIL 111 7474; cf. CIL 111 7466, 860.
Marcus is
given various abbreviated forms of his official title:
M. Aelius Aurelius Verus Caesar (ILS 7190).
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his brother.
Antoninus,

Fronto notes,

in a letter dated under

that there were likenesses of Marcus every

where;"^ there is nothing however to deny the presence
of like images of Lucius.
Hence under the guiding hand of his adoptive father,
Marcus was being marked out as successor.

Undoubtedly

political alliances too were being formed,

though it

is difficult to attach names to groups; yet many
men who had power under the co-rulers achieved the basis
for that power under Antoninus.

First there were the

older consulars who retained their power and influence,
shadowy figures most,

a second consulship is one of the

few guides: so Sergius Paullus,
Claudius Severus,
Laelianus,
Atticus.

Venuleius Apronianus,

Iunius Rusticus,

Vitrasius Pollio,

Flavius Aper,

Cornelius Fronto,

Pontius
Herodes

These were men of all types: members of the

royal family,

tutors to the young princes,

nobiles

known only in second consulships,>nobiles known in
careers,
there was

and novi homines as consular generals.
the younger generation,

Next

comprising the sons

of Hadrianic or Antonine consulars and those rising to

1
Fronto,

ad M. C a e s . 4• 12.4

(N. 72).
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power on patronage.

Many of these men,

with either Marcus or Lucius,

roughly coeval

were brought up in the

same circle as the young princes.

Certainly the eminence

of Aufidius Victorinus and Seius Fuscianue springs
from a close relationship struck up at this time; they
1

were not the only ones to benefit.
could fall the young Pontii,
Severus,

In this class also

Bruttius Praesens,

Claudius

Sextius Lateranus and possibly Petronius

Mamertinus,

Many others can be surmized,

there is no corroborative evidence,

but since

little value is to

be obtained in adding names.
No r was it only the partizans of Marcus who advanced
thus in position and presumably influence;
Lucius cannot be disregarded.
now of Lucius,

those of

For the party of Ceionius,

seems to show a resurgence in power to

wards the end of A n t o n i n u s ’ reign,

a most puzzling

development in the light of A n t o n i n u s ’ definite grooming
of Marcus for the sole succession.

In the years that

I
HA Marcus 3* 8-9.
Marcus was especially fond of
Victorinus and Fuscianus, and of two otherwise unattested
equestrians, Baebius Longus and Calenus,
His affection
for his ’condi s c i p u l i ’ is noted - they received advance
ment to public office or, if ineligible, riches.
So
did his tutors, as Eutychius Proculus (HA Marcus 2,
5) of. HA Marcus 2, 2; etc s c lu t o v
1,17,4,
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span 154-161 five of the eponymous consuls belonged
to the family circle of Lucius;"^

since so little is

known of Ceionian relationships,

it is not impossible

that other consuls of this period,
suffect,

eponymous or

were connected to the Ceionii by some tie of

amicitia.

None is known to have been.

Beyond reach

are the motives that explain A n t o n i n u s ’ admission of
these close relatives of the most likely opponent to his
nominated successor to positions conveying great
prestige and no little influence.

N o rmally all potential

dangers to the succession were cleared from the path;
sometimes that involved the execution of those likely
to be opponents as a result of their rank or position,
sometimes removal from office was enough.

2

Promotion

of the whole party of a prospective opponent was unique;
for Antoninus not only raised to high positions members
of L u c i u s ’ family,

but he furthered the power and

prestige of Lucius himself by awarding him a second
1

Lucius himself (154, 161), M. Ceionius Silvanus (156),
M. Vettulenus Civica Barbarus (157), Plautius Quintillus
(159); for details cf. Appendix A.
2

As recently Hadrian’s brother-in-law and grandson
(HA Hadrian 23 2-3): a tribute to the principle of
dynastic succession.
Members of the royal house, if
allowed to live, become potential figureheads for
revolutionary aspirations.
3
As Hadrian had removed Catilius Severus from the city
prefecture in I 38 (HA Hadrian 24 6-7).
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consulship as Marcus*
emperor,

colleague in 161.^

The aged

well into his seventies at the time,

realised the possibility of his sudden death.
wary of suggesting senility,
flair seems evident.

must have
One is

but a loss of political

Indeed these activities of

Antoninus in his later years m ay have had much to do
with Marcus*

association of Lucius with himself in

collegiate rule; even if the possibility of civil war
was not great,

Marcus may have baulked at the thought

of a disgruntled and important senatorial group in
open opposition to his rule.

The man who is celebrated

for his most cordial relations with the senate m ay have
done much to quieten its customary intransigence by
allying himself to its most important Italian group;
but this is surmise.
So much for the general political preparation for
the succession of Marcus and of Lucius;

equally important

were the education and training of the young princes
themselves,

greatly influenced by those in closest

relation to them,

their relatives and their tutors.

I

shall not here be concerned with the character of
Marcus and Lucius,

or the lessons each may have learned

1
However,

it was Marcus* third consulship.

from individuals.

An attempt will be made later to

estimate Lucius* character correctly;

that of Marcus

has already seen voluminous treatment by others,

though

doubts linger on the accuracy of many portraits.

It

is not necessarily to accuse Marcus of pharisaism to
recall the dangers inherent in an interpretation taken
from his own thoughts.

Nor do his Meditations always

constitute self portraits:
often than the actual.

they detail the ideal more

So he may have possessed political

qualities not apparent in the M e d itations, but hinted
at in Fronto'*' and to be inferred from his successful
rule;

on the other hand HA notes his care for his

reputation and his lack of complete frankness despite
his protestations on the value of openness.

2

The

emphasis here will be on the type of people with influence
on the princes in this period,
influence,

and the degree of

where these details can be gauged;

sometimes

the continuation of the influence can be traced into the
new rule.

The framework of the discussion is basically

chronological,
of Marcus*

with emphasis first on the many details

training,

then on the slighter evidence

1

cf. Fronto, ad M. C a e s . 4 . 1 (N 5 8 ), an ability to unite
men in harmony, a political necessity.
2
HA Marcus 29. 5-6, 20. 5; yet it is undoubted that
many of his actions do reflect qualities set up as
ideals in his M e d i t a t i o n s .
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about Lucius.
Born on the Mons Caelius in 121,^ Marcus early
lost his father
father,

2

and moved to the house of his grand-

Annius Verus.

He then seems to have moved

to a house of his mother,

Domitia Lucilla,

before his

adoption by Antoninus brought him into the palace of
Hadrian.^

The choice of early tutors^ lay in the

hands of Lucilla,

Verus and the great grandfather who

was responsible for Marcus*
than in the public schools

education at home rather
(probably Catilius Severus),

1
HA Marcus 1. 5; Fronto,

ad M. C a e s . 2. 6 . (N. 31)*

2
HA Marcus 1. 1: exact date unknown.
All indications
are of an early death; he died before his consulship
while his brother Libo,v presumably younger, was c o s . .
o r d . 128.
One difficulty remains; in his eighth year
Marcus was enrolled in the Salian priesthood (HA Marcus
4 . 2 - 4 )j a condition for e n r o l m e n t being that both
parents be alive and son patrician (Dionysius Halicarnassus
2. 71).
Groag PIR 2 A 696 cannot be right in his inference
that Marcus* father was still alive.
HA Marcus 1. 10
may here be precise in its language and right, *Patre
mortuo ab avo paterno ADOPTATUS et educatus est*.
3
HA Marcus 1. 7.
*Iuxta aedes Laterani*.
4
This is an inference from HA Marcus 5. 3 ’de maternis
hortis recessit* and his review ( et c eauTov
9. 21) of
the stages of his life'tov v%o t$>
eixa tov v % o
TT) |J.T)Tpt , eiTa TOV l)7tO T(J> TCdTp t '.
*Tutor* is a general and possibly misleading word; it
includes the personal masters who came to Marcus* home
to give him lessons, as well as the later masters to
whose lectures M a r c u s ’ went with his *condiscipuli*.

6
et c eauTov 1. 4« HA Marcus 1. 4 would suggest Catilius
(cf. above p. 69 n. 1) Groag, P I R 2 C 558 thinks of Rupilius
Bonus; it would be incredible if he were still alive.
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but under the general supervision of Hadrian who earlyshowed an interest in the child,

co-opting him among

1

the Salii at the age of seven.
mostly lower class,

are rarely anything but names: the

litterator Euphorion,
Tpocp£i5c
him,

the comoedus Geminus,

thanked by Marcus,

and Diognetus,

for Marcus*

The early tutors,

the

the educator mourned by

in general charge and responsible

early inclinations towards philosophical

habits much to the chagrin of his sollicitous mother.

2

There was also the intriguing Parthian freedman Narcissus,
*paedagogus

[puero]rum Imp. et papas Galeriae

liberjtae Lysistrates,
later,

concubina divi Pii*.

[Aug.
The

more important tutors are difficult to date;

since Domitia Lucilla must have been responsible for
the choice of many (Hadrian and Antoninus of others)
it is essential to gain a picture of this dominant woman
who had such a profound influence on her son.

In

official history she too goes almost unrecorded.

What

scope there was for a Tacitus in the cameo prompted by

1

HA Marcus 4« 1-6.
2
HA Marcus 2. 2; HA Pius 10.
1. 6; HA Marcus 2. 6; 4. 9*
3
ILS 1836.

5;

sic

solutov

1. 5,
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the insinuation of the acidic conservative,
Homullus,

made to Antoninus at the sight of Lucilla

in prayer?
death,

Valerius

Her prayer,

taunted Homullus,

her s o n ’s succession.'*'

is for your

He may have been right,

but Antoninus took no notice and lived on.
Lucilla,

one of R o m e ’s richest heiresses,

came

from a family of cultural and literary interests;
inherited these tastes as well.
Cn. Domitius Afer,

Her great grandfather,

great orator of earlier times,

much praise from Quintilian,

she

one of his students,

won
and

used his ability to pick up great wealth through
delatorial activities under the Claudians (including the
confiscated property of a condemned man whose sons,
famous for their accord,

he was to adopt).

Slight

evidence suggests literary interests in her paternal
ancestry as well.

Her g r a n d f a t h e r ’s full name,

Calvisius Ruso Iulius Frontinus,

P.

may hide a link with

the thrice consular military and literary figure,
Iulius Frontinus.

In the house of her father,

Sex.

Calvisius

1

HA Marcus 6. 9; Homullus features in another gibe
at A n t o n i n u s ’ expense HA Pius 11. 6.
2

PIR

2

D 126 for references.

3
There is also a letter (Pliny, ejD. 19# 6) containing
the views of Frontinus on fame and addressed to the son
of this Calvisius.
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Tullus, the noble son of an Athenian consular,

Claudius

Atticus Herodes,- seems to have spent some of his
1

training;

Herodes was one of the greatest sophists

of the second sophistic and became later tutor to
the young princes.
around Lucilla,

A literary salon may have formed

not an uncommon occurrence among

ladies of the court with cultural interests (so
Antonia earlier,

Iulia Domna later), though there is

little real corroborative evidence either in Fronto or
in Aulus Gellius.

This is not really surprizing in

Gellius who records the activities of many literary
figures,

.
. 2
at times in circles (as around Fronto),

but only those with which he had a link; his relative
insignificance m ay not have won h im an invitation to
the imperial circle.

Fronto indeed does record the

literary interests of Lucilla,

but hardly a circle.

He writes letters to her in Greek,

the native language

of neither and his excuses for the quality of his Greek
implicitly indicate her interest in the language and

1

Fronto,

ad M. C a e s . 3« 2 (N. 40).

2

Aulus Gellius,

Noctes Atticae 13•

29;

29. 10.
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her knowledge of its finer points.

1

She had at least

the philological interests which formed the basis of
literary circles in her time.

Marcus was impressed.

As his highest praise for a letter of Fronto,

first

orator of the age,

quae me

genuit atque aluit,

he asserts:

’Ausim dicere,

nihil umquam tam iucundum tamque

mellitum earn ad me scripsisse*.

2

Greetings between Lucilla and Fronto pass regularly
through Marcus,

and one letter suggests occasions

often brought the two together.

In 143 Fronto*s

consulship prevented his visit to Naples for L u c i l l a ’s
birthday; he sent on his wife Gratia (Lucilla*s c l i e n t a )
and would come himself the moment it was legally
possible.^

Fronto seems to have exchanged neither

visits nor greetings with Marcus* wife,
Lucilla had another known correspondent.
wrote to her from Sinuessa:

Faustina.
Iunius Rusticus

a model letter.'*

Her home,

as her f a t h e r ’s, had a connection with the education of

1
cf. Fronto, ad M. C a e s . 1. 8. 7 (N. 20); Fronto, e p i s t .
G r a e c . 2 (N. 242); Fronto, epist. G r a e c . 1 (N. 239),
tries to excuse any word ’axupov T) (3&p|3apov rj a\\u)C
d6oLxi|j,ov rj |j.T] ^a-vu c l t t l x o v 1.
2
Fronto, ad M. C a e s . 2. 2. 2. (N. 26).
3
Fronto, ad M. C a e s . 2. 8 ( N . 32) thus describes his
wife who was often with Lucilla.
4
Fronto, ad M. C a e s . 2. 8 (N. 32), epist. G r a e c . 2 (N.242).
5
, t
etc s c l u t o v
1. 7 .
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men outside the family.
emperor,

Didius Iulianus,

his f a t h e r ’s origo Mediolanum,

Hadrumetum in Africa,

the future

his m o t h e r ’s

was brought up in her house.'*'

No reason is given or evident,
possible that the great jurist,

though it is just
Salvius Iulianus,

supposed ancestor of Didius, was a member of D o m i t i a ’s
2
circle.
Salvius won high positions under Antoninus,
even higher ones under the co-rule,

possibly even being

praefectus urbi and cos. 11 suffectus

(though he is

unrecorded in these two posts other than in the H A .
and a suffect second consulship at this time would be
q

unique).

Didius too was in favour,

winning his

vigintiviral post through the support of Lucilla,
later posts on the vote of M a r c u s r

his

both Antoninus and

Marcus showed their confidence in the recommendation of
Lucilla.

She died before her s o n ’s accession,

but had

1

HA Didius 1.

3•

2
HA Didius 1. 1-2.
Salvius was not proavus as HA but
was almost certainly related cf. Groag, RE 1A 1120
(Roscius 11).
A very conjectural link identifies
Salvius Iulianus with the sick friend of Marcus and
Fronto, Iulianus. cf. Fronto, ad M. C a e s . 4* 1 (N« 58),
4. 2 (N. 60) - Salvius was still alive more than 20
years later.
3
HA Didius 1. 1; Pfaff, RE 1A 2023 records his career
up to his proconsulship in Africa.
His origo was
probably Hadrumetum too.
4
HA Didius 1. 3 ff •
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left her mark politically,^ as well as on the character
of her son.

He recalled their talks together and

regretted her early death.

2

The relationships just traced suggest it was Lucilla
who chose Herodes, the Athenian millionaire and sophist,
and Fronto,

the African leader at the Roman bar,

as

tutors to Marcus; she may be behind the attempts of
Marcus to reconcile the two men,

on opposite sides in

a vicious court case in which Herodes stood trial
early under Antoninus.

The emperor concurred in her

judgment; both men won consulships in 143, Herodes as
ordinarius. emphasizing his consular background.

Antoninus

too had literary ancestors and literary leanings, nor
did he show the prejudice against foreigners,
Easterners,

even

with which he is at times credited.^- Two

1

This is also implicit in the previously detailed gibe
of Homullus.
2
etc eauTov 1 . 3 ; 1 « 1 7 (she was over fifty at death,
so was not really young); Fronto, ad M. Caes. 4» 6. (N.
69).
3
Fronto, ad M. Ca e s . 3. 2 - 3* 6 (N. 40-44)«
The
later friendship of the two orators marks his success
cf. Fronto, ad Ver. I m p . 2. 9 (N. 137).
4
So H #G. Pflaum, REL 42 (I96 4 ) 112-121; as well as the
eastern tutors, note the careers of the lulii Severi,
Flavius Boethus, Claudius Charax and others.
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choices were certainly his.

Apollonius came from the

East at his request to teach Marcus;'*' the sources
estimate differently the character of this Stoic
philosopher.

Marcus himself thought highly of him,

2
q

and Epiphanius noted him later as ’ A v t g o v C v o u

e T a ip o c ’ .

An anecdote in the HA illustrates his independence
(and asserts his greed,

already noticed by Antoninus)^

and L u c i a n ’s master Demonax jeered at his going in
search of the Golden Fleece.^
Maecianus,

Another tutor,

L. Volusius

a famous jurist who dedicated to Marcus his

still extant tract

’De Asse et Ponder i b u s ’, had

connections with Antoninus;

early in his equestrian

career he had been a libellis to Antoninus in the life
time of Hadrian.

The attention of the new emperor

1

His origo is debateable.
For Chalcedon, HA Marcus
2. 7, Eutropius 8. 12; for Chalcis, HA Pius 10. 4,
Hieronym, Chron.. Oly. 231 in Migne, Patrol. Latin.
Vol. 27 p. 623-4; for Nicomedia, Dio Cassius 71. 35.
1.
In HA Marcus 2. 7 - 3. 1 he is recorded as Lucius’
master.
2
ei c eauTov 1. 8; Fronto, ad M. Caes. 5* 36 (N. 86).
3
This is cited, without section reference, in The
Communings with Himself of Marcus Aurelius Antoninus,
ed. C.R. Haines (London, 1953) 6^
4
HA Pius 10. 4.
5

Lucian, Demonax 31«
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brought him favoured promotion leading to the p re
fecture of Egypt at the end of the reign.

The

co-rulers honoured him still further with adlection to
the senate,

a short praetorian career as treasury

prefect and at least consular designation,

a greater

reward than the grant of ornamenta c o nsularia*

No

further post is known but his inscriptions are not
speulchral.

No doubt his advice was eagerly sought

and well received under the co-rule,’*'
The reasons underlying the particular selection of
other tutors remain mostly hidden.
represented,

Claudius Severus,

The East was well

a peripatetic philosopher,

had his origo at Pompeiopolis in Phrygia,

and though

his father was consular many monuments illustrate the
2

continuing interests of the family in their home area.
Pictured as a latter day Laelius,

his powerful position

is reflected in his s o n ’s dual marriage links with the
1

cf. H.G. Pflaum CP 333-36 for inscriptions and
discussion.
2
2
cf. PIR C 1027-8, 1023-5 for references.
3
et c eauTovl.
; at first sight it is surprizing that
it was Severus who introduced Marcus to Thrasea and the
other philosophic politicians (one would suspect Rusticus,
descendant of the ’philosophic opposition’), but it fits
in with other aspects of his portrait.

14
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1
royal family.

From Cotiaeum,

not far from Pompeiopolis,

came Alexander,

another tutor,

though not senatorial.

2

His death under Antoninus elicited an extravagant funeral
oration from another of his students,

Aelius Aristides.

Aristides recalled his great age, his residence in the
palace and his influence with the great,
wit h his imperial patrons,

especially

an influence used to win

great benefits for his Phrygian home.

Another tutor

to make a big impression on Marcus was Sextus,
Stoic descendant of Plutarch,

from Chaeronea.

to be with him Marcus thought a delight,

the
Just

nor was he

ashamed to attend his lectures even when emperor,

but

even honoured him with a position as assessor on his
bench.

Accessibility and favour breed power even in

those of lesser social standing.
No origo is known for Claudius Maximus,
Stoic tutor,

a senatorial

yet the nomen Claudius more often than not

1
o

For details cf. above p. 52 notes 1-2.

etc eauTov
1. 10; HA Marcus 2. 3 j Aelius Aristides
or. 32 passim.
Q
9 «
/
etceauTov
1. 9; HA Marcus 3. 2; Dio Cassius 71.
1. 2; Philostratus, Vitae Sophistae 557 j Suidas
Marcus described him as
cptTiootopvotcltoc probably the
reason for his affection; this was the quality most
patricians at Rome lacked, the quality he found most
worthy of imitation in Fronto, his great oratorical
friend and master cf. etc eauTov 1. 11.
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leads to the East in this age.

Marcus paints him as the

ideal vir sapi e n s .^ and Apuleius,

in his defence

before Maximus as proconsul of Africa towards the end
of A n t o n i n u s ’ reign,

notes his philosophical and literary
2

interests,

his virtues and his erudition.

If he

survived to the co-rule he would have been highly
valued,

as was his friend Lollianus Avitus;

may be against it.

his age

If the recent attribution to him

of an inscription to a Maximus is correct,^ then he
was military tribune in T r a j a n ’s 114-17 war and over 60
in 161.

This Maximus was legatus iuridicus to L.

Aelius Ceasar (Hadrian’s first heir,
received this name)
Pannonian legions,

in his command of the united
an interesting connection with the

Ceionian group; no other is known.
but Italian,

Ceionius Commodus,

Another senatorial,

tutor was Iunius Rusticus,

the Stoic

1

etc eauTov

1. 15; HA Marcus 3. 2.

2

Apuleius, Apol. 4 II, 4 3 5 , 449, 4 8 0 , 513, 536, 582,
601, et al. Apuleius was not a disinterested party
and allowance must be made for his position, though
his flippancy indicates he was not worried by the
charges.
3
Apuleius, Apol. 587-9.
With ridiculous exaggeration
he attributes to Avitus each of the best qualities of
each of the best Roman orators,
Avitus was in BithyniaPontus later (165) of. Lucian, Alex. 57, unless it was
an homonymous son.
4
CIL 111 10 336; almost certainly it does not belong
to Statilius Maximus, cf. ^R. Syme, Historia 14 (1965)
352-4.
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descendant of what has been termed

Tthe philosophic

opposition* under the Claudians and the Flavians.
activities under Antoninus are unrecorded,

His

though

Marcus* gratitude to him is in terms suggesting his
1

effect on the young prince was a great one.
Rusticus* power under the co-rule,
was almost certainly paramount.

So does

for his influence

Rusticus opened the

first full year of the new reign with his second consul
ship and was already3 or was soon to become,
urbi.

praefectus

HA notes his dominating influence in policy

both civil and military *qui [Rusticus] domi militiaeque
pollebat

.... cum quo omnia communicavit publica
2

privataque con s i l i a * .
tutors,
The

Little is known of the other

their influence limited though not negligible.

African Eutychius Proculus, torigo Sicca,

was

advanced by Marcus to a p r o c o n s u l s h i p ; the emperor h i m 
self provided the money to fulfil the munera associated
with the offices.^

Caninius Celer may have been the

ab epistulis to Hadrian.'*
1

etc eauTov

1. 7; Fronto,

ad A n t . I m p . 1. 2. 2 (N. 94).

2

HA Marcus 3. 3. cf. Digest 49. l . vl. 3.
3
cf.

HA Marcus 2. 3-4«

4
HA Marcus 2. 5•
5

2

HA Marcus 2. 4. cf. PIR

C 388.
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Less is known of the tutors of Lucius since,

apart

from the help of one inscription, the HA is the only
source.

In his later years Lucius seems to have

inherited many of those of Marcus: Apollonius,

Caninius

Celer,

Often

Herodes,

Fronto and Sextus certainly.'*'

his earlier tutors are but names,
Telephus,

so the unknown Greeks

Hephaestio and Harpocratio,

grammaticus Scaurinus,

and the Latin

son of the Scaurus who had been

granunaticus to Hadrian and who found literary record

in the pages of Pliny and Aulus Gellius.
is more well known; Nicomedes,

2

One tutor

personal attendant to

the gens Ceionia illustrates in his career an interesting comment on his times.

A cubiculo to Lucius*

father, he became nutritor to the young Lucius,
his nomen it seems,
to Aelius,

as did his patron,

changing

from Ceionius

and possibly after his patron’s death to

Aurelius, the adopted name of his patron’s son.
Antoninus seems to have raised Nicomedes to equestrian
status,

honoured him with important minor priesthoods

1

HA Verus 2. 5.
2

HA Verus 2. 5; Pliny, Eg. 5. 11; Aulus Gellius, Noctes
Atticae 11. 15. 3«
3
cf. H.G. Pflaum CP 393-96 for inscription (ILS 1740)
and discussion.
Many important and favoured equestrians
were pontifices minores (list in Pflaum CP 670 n. 7),
and praefecti vehiculorum (list in Pflaum CJP 450 n. 3)*
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and raised him quite high in the civil service as
praefectus v e h i c u l o r u m .
the co-rule,

This charge he retained into

and with it the charge of supplies in

L u c i u s ’ Eastern wars,

in which he won decorations

appropriate to his status.

Next he was procurator

summaFum rationum. the first such official known; he
may have played a role in administrative changes in the
bureau up till now headed

by the a r a t i o n i b u s Even

in stable political times under the

’best of e m p e r o r s ’

personal attendants went far.
These are the type of men,

men close to Marcus and

Lucius through family and party politics and through
educational influence,

who were mainly responsible for

the exchange of power at the death of Antoninus in
its unique but efficient form.

They were also respons

ible for the particular direction of government policy
after the accession of the new rulers.

In these men

can be seen the main power behind the co-rule.

In the

first years the influences inherited from Antoninus
were probably most important,

but very soon they gave

way before the increasing prominence of the younger

I
cf. H.G. Pflaum CP 395; P.C. Weaver, Proc. Camb.
Phil. S o c . 190, n . s . 10, (1954) 80 ff.
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acquaintances of the rulers,

the sons of their f a t h e r ’s

friends and the other younger men coming to their notice
through a common education or through the other
avenues of success and patronage.

Ill

One source illustrative of many of the attitudes,
activities and details of Antonine society has not
received its due recognition: the extant correspondence
of M. Cornelius Fronto.

So,

too,

he sheds light on

power structure under the Antonines,
working of patronage.

especially in the

Fronto held a unique position

in his age; his talents won him the triple significance
of which,

it seems,

his great grandson was aware in

describing him as T... oratoris,

consulis,

magistri

imperatorum Luci et A n t o n i n i *.^

Different aspects of

the correspondence stem from these different roles.
First he was acknowledged even under Hadrian as the
greatest orator of his age at Rome in either forensic
2

or epideictic oratory;
exuberant

a later panegyrical writer was

T... Romanae eloquentiae non secundum sed

alterum d e c u s f,

but Fronto himself was more circumspect:

M. Tullius summum supremumque os Romanae linguae*.^

1

CIL XI 6334.
2

Dio Cassius 69. 18. 3-4; cf. Hieronym. C h r o n . O l y . 235
in Migne, Patrol. L a t . Vol. 27, p. 625-6.
3
Paneg. C o n s t a n t . (Eumenius) I 4 , cited in Brzoska, RE
iv 1 3 1 8 - 1 9 .
4
Fronto, ad Ver. Imp. 2. 1. 13 (N. 125). Thisis from
the margin, but other passages reflect Frontofs respect

for Cicero; cf. especially ad amicos 1. I 4 (N. I 8 3 ).
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As a statesman (cos, s u f f . 143) he was a trusted friend
and adviser of Antoninus,

though no official post is

mentioned in his letters except for the awaited p ro
consulship of Asia which he had to forego because of ill
health.

It would be most surprizing if Fronto,

novus homo from Africa,

as a

had held no praetorian posts,^

but any service outside the capital may have finished
before the correspondence begins.

It is to the time of

his position as tutor to the two young princes that most
of his letters date; this not only allowed him an
influence on their upbringing,

both in their oratorical

training and in the formation of their character and
2

personality,

but it also won for him a position of

power even closer to the throne under the co-rule until
his death.
To belittle this correspondence as an historical
source is to fail to penetrate beneath the facade of
1

Remissions were not easy.
The great African jurist
Salvius Iulianus did not get one (Pfaff, RE 1A 2023),
nor did the Pergamine historian Claudius Charax (AE
1961 no. 3 2 0 ).
2

The oratorical influence is expected and explicitly
noted often; the personal influence is also recorded
cf. Fronto, ad Ver. I m p . 2. 2. 1 (N. 129) Ta quo
(Frontone} ego prius multo simplicitatem verumque amorem
quam loquendi polite disciplinam didicisse me praedico*.
H e i n d o r f Ts emendation Tv e r i q u e T is attractive^ in the
light of ad M. C a e s . 3. 12 (N. 4 9 ) and
etc eauTOV

1

. .
11
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small talk; it is to fail to separate the personal
courtesies from the remarks of more than ephemeral
interest.

For these are real letters containing matters

of both contemporary and permanent significance;

they

have not been edited to excise the spontaneous utterances
or welfare enquiries which mark much .actual correspondence.
Each letter must,
mutilated state,
context;

as far as is possible in its often
be put in perspective and judged in

sometimes a missing preceding letter makes an

answer cryptic.
Little of value can be gained from the medical or
literary discussions,

though even these reflect the age.

The ubiquitous health enquiries reveal an aspect of
happy Antonine society that is not always emphasized;
disease,

often fatal,

was not uncommon even before the

aftermath of Lucius* Eastern wars sent
spreading through the whole empire.

the great plague

Fronto was not the

only prominent person known to have suffered from gout;
so did the younger Faustina,

the emperors Septimius

Severus and Pertinax and the historian Dio Cassius.'*'

1

Dio Cassius 71. 29. 1 (Faustina). 73» 1• 5 (Pertinax),
76. 16. 1 (Severus), 80. 5. 2 (Dio); cf. Aulus Gellius,
Noctes Atticae 2. 26; 19. 10 for Frontons gout.
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Galen noted its prevalence in high circles and attributed
it to gross overindulgence in food and drink.^

The

mortality rate among children was exceptionally high.
Fronto lost five children in infancy,
Victorinus also lost some,
several young children.^"

2

Herodes and

and Marcus himself lost
So all the sickness in the

letters need not reflect hypochondriacal tendencies.'*
Literary talk too owes much in its particular fashion
to the age,

yet there is hardly any reference to the

activities of literary circles;

for these and for the

actual literary trends one has to go to Aulus Gellius.
In Gellius are detailed the literary preferences of the
day, preferences centering on an extensive knowledge of
archaic literature and allowing a work »De Origine
Z

Verborum et Vocabulorum»

as after dinner reading.

The

1

Galen

18A. 42.

2

Fronto,

de Nepote Amisso 2. 1 (N. 232).

3
Fronto, de Nepote Amisso 2. 3 ff* (N. 232); ad M.Caes.
1. 6. 7 (N. 13).
4
2
cf. PIR A 697 for references.
5
Fronto*s afflictions thread the whole correspondence,
but the illnesses of others are mentioned, e.g. ad M .
Caes. 5. 8 (N. 79), 5. 10 (N. 80), 4 . H - 4. 12
(N. 72) for Cornificia, Domitia, Faustina and the children.
6

Aulus Gellius, Noctes Atticae 3. 19 - the author,
Gavius Bassus.
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letters which pass between Fronto and his pupils con
cern points of tuition and only incidentally ideas of
more general literary interest.
Much more specific information can be gleaned from
the letters,
situation.

information illuminating the historical
Here are the personalities of Marcus and

Lucius at various stages of their lives,
preted through their own words.
value;

often inter

Even omissions have their

it is surely significant that the extant corres

pondence preserves no letter passing between Fronto and
Lucius before the latter*s assumption into collegiate
rule."*"

Indeed there is only one reference to Lucius
2

before his rule.

F r o n t o Ts personal or political

preference attracted him to Marcus.
younger days is a blank,

So Lucius in his

but many facets of his person

ality later are displayed.

His effortless transition

from pleasure to business reveals him as more lively
than his brother;

the worries of empire were of less

1

Though an argumentum ex sile n t i o . its significance
increases with the preservation of so many letters to
Marcus at this stage.
2

Fronto,

ad M. C a e s . 5. 38 - 5. 39 (N. 87).

3
Fronto, ad Ver. I m p . 1. 2 (N. 115).
This conversat
ional letter begins with discussion of pantomimists and
concludes with mention of a petition which is to be
forwarded to Lucius through Fronto.
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concern to him.

His egotism is apparent in his instruct

ions to Fronto on the particular aspects to be stressed
in the history of his successful Eastern wars.'*'
was Fronto

to refuse,

Who

indeed the same Fronto who had

been anxious to suppress one of his speeches against an
Asclepiodotus whom he had discovered to be persona grata
to Lucius?

2

The development of M a r c u s T personality is

pictured over a much longer period of time,
change is not great.

The rather serious young man,

aware early that he was to be
et Romani n o m i n i s T,
who shouldered,

fCaesar,

decus patriae

is little different to the emperor

and felt the cares of empire.^-

Letters record his talks with his loving,
mother,

yet the

and loved,

his devotion to his adoptive father to whom he

read some of Fronto»s letters,

and F r o n t o Ts estimation

1

Fronto,

ad.Ver. I m p . 2. 3 (N. 131)*

2

Fronto, ad.Ver. I m p . 2. 9 (N. 137); since suppression
was impossible, Fronto was ready to accept the friend
ship of Asclepiodotus, as he had already accepted the
friendship of Herodes, against whom he had also written
and published a speech.
3
Fronto, ad M. C a e s . 2. 7 (N. 32).
4
Fronto, de Fer. A l s . 1 (N. 223), 3. 2-7 (N. 224), 4
(N. 230); (Fronto, De Bello Parthico esp. 9 [N. 221],
tries to reassure Marcus, overcome by the losses of his
Eastern forces.
His letter is a rhetorical commonplace).
5
Fronto, ad M. C a e s . 4 . 6 . 2 (N. 69 ), 1. 3« 2 (N. 5).
6

Fronto, ad M. C a e s . 1. 7. 2 (N. 18);
5. 3. (N. 102), 2. 2 (N. 105),

ad Ant.

I m p . 1.
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of his nobility in thought and in deed.

1

Yet

Fronto could not always excuse his excessive seriousness
or his lack of sufficient sleep.
expected and intriguing;
out riding,

One anecdote is un

Marcus and his friends,

while

scattered the sheep of a shepherd who

thought they were marauders.
so exhilarated in his letters;

No-where else is Marcus
this letter indeed may

be a misplaced one written by Lucius.^- Another
letter hints at his later secretiveness and care for
his reputation.'*
Apart from the young princes other members of the
royal family and of the aristocracy are revealed in
some of their characteristics.
Antoninus* life,
presented.

Many details of

both public and private,

are

Especially important is his attitude to

his courtiers; honesty warned him that Fronto would

1

Fronto, ad M. Caes. 5. 33 (N. 85); de eloquentia 3.
3 (N. 149).
2

Fronto, ad M. Caes. 4* 12. 3 (N. 74)»
cf. HA Marcus
23. 5-6.
3
Fronto, ad M. Caes. 3« 21 (N. 57), et a l .
4
FrontoT ad M. Caes. 2. 12 (N. 35); nothing in the
letter attributes it incontrovertably to Marcus.
5
Fronto, ad M, Caes. 1. 8. 6 (N. 20) with HA Marcus
29. 5-7.
6

Fronto, ad M. Caes. 4* 6. 2 (N. 69 ), 2. 11 (N. 35);
ad Ant. Pium 6 (N. 167)#

Ill
always attribute his actions to the best of motives.'*'
Lucilla has been mentioned before;

2

the younger Faustina,

daughter of one emperor and wife of another,
noteworthy in her absence.

is most

Her only mention for her

own sake by Fronto records an illness;

she receives

no greetings from Fronto though Lucilla does often.
Possibly the tastes of Faustina were not literary ones.
The ties of the younger Matidia to the family of Marcus
are also evident.^

Individual letters reveal some of

the characteristics of important
of Claudius Severus,

5

men: the integrity

the power of Gavius Maximus,

the affection of Iunius Rusticus for Marcus.

7

Fronto

and Herodes Atticus are pictured as rivals for the
1

Fronto,

ad Ant.

Pium 2 (N. I 6 3 ).

2

cf. above

pp. 90-95 and notes.

3
Fronto, ad M. C a e s . 5. 6 (N. 78); she is elsewhere
mentioned incidentally to the subject matter of the
letter, as on her daughter*s birthday or in connection
with M a t i d i a Ts will, (she was chief beneficiary).
4
Fronto, ad Ant. I m p . 2. 1 (N. IO 4 ); ad M. C a e s . 2.
16-2. 17 (N. 37-38); ad amicos 1. 14 (N. I 8 3 ).
5
Fronto, ad amicos 1. 1 (N. 172).
6

Fronto

ad Ant.

Pium 3 (N. I 6 4 )

4 ( N . 167), 7 ( N .

168 ).
7
Fronto,

ad Ant. I m p . 1. 2. 2 (N. 96).
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love of Marcus.

1

Other senators had eccentricities.

As well as the light it throws on personalities,
the correspondence also makes available details relevant
to an understanding of other aspects of the historical
situation.

So it is an important,

though biassed,

source for the course of the wars in the East.

From

Fronto*s letter to Antoninus excusing himself from
carrying out his proconsulship in Asia comes valuable
information on the selection of proconsuls and on the
preparations for their office.^

The ius trium liberorum

won for F r o n t o Ts opponent first choice and Africa;
Fronto called on his friends in Alexandria and in
Cilicia to join his staff,
military figure,
expected,

also an unknown Mauretanian

Iulius Senex.

Not that trouble was

but brigands were never far away.

Elsewhere

1

Fronto, epist. g r a e c . 3 (N. 243).
In view of this
and other letters of Fronto and the assertion (Philos
tratus, Vitae Sophistae 5 6 3 ) that Herodes often received
letters from Marcus, once as many as three in one day,
it is amazing Herodes rates no mention in the M e d i t a t i o n s ;
however he was not exactly a paragon of Stoic virtue.
2

Fronto, de eloquentia 3* 6 ( N . 152); within his
memory a Crassus had shunned the light and another
consular had a fear of open spaces which he traversed
shut up in a L e c t i c u l a .
3
Fronto, ad Ver. I m p . 2. 2 (N. 129), 2. 1 (N. 110);
ad amicos T~. 6 (N. 178) ; Principia Historiae (N. 202):
Lucius receives a panegyric: his military prowess and
the eloquence of his dispatches to the senate predominate.
4
Fronto, ad Ant. Pium 8 ( N . 169).
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Fronto adds much to our knowledge of the status of a
Decurio or municipal senator.^

In other places Fronto

assumes the principle of hereditary succession in
2

Kingship,

or notes the presence everywhere of the young

C a e s a r ’s images. 3
The value of Fronto*s correspondence is patent
even in these few details,
to be found,

a mere selection of those

yet it is far more important in the

light it throws on the workings of commendation in this
age.

Not only is he revealed bestowing and accepting

commendation,
whole process.

but he makes clear his attitude to the
He was in an excellent position to

dispense such patronage,

with his close links to the

source of power as tutor to the royal brothers;

and

his oratorical and political eminence forged links of
friendship with many of the most powerful contemporary
senators.

The two obvious avenues to his patronage

are verified in his letters;
concern fellow Africans,
near Cirta,

commendations often

especially those with origo

and contubernales. usually under his

1

Fronto,

ad amicos 2. 7 (N. 192); it is very mutilated.

Fronto,

ad Ver.

Fronto,

ad M. C a e s . 4. 12 (N. 74)*

2

I m p . 2. 1. 10 (N. 124).

3
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tuition.
letters:

So two things can find their basis in these
a study of the machinery of patronage and

F r o n t o ’s feelings on the criteria which should
prompt it,

and a study of the type of men whom Fronto

could designate as friends.

These men were not necess

arily in a circle centering on Fronto,
on good terms with him.

but they were

Both these studies will be

intertwined since separation is difficult,

and the

main division will be between that commendation which
is independent of imperial interference and that which
revolves round the relationships between the emperors
and their friends.
The emperor could not have a say in everything
and quite a few of the subordinate posts in careers
were won through the commendation of political friends,
as were many other favours.

Proconsular legates and

provincial quaestors were probably chosen in this way,
which accounts for the large numbers in these positions
who returned to their home areas.
under their f a t h e r ’s command.'*'

I

Often they were

Such commendation is

cf. above p. 9 notes
3 ff.for quaestors; cf. above
p. 23
notes
1 ff.
for proconsular legates.

rare in Fronto,

though in two instances it seems he is

commending to their prospective commanders men who have
won appointment in their service.

So he recommends to an

uncertain Passienus Rufus the cultural refinement and the
excellent character of an Aemilius Pius,
his students.'*'

possibly one of

One aspect of patronage is here revealed;

it daunts Fronto not in the slightest that Rufus and he
himself have not been correspondents - he hopes amicitia
will be established through his commendation.
friends have spoken well of Rufus and,

Common

adds Fronto

modestly, you may have heard something favourable about
me.

So commendation did not always presuppose friendship

or even acquaintance with the man to whom the commendation
was made,
So Fronto,

nor,

indeed,

with the man receiving commendation

unabashed by his complete personal ignorance

of Antoninus Aquila,

recommends him to his son-in-law

Victorinus who is to try and wrangle him an appointment
as public instructor of youth in some city in his province
Fronto does not need to hear or judge Aquila himself; he
trusts the judgment and the integrity of his friends,
tdoctissimis et honestissimis et mihi carissimis viris*.

1

Fronto,

ad amicos 1. 8 (N. 179).

Fronto,

ad amicos 1. 7 (N. 179).

2
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Nor was this the only occasion recording F r o n t o Ts blind
faith in the value of his friends * w i s h e s n o

doubt they

received his commendations in reciprocal fashion.

Some-

2

times Fronto knew both parties,

as in his support of

Faustinianus who was to do his military service under
Claudius Iulianus,

grandson of the early Ephesian consular

Iulius Celsus Polemeanus.
father,
rule,

Statianus,

Both Iulianus and Faustinianus*

were important figures under the co

if it is correct to identify Statianus with Calvisius

Statianus,

patronus of Verona,

ab epistulis Latinis

August o r u m . and later prefect of Egypt when Avidius Cassius
revolted.^

Iulianus was governing Germania Inferior in

160, ver y soon after his consulship;^ it is assumed that
1

Fronto,

ad amicos 2. 6 (N. 191).

2

Fronto, ad amicos 1. 5 (N. 177); indication of date is
lacking.
3
AE 190 5 no. 121; for suggestions as to his parents and
uncle cf. PIR 2 c 90 2 .

^

2
2
PIR C 356 for identification and references; PIR C 346
identifies the son, Faustinianus, idiologus in Egypt 173;
despite the value of the father-son combination in the
same province, would the son of the prefect of Egypt with
the patronage of Fronto be only idiologus many years after
his military service?
5
CIL XIII 8036 (as governor); his consulship was in 158-9
since CIL XVI 110 dates it after the reorganization of the
Dacian provinces by Statius Priscus.
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it was to him in this post that Fronto wrote his three
letters.'*'

One refers to a province,

another to a

province with an army - not necessarily the same, neither
need be Germania.

A later consular appointment is

possible, though not attested; neither would be that of
his consular colleague,
stray inscription.
under the co-rule,

2

Calpurnius Agricola,

Yet one

but for a

letter is puzzling.

3

Dated

probably as late as 1 6 4 - 5 if the *Magnas

... plagasT which Fronto had recently suffered refer to
the death of his wife and three year old grandson, ^ the
letter suggests that Iulianus is presuming on his friend
ship with Fronto to gain him the goodwill of the co
emperors.

A surprizing request,

especially if late,

one of the imperial consular commanders,

from

but it is in a

1

Fronto, ad amicos 1. 5 (N. 177). 1. 17 (N. 185), 1. 18
(N. 185).
2

ILS 2311.
3
Fronto,

ad amicos 1. 18 (N. 185).

4
Fronto lost both in a short time (ad V e r . Imp. 2. 9
[N. 137]).
Two details date the deaths late.
Fronto is
about to write the eulogy of Lucius after his success
in the East.
He had also never seen this grandchild
(de nepot. amisso 2. 6 [N. 2 32]), yet was bringing up others
(ad amicos I. 12 [N. 181]); it is assumed the dead child
was born in Germania where Victorinus was sent early in
the co-rule (HA Marcus 8. 8).
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very fragmentary state.
is astonishing in itself,

An appeal by Iulianus to Fronto
since he would have been a

distant relation of the powerful Claudius Severus.'*'
I u l i a n u s T presence rather in the circle of Fronto causes
speculation,

but no certainty.

Fronto*s position may

have been very influential at this time; the link with
Statianus tends to substantiate the claim.
A second type of situation leads to correspondence
between Fronto and men in official posts.
friends of his,

He commends

often from one of the African provinces

where he had his own origo. requesting the officialTs
friendship if it is sought by the commended party.

He

praises the character and achievements of his friends,
the stress depending more on the interests of the official
than on the abilities of the friend;

so to Appius Apollonides
2

a Cornelianus is commended as no philosopher,

but to

Egrilius Plarianus Fronto describes a distinguished orator
Aquilinus

*philosophiae disciplinis ad optimas artes

er u d i t u m T;

...

yet reference to oratorical prowess is not

1

Severus, tutor to
to the royal house;
and Iulianus* uncle
Severus (cos, s u f f .

the princes, had marriage links later
cf. above p . 52 notes 1- 5 S e v e r u s ’ father
were both certainly related to Iulius
c. 139) IGR 3 173 = OGIS 544«

2

Fronto,

ad amicos 1. 2 (N. 174).

3
Fronto,
PIato.

ad amicos 1. 4 (N. 176); he had knowledge of
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lacking here or elsewhere in F r o n t o fs commendations.
In one of these letters Fronto makes obvious the
reciprocal nature of the mos c o m m e n d a n d i .
ing to Lollianus Avitus,
of Africa,

He is commend

probably while he was proconsul

a Licinius Montanus whose native city was

that of Fronto,

Cirta,

and who shared Frontons

when he was in Rome: a man of culture,
honourable character,
of the sea air."*"
to your friends,

home

eloquence and

but illness had sent him in search

Do to h im as you would have another do
requests Fronto:

THuic tantum honorem

haberi a te velim quantum tuo hospiti contubernali
consiliario tributum ab altero postulares*.

That Fronto

and Lollianus were at least acquaintances is not s ur
prizing since they had an oratorical interest in common.
Apuleius praises the qualities of Lollianus as an orator,
incorporating in his speeches the best features of
2

eight previous great Roman orators;
a letter

Tqua doctrina quo lepore... prorsus ut vir

bonus dicendi p e r i t u s ’.

1

Lollianus wrote him

The flattery must have a basis

~

Fronto,

ad amicos 1. 3 (N. 175).

2

Apuleius, A p o l .
reveal Lollianus*
and the opulentia
3
Apuleius, A p o l .

589; it is a pity nothing survives to
juxtaposition of the parsimonia of Sallust
of Cicero.

587.
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in fact,

just as it has a reasonable explanation.

Apuleius was being tried on a charge of witchcraft before
the proconsul of Africa,

Claudius Maximus,

Lollianus,'*' w h o m he succeeded as proconsul,
to the princes;

friend of
and tutor

it would improve his case if he could

show that Lollianus supported him and relations are
evident in A p u l e i u s 1 commendation of his step-son,
Pontianus,
career.

to Lollianus at the outset of his oratorical

The marriage relations alone of Lollianus make

him important though little is known of his actual
posts,

and his descendants

kept aloft the honour of the

house,

especially in ceremonial offices.

2

his descendants (Terentius,

Gentianus)

The names of

suggest marriage

with the daughter of the favoured Trajanic general Terentius
q

Gentianus (cos, s u f f . 116),

possibly of Narbonese descent.

Later marriages were contracted with a descendant of
Cocceius Severianus (cos, s u f f . 147) and possibly with
the daughter of Servilius Pudens and Ceionia Plautia,
1

The growing suspicion of this (Apuleius, A p o l . 587-8)
is explicitly confirmed: (589 - Video, Maxime, quam benigne
audiaSj quae in amico tuo Avito recog n o s c i s 1).
2

In the first decade of the third century, one (PIR
37) was Flamen D i a l i s . another (PIR.2 H 4 4 ) was Virgo
Vestalis M a x i m a .
3
For possible o r i g o . cf. Groag, RE VA 6 6 9 .

2

H
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sister of the emperor Lucius (thus explaining the entry
of the names Plautius and Plautia Servilla into the
family).'*'

Assumption usually identifies this Lollianus

Avitus with the homonymous legate in Bithynia-Pontus
in 165,

2

but not without qualms.

normally proconsular,

The province was

though on occasions in the past it
q

had received special imperiallegates,

consular (as Pliny

or Cornutus Tertullus)^ or praetorian (as Iulius Severus)
The lack of attested proconsular legates after Antoninus
suggests that the change became permanent.
legates are now recorded,

Consular

possibly with Lollianus as

first legate in the military emergency caused by the
Eastern wars of Lucius.

Doubt lingers over the age of

Lollianus; thirty years had passed since his consulship
and he must have been quite old by 165.

Quite often the

emperors used old consulars as advisers,

rarely as

cf. PIR 2 H 3 6 . 43 and stemma p. 52.
2

IGR 3. 8 4 .
3
ILS 2927;

Pliny,

E£. 10. 18, et a l .

4
ILS 1024.

5
IGR 3. 172.
6

For discussion of the problems involved cf. D. Magie,
Roman Rule in Asia Minor 1532-33 (ch. 28 n. 7) and for
list of imperial legates, op. cit., 1 5 9 2 .
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1
governors,

even to implement an innovation.

Avitus in Bithynia-Pontus

Yet an

was on good terms with Rutilianus,

probably the almost co-eval P. Mummius Sisenna Rutilianus
(cos, s u f f . I 4 6 ).

Lucian had no time for Avitus who

dissuaded him from prosecuting Alexander,
prophet of Abonuteichos,

the false

for his attempted murder;

Rutilianus was patron of Alexander

and to retain his

goodwill Avitus would not punish Alexander even if he
were found guilty:

an illuminating comment on Roman

justice in the provinces,

if Lucian can be believed,

and

on the method employed by Apuleius in conducting his
trial.^

Lollianus is himself elsewhere known as a patron;

as patron of Helvius Successus,
emperor,

father of the future

Pertinax,he secured for the son appointment to

the army ranks;"* no doubt he kept an eye on this client,

1

So the aged Pontius Laelianus went to the eastern and
northern wars as comes of the emperors, not as governor.
R. Syme, JRS 36 (1946) 168 uses Pontius and Lollianus to
prove a governorship for an aged Aemilius Carus in Dacia.
The circle is vicious and a homonymous son of Carus is
more likely.
Such a son is possible in the case of
Lollianus too, but less likely.
2
Lucian, A l e x . 57.
3
Rutilianus even married A l e x a n d e r ’s daughter, a second
marriage (Lucian, A l e x . 35).
He had many powerful friends
(A l e x . 31) even at court (Alex. 4 8 ).
4
So the praise of Lollianus to his friend, the judge
Maximus (Apuleius, A p o l . 587-9).
^ HA Pertinax 1. 5.
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though the later promotion of Pertinax seems to have
been won through Claudius Pompeianus,
emperor Marcus.'*'

son-in-law of the

The known career of Lollianus illus

trates many facets of patronagein this age.
Elsewhere Fronto commends other friends to officials.
So in a letter to Egrilius Plarianus,

2

probably also at

the time of his proconsulship of Africa,
praises of Iulius

he sings the

Aquilinus who had to leave Rome fad

consulandam consobrinam suam casu gravi ad f l i c t a m * .
Aquilinus was thus probably an African,
outside Fronto.
proconsul,

though unknown

Plarianus is known elsewhere only as

though the severity of his character and his

philosophical tastes^ are implicit in Fronto*s words.
Yet he was an important man as was his ennobled family
from Ostia.

Two significant links by marriage to other

noted families are conjectured but obscure.

At Ostia an

1

HA Pertinax 2. 3; Dio Cassius 73* 3» 1 believes in an
early association as well.
2

Fronto, ad amicos 1. 4 (N. 176).
'
"
CIL VI 30868; cf. R. Syme, JRS 37 (1946) 167; AE 19423 no. 85.
4
It is interesting to note the name of Q. Aelius Egrilius
Evaretus, philosopher friend of the African jurist Salvius
Iulianus, apparently with him during his governorship in
Germania Inferior (ILS 7776).
5
For discussions of the family history, cf. H. Bloch,
Notiz. d. scavi 1953, 264; R. Meiggs, Roman Ostia 502-9;
PIr2 E 46-49; R. Syme, JRS 36 (1946) I 6 7 .
3
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1

Egrilius Plarianus has as mother a Plaria Q.F. Vera.
At Pisaurum an Arria L.F. Plaria Vera Priscilla is married
to a M T. Acilius Glabrio;

2

the Manii Acilii,

probably the

longest ennobled house in Rome - one member was offered
A

Q

the throne in 193

- had other links with Ostia.

The Arrii at Pisaurum were also important; an undated
L. Arrius Plarianus Aufidius Turbo, praetor designate,
was patron of the colony,

and C. Aufidius Victorinus,

son-in-law of Fronto and great friend of Marcus himself,
included the name Arrius in his full (but mutilated)
nomenclature.

6

7
Pisaurum was almost certainly his origo.

Fronto also commends to an unknown Appius Apollonides
g

his eloquent friend Sulpicius Cornelianus,

probably

the same man whom he praised to Claudius Severus before
1

CIL XIV 399.
2

CIL XI 6334.
3
Herodian 2. 1.
» euyev^TaToc M-ev rcavToov etaaTptSujv';
Dio Cassius 73. 3. 3.
4
Freedmen there, cf. R. Meiggs, Roman Ostia 507-9, and
L.R. Taylor, The Voting Districts of the Roman Republic
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5

.

CIL XI 6332.
6

2

AE 1934 no. 155; H.G. Pflaum, CRAI 1956 189-201; PIR*
Vol. 2, add. p.XVI, A 1393.
7
cf. Fronto, ad M. Caes.4. 13 (N. 75); descendants there,
CIL XI 6334-5.
8
Fronto, ad amicos 1. 2 (N. 174).
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whom Cornelianus was about to stand t r i a l U n a t t e s t e d
elsewhere,

he may be the homonyme praised by Phrynicus
2
as ab epistulis Graecis under Marcus and Lucius.
If so,

the patronage of Fronto was most formidable.

Towards

the end of his life, Fronto commended a Sardius Saturninus,
whose sons were in his contubernium. to Caelius Optatus,
probably when Optatus was legate of legio 111 Augusta
in Africa c. 166,
to be identified.^
so the Sardii,

if the correspondent and the legate are
Optatus is otherwise unknown, noc

Saturninus receives a consolatory letter

from Fronto on the death of one of his sons.^
son, Lupus,

The other

receives some sort of commendation to

Petronius Mamertinus; the fragmentary state of the
1

Fronto,

ad amicos 1. 1. 2 (N. 172).

2

In his
ExXovn the dedicatory letter is to an equestrian
Cornelianus; there is no other Cornelianus who can be
better identified with him than FrontoTs friend, unless
it is Proculus Cornelianus, Pflaum CP 397-404*
3
ILS 2303.
4
Almost certainly the same man, but slight doubt stems
from FrontoTs designation of one so much his junior as
Frater (the simple Domine is the usual term of respect
in such cases); yet the complete artificiality of the
usage is manifest in its indiscriminate application to
Passienus whom Fronto had not met; cf. Fronto, ad amicos
1. 8 (N. 179).
5
Fronto, ad amicos 1. 20 (N. 187).
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letter hides the occasion.'*'

It contains one of the rare

references to this family of Petronii who rose from the
praetorian prefecture to a marriage with a daughter of
Marcus in two generations.

P. Lambrechts has d i s 

entangled the complicated web of relationships into a
clear and attractive family tree;

2

grandfather to the royal bridegroom,

the prefect was not
but great uncle.

F r o n t o fs letter is most likely addressed to the p r e f e c t Ts
nephew,

the b r i d e g r o o m ’s father,

M. Petronius Mamertinus;

adlected to the quaestorii. he passed through the
treasury prefecture to a suffect consulship in 150,
is later unknown.

but

Two facts attest his position of

prestige and influence; he won a major priesthood
(XVvir sacris faciundis)
son,

and a royal marriage for his

M. Petronius Sura Mamertinus (cos, o r d . 182).

Mamertinus may have had literary tastes since Fronto
describes Lupus:

Tfrequentissimum auditorem tuum et

maximum laudatorem carminum t u o r u m ’ /
1

Fronto, ad amicos
1. 10 (N. 180) £cf. p.232note 3 35
suggests Mamertinus will have something to do with L u p u s f
possible selection as one of the ’cultores familiae
n o s t r a e T. It is not certain who these men were.
2
P. Lambrechts, L*ant. c l a s s . 5 (1936) 187-190.
3
CIL VI 21756.
4
Fronto, ad amicos 1. 10 (N. 180).
cf. the edition by
M.P.J. Van Den Hout p. 170 who adds text to that read in
Haines* edition.

A third type of patronage independent of the emperor
is that which passes between Fronto and those who are to
sit in judgment on members of his clientele.

Letters

to three men illustrate different aspects of this; much
depended on the position of the judge,

his personality

and the type of amicitia which bound him to Fronto.
first is to Claudius Severus whose influence,

The

character

and ancestry have often been mentioned;"*' his position
at the date of F r o n t o fs letter is unknown - quite possibly

he was praefectus urbi. though there is no extant
attestation of such a post.

Fronto knows the name

Severus has won for justice and is wary;

2

to justify his

action in commending his friend Sulpicius Cornelianus
he traces the custom of commendation from its private
use to its public use in trials,

quite plausibly equat

ing written commendations with character witnesses.
was its purpose

Nor

1 ad iustitiam iudicis labefactandam vel

de vera sententia de d u c e n d a m * .

Thus having assured Severus

that his intention was not to degrade his
auctoritatemquef, Fronto proceeds to paint

tgravitatem
a glowing

1

Fronto, ad amicos 1. 1 (N. 172); for earlier references,
cf. p. 52 notesl-5and p. 97 notes 2-3.
2

cf.

etc eqpTov

1. 1 4 .
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picture of his friend; yet he is insistent that he is
not regurgitating mere rumour,

for he has lived with

Cornelianus and *omnibus modis amicitia nostra et
voluptati nobis et usui fuit*.

One feels he would not

have recommended someone to Severus on the hearsay of
friends; it was not always so.

To Arrius Antoninus Fronto

pleads the case of two people whom he seems to have
1

known only slightly,

one apparently unknown to him

before he was brought to his attention fa doctis et
multum mihi familiaribus viris,

quorum apud me voluntas
2

ipsorum merito valet plurimum*.
great value in the verdict,

Fronto always placed

and in the wishes,

of his

friends; yet in fairness to him he did interview
Volumnius before pleading his case to Arrius.

The

relationship between Fronto and Arrius was far different
from that between the co-evals Fronto and Severus.
Arrius,

from Cirta,

as was Fronto,

was a protege of his

fellow townsman; Fronto addresses him »domine filiT,^
and believes he is regarded by Arrius as his parent.'*
1

Fronto,

ad amicos 2. 6 - 2. 8 (N. 191-199).

Fronto,

ad amicos 2. 6 (N. 191).

2

3
Fronto, ad amicos 2. 7 (N. 192); since the home city of
Volumnius was Concordia, the letters almost certainly
date to the time Arrius was iuridicug per Italian regionis
Transpadanae (ILS 1119; CIL V 1874).
4
Fronto. ad amicos 2. 7 (N. 192).
5
'
Fronto, ad amicos 2. 8 (N. 199).
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It was in just such a situation that patronage was most
effective; those who sought the favour of the younger
man came running to his patron and friend.'*'
Barburiana

So n o w

and the friends of Volumnius Serenus won the

support of Fronto in their cases before Arrius.
claims he screens the petitioners,
nec sine dilectu audio,
meum impertio*;

2

Fronto

*quos ego non temere

sed probe petentibus suffragium

yet one has doubts about his consistency.

Is this not the same man who recommended men he had
never seen,

just to gratify the judgment and the interests

of trusted friends?

In such an arrangement the potential

for corruption is unbounded and Fronto is often at
pains to ensure the integrity of his reputation;

so his

assertion to Arrius^ or his justification of his action
to Severus,

or his rejection of the gifts of Appian.

Another letter regarding a trial passed from Fronto
to the praetorian prefect Cornelius Repentinus,

7

an

1

Fronto, ad amicos 2. 8 (N. 199): fEo fit, ut ad me
decurrant plurimi, qui tuam gratiam cupiunt*.
2

Fronto,

ad amicos 2. 8 (N. 199).

3

Fronto, ad amicos 1. 7 (N. 179) - Aquila; 2. 6 (N. 191)
- Volumnius.
4
cf. note 2 above.
5
Fronto, ad amicos 1. 1. (N. 172).

6
Fronto,

epist. graec. 4 (N. 244 ); 5 (N. 246 ).

7
Fronto,

ad amicos 2. 4 (N. 191)•
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appointment won, according to gossip,

through the agency

1

of Anto n i n u s ’ concubine,

Fronto thanks Repentinus

for preserving the good name of his friend Fabianus;
obviously Repentinus as prefect had acquitted Fabianus
in a court case.
more others which,

This letter probably followed one or
as did those to Arrius and Severus,

commended the man on trial to the judge.

It was

important to keep on good terms with the praetorian
prefects, for their power and influence could be tre2
mendous.
Indicative is the tactful letter which Fronto
had to write to A n t o n i n u s ’ dominant prefect,
Maximus;

Gavius

Fronto had received from the will of Censorius

Niger a considerable legacy,

but Niger,

lashed out at Maximus in this will.
and tutor to the princes as he was,

it appears,

Fronto,

had

consular

had to assure Maximus

of his continuing loyalty.
So much for commendation independent of the emperor
(its occurrence and attitudes to it)
Fronto thus revealed.

and the friends of

Such patronage still had an important

1

HA Pius 8. 9.
2
Other scattered incidents confirm their power; cf. HA
Pius 12. 5, it was to them Antoninus commended Marcus
as successor; HA Marcus 3* 4, R u s t i c u s ’ pre-eminent
position is revealed in his gaining an imperial kiss
before them.
3
Fronto, ad Ant. Pium 4 (N. 167), cf. also 7 (N. 168),
9 (N. 170).
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role to play since it would have been impossible and
unnecessary for the emperor to survey in detail the
careers in the early stages of senators,

let alone of

equites. or to have a say in all matters concerning his
subjects.

Yet many appointments and decisions were in

his hands and patronage could gain his favour.

F r o n t o Ts

position close to the throne made him an obvious target
of those wishing the favour of the imperial authority:
he often acted as intermediary between ruler and outside
interests.

His relationship with the emperors will be

obvious in the details,

though it is interesting to

note his assertion as to his practice under the co-rule.
His claim ends a eulogistic letter to Lucius:

*Igitur

quaecumque a domine meo tuo fratre petenda fuerunt,
te petita et impetrata omnia malui».

per

Such a statement

is surprizing in the light of the absence of letters to
Lucius before his accession and to F r o n t o Ts remissness
in visiting Lucius
Eastern campaigns.

2

or in writing to him during his
Yet the claim finds some substant

iation in the obvious goodwill of Lucius to Fronto,^ and
1

Fronto,

ad Ver. Imp. 2.8 (N. I 3 6 ).

2

Fronto,
Ver. Imp.
3
Fronto,
4
Fronto,
et al.

ad Ver. Imp. 1. 3 (N. 116) which Fronto,

ad

1 ,. 4 (N. 117) answers.
ad Ant. Imp. 2. 3 (N. 106),

et a l .

ad Ver. Imp. 2. 2 (N. 129),

2. 8 (N. 136),
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in F r o n t o Ts action in supporting to Lucius a petition
1

by a Valerius Antonius.

The role of Lucius in the rule

may have been less negligible than people often
estimate.

Here F r o n t o Ts relation with Lucius is similar
2
to that with Arrius;
both had their training under him
and many men tried to take advantage of this.
The correspondence of Fronto contains letters
recommending to the emperors men who were eligible for
imperial posts and hopeful of obtaining them.
were senators.

At first sight surprizing,

an explanation.

Yet none

this has

Patronage at senatorial level had its

effect in conversation rather than in letter-writing,
and Fronto spent many days at the side of Marcus even
after his accession.

Patronage of men at lower class

levels is recorded in a few instances,

but much of this

too was undoubtedly done at first hand.

It is surely

significant that two of the three recommendations for
employment were addressed to Antoninus,^ with whom
Fronto had a bond of friendship though not the very
1

Fronto,

ad Ver.

I m p . 1. 2 (N. 115).

2
cf. above p. 128 f. notes cited there.
3
Fronto,
(N. 116),
4
Fronto,

ad A n t . I m p . 1. 1 (N. 94),
et a l .
ad A n t . Pium 9 (N. 170).

ad Ver. I m p . 1. 3
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close personal tie he had with the two princes.
third commendation was to Marcus,
the letter itself.'*'
letter to Marcus,

Aridelus,

The

but it derived from

who is taking Fronto*s

receives the support of Fronto in

his candidacy for a procuratorial post for which he
is now eligible.

The letter dates before M a r c u s ’ accession

and raises questions as to jurisdiction.

Had Antoninus

delegated some authority to his Caesar?

Even if the

vacant position concerns only the family business of
Marcus,

surely his adoptive father,

should make the choice.

as paterfamilias,

Aridelus* status suggests further

close relations between Fronto and the house of Marcus;
he was one of Marcus*

freedmen (though Fronto did not

trust Marcus to remember him),

but from boyhood he had

looked after Fronto in his pursuits,

whether trivial or

i m porta n t .2
Fronto recommended to Antoninus the equestrians,
Sex.Calpurnius Iulianus and Appianus (the Egyptian historian).
1

Fronto,

ad M. Caes. 5. 37 (N. 87).

2

’Aridelus iste, ....... , a pueritia1suggests in its
juxtaposition that the boyhood is of Aridelus not of
Fronto (as Haines* translation suggests in his edition
Vol. 1, p. 239).
Other indications also point thus;
Aridelus would have been too old if he had served Fronto
in Fronto’s boyhood; Fronto*s penchant for partridges was
an enthusiasm of his old age, cf. ad amicos 1. 12 (N. 181).
3
Fronto, ad Ant. Pium 9 (N. 170).

The emperor was on good terms with Fronto but did not
shower his favours indiscriminately.
procuratorships to Calpurnius,

He awarded two

contubernalis of Fronto, ^

yet for at least two years he rejected,

graciously but

firmly,

a similar request of Fronto for an award to

Appian.

Possibly the traditional Roman distrust of

Egyptians in their administration played a part,

but

Antoninus was not oblivious to the danger inherent in
this practice of patronage.

Set such a precedent and

there is no peace; the Tcausidicorum scatebra* will
drown him with similar requests.

Indeed there was a Greek

already pursuing such a course; Fronto does not name him
but Antoninus had obviously used his case as an example
to deter Fronto.

Yet he is undaunted by such an argu

ment and concludes with the suggestion that the Greek
should gain his request too, but only after a wait of two
years.

Antoninus,

it seems,

stood his ground,

for

Appian won his procuratorship (a distinction for his old
age and a consolation for his childlessness) only under
2
Marcus and Lucius.
Frontons wishes held far greater
1

Both, Fronto asserts, through his recommendation; however
a possible relationship between Calpurnius and the consular
general, Sex. Calpurnius Agricola, must not be ruled out.
2

cf. Appian, pref. 15: 1 *Atc7Uavoc *A\e£av 6 peuc.......'.
Since the letter is undated it is unknown how long Appian
had to wait for his appointment.
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sway with the young princes than they did with their
more independent predecessor.
verifies this.

Another commendation

The accounts of a Saenius Pompeianus

(conductor 1111 publicorum Africae).^ probably an
African,

are to go before the scrutiny of Antoninus.

Fronto writes to Marcus asking for his support when
Saenius* case comes up.

2

Marcus will grant his wish:

the same merits of Saenius have already won his
sympathy:’Nam ea quae tibi ex sententia procedunt, gaudia
3
sunt m e a T.
Related letters in Greek passing between
Fronto and Appian have a bearing on the question of
patronage.^

Appian wishes to give Fronto some presents;

Fronto tactfully declines to accept them.

It is the

age old problem; whether a bribe or not (and who ever
can distinguish?)

Fronto is aware their acceptance will

be construed as such.

His sophistic letter explaining

his return of the slaves a second time does not touch on
these reasons,

nor could it be expected to do so.

Appian

1

Probably the man honoured by his wife, Fuficia Clymena,
CIL VI. 8588.
2
Fronto, ad M. Caes. 5* 34 (N. 86 ).
3
Fronto, ad M. Caes. 5. 35 (N. 86 ). This letter is again
indicative of the close relationship between Marcus and
Antoninus; indeed Marcus may have had an official position
in the case as assessor.
4
Fronto, epist. graec. 4 (N. 244 ), 5 (N. 246 ).
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realised the problem in the hypothetical question he
assumed Fronto would ask:his answer is ethically
correct, but the fact he asked the question at all
indicates that he knew the alternate answer.'*'
Other letters reveal the commendation of friends
to the emperor without any accompanying request for
employment.

So Claudius Iulianus seems to have sought
2
the favour of the co-rulers through Fronto.
Elsewhere
Fronto commends to the emperor Lucius one of his senatorial
proteges,

Gavius Clarus.

Lucius was in the East and the

straitened circumstances of Clarus forced his journey
to Syria to claim the legacies tquae ei in testamento
hominis amicissimi obvenerunt’,
Clarus with the East is

The connection of

not further specified: he may

have had links there already, if he is to be identified
with the L. Gavius Clarus honoured with his senatorial
father, Aelianus,
at Attaleia.^

and his equestrian grandfather, Fronto,

There are doubts, but they tend to

1

Fronto, epist. g r a e c . 4. 3 (N. 244 ): '*A W * ovx eiol
'zav'ia papuTepa Xa^iBavetv;
t! yap e c m cpiXiac xai Ttjifjc
(3ap"UTepov, cov ov&e iou>c, y* apeiov oi>5ev cotiv; '.
2
Fronto, ad amicos 1. 18 (N. 185), with p.ll7f.and notes .
3
Fronto, ad Ver. Imp. 2. 7 (N. 133).
4
Fronto, ad Ver. I m p . 2. 7. 4 (N. 135).
5
For these Gavii, cf. REG 61 (1948) 201 nos. 19-20;
PIR 2 G 100.
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disappear if one regards the initial relationship
between the two as that of master and student.

Most

of the letter consists of praise of Clarus whom Fronto
seems to have regarded as closest to himself after his
son-in-law and brother: his qualities, Tsimplicitas,
castitas, veritas,

fides plane Romana, (ptXoOTOpyta
1

nescio an Romana’.
vealed,

vero

But aspects of patronage are re

especially the development of the relationship

between Fronto and Clarus.

In his early senatorial years

Clarus payed the older senator the respect due to his
age and higher rank, but gradually their amicitia led
to a client-patron relationship,

though without the

connotation of arrogance on the part of the patron or
servility on that of the client which Fronto intimates
was usual.
business,

Clarus took great care of Fronto and his
as, he believes, he has already told Lucius.

This letter is most informative on the relations between
patron and client,

and on the way in which a Roman

senator could restore his fortunes after the early
death of his father who left no legacy but creditors.
Commendation did not always pass from Fronto to
the royal house; sometimes the senator received a

1

Fronto,

ad Ver. Imp. 2. 7. 6 (N. 135)
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recommendation from the palace.

So Marcus,

as Caesar,

recommends to Fronto who is to be proconsul of Asia,
certain T h e m i s t o c l e s I t

a

is uncertain whether Marcus

knew the man, though he had spent his last winter at
Rome; actually he is passing on the request of Apollonius,
his philosophy master.

Marcus makes obvious his attitude

to patronage; there is room for the prominence of personal
friends as long as others have received what is fair.
’Nam ius et aequom omnibus Asianis erit apud te paratissimum,

sed consilium,

comitatem,

quaeque amicis sine

ullo cuiusquam incommodo propria impertire fides ac
religio proconsulis permittit,

peto Themistocli libens

impertiasT.
reign,

He used the same principle in his own
2
advancing his friends and tutors.

One other type of patronage finds illustration in
Fronto, the patronage of cities.

Fronto advises the

tresviri et decuriones of his home town, Cirta,
selection of patroni for their city.

He would choose

those fqui nunc fori principem locum occupant!.
suggested three names.

on the

He

First was Aufidius Victorinus,

1

Fronto,

ad M. Caes. 5. 36 (N. 86 ).

2

cf. HA Marcus 2. 5; e t c eauTov 1« 17. 4; HA Marcus
3. 9.
3
Fronto, ad amicos 2. 11 (N. 200).
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an Italian but linked to Cirta by his marriage to
Frontons daughter,

elsewhere noted as a fine orator and

incorruptible judge, ^ here as a man ’cum illis moribus
tantaque eloquentia*.
Silanus,

He next put forward Servilius

’optimum et facundissimum virum*,

who had his

origo in the neighbouring town Hippo Regius,
second consulship in 188.

and won a

His third choice Postumius

Festus ’et morum et eloquentiae nomine’ also came from
a nearby though unspecified city; his fame as an orator
proficient in both tongues was kept alive even by his
distant descendants.

2

,

Fronto went for orators (and

consulars) in his choice of patroni.
reaction or that of an orator?

Was this a typical

The value of oratory in

this age is evident in the activities of the sophists
of the second sophistic whose lives are detailed in
Philostratus (Vitae Sophistae) ;

their influence in their

own cities was disproportionate and in their representation
of their cities to the emperors they effectively usurped
1

Dio Cassius 72. 11. 2 f f .; Fronto, ad amicos 1. 7
(N. 179); de nepote amisso 2. 3 (N. 233).
~~~~
2

CIL VI I 4 I 6 : T[M. Posjtumium Fest [urn] oratorum utraque
facund. maximum, procos. Asiae destinat., Vll virum,
flam., venerabilis memoriae virum T. Flavius Postumius
Varus cos., pronepos, sectator eius’, cf. also CIL
VI I 4 I 8 for another descendant.
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the role of patron! often winning great benefits for
their clients.'*'
orator,

Yet Fronto wanted more than a mere

he wanted a political figure as well:

*virum

popularem habeamus et virum consularem ius publicum
2
respondentem*,
That was the duty and the responsibil
ity of a patronus and Fronto had shared it in his more
active days.

That was the reason for the appointment

so often of provincial governors as patroni of cities
in their provinces.

Nor were equites to be discounted;

they were often close to the emperor.
in several cities.

Many were patroni

The whole question of this patronage

is crying out for investigation.
The correspondence of Fronto thus reveals much about
the working of patronage,

imperial and non-imperial,

in the age of the Antonines: its reciprocal nature, the
various attitudes to it dependent on the status and
the personality of those involved,

the client-patron

relationship and manifold other details.

The letters

1

Philostratus,

Vitae Sophistae. passim.

2

Fronto,

ad amicos 2. 11 (N. 200).

3
cf. the eques P. Cominius Clemens, patronus of four
cities: Concordia (his origo). Aquileia, Parma and
Venafrum far away in Southern Italy (ILS 1412).
He is
known in no office near Venafrum.
He had important
connections in Concordia cf. PIR2 D 54 and Pflaum CP
501-504.
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also provide the names of many men of different status
who can be connected with Fronto and his circle, men
some older,

some younger and some co-eval.

It is import

ant to discover their type and their importance and
this has already been done in the case of those to
whom commendations are extant, usually those in official
posts.

Few of the younger friends of Fronto are in this

category,

apart from his son-in-law Victorinus and his

fellow townsmen Arrius Antoninus; their great importance
under the co-rule and afterwards will be detailed in
the next two chapters.

1

The others divide into two

groups; in one the connection springs from their African
origin,

in the other from their position as students of

Fronto.
Cirta was not lacking in senators: *plurimi sunt
2
in senatu Cirtenses clarissimi viri*.
Many undoubtedly
availed themselves of the patronage of Fronto.

He

celebrates his concord with his brother Q. Cornelius
Quadratus (cos, suff. 1 4 7 ) and rejoices at his attain
ment of high offices under Antoninus and his retention
1

cf. pp. 176-8 and pp. 231-2 (Arrius),
p. 234 (Aufidius).
2
Fronto, ad amicos 2. 11 (N. 200).

pp. 155-6 and
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of amicitia with the c o - r u l e r s .^

Quadratus lived a

quiet life and is elsewhere unattested.

2

P. Iulius

q

Geminius Marcianus was from Cirta,

(presumably also

the C. Iulius Geminius Capellianus,

governor in Pannonia

Inferior,^

almost certainly a b r o t h e r ) ,

’Marcianus n o s t e r T who,

Marcus early in the reign of

Antoninus informs Fronto,

was going to plead in

the case against Herodes A t t i c u s .
is correct,
patronage;

He may be the

If the identification

Marcianus may now have picked up Fronto*s
some powerful patronage is necessary to explain

the upsurge in his career from an unfavoured vigintiv
irate post to special praetorian commands in L u c i u s ’
Eastern wars and an extraordinary proconsulship in
Macedonia.

A civitas near Cirta was the origo of

1

Fronto,

de nepote amisso 2. 8 (N. 235)*

2

Of course he is noted elsewhere in Fronto, cf. ad M.
Caes. 2. 7 (N. 32), et a l .
3
ILS 1102-1103 .
4 '
CIL XVI 112, a military diploma dated by unknown
December consuls; for discussion as to the date, cf. R.
Syme, Historia 14 (1965) 354, who dates it to 158-161
reversing the usual order with Iallius Bassus.
He is
probably right, yet his argument is not incontrovertable;
154 is a possible date for the diploma since no December
consuls are known - if 155 had different consuls in
November and December, 154 could do likewise.
cf. Degrassi
FC 43-44.
5
Fronto, ad M. Caes. 3* 4 (N. 43)*

6
ILS 1102.
He was tresvir kapitalis. Macedonia was
normally a praetorian province, so emergency arrangements
are to be divined.
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M. Postumius Festus; his oratorical fame and his prestige
posts have been n o t e d .^

Marriage links are claimed for

him in the Brixia-Verona area where there were many
important senatorial gentes
Vibia,

Statia,

Iuventia),

(Nonia,

Roscia,

Salvia,

but research favours caution.

A Roman inscription, fM. Postumi Festi et Paullae
2
eius...*,
is often linked to many inscriptions at
Brixia involving a Postumia Paulla,

but this Postumius

is neither the father (her father is Publius)^- nor the
second husband (Postumia seems dated a little later).
An attractive proposition must be set aside.
African deserves note,

One other

the senator Maximus whom Aelius

Aristides rates one of the clearest orators at Rome;
in such a case surely known to Fronto.
poet and hunter Tullius Maximus,

He may be the

fTullius e Libya rector

legiones H i b e r a e T, who erected at Legio a sanctuary to
Diana in which he set up his hunting trophies and inscribed
1

cf. above p . 1 3 9 note 2.
2

CIL XV 7517.
3
CIL V 4349-54.

4458. 4351. 4192.

4
CIL V 4458.
5
cf. Hanslik, RE XXII 9 55; Wolf, RE XXII 952; Miltner,
RE IIIA 2217-18.
6
Aelius Aristides, OR. 47 Dindorf (Vol. 2, p. 415).
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his verses;"*" maybe also the governor of Thrace under
2

Marcus and Lucius,

Q. Tullius Maximus.

Of Frontons students few others are
Victorinus was one,

known.

Since

Seius Fuscianus was probably another,

but his life is a complete blank before his second con
sulship and urban prefecture under Commodus.
the son of Squilla Gallicanus.^

Another was

The history and

connections of this important Asian/Italian family have
been detailed elsewhere;'* the son is probably the c o s .
o r d . 170 rather than the cos, o r d . 150.

This letter is

of a rare type since few mention the actual activities

6
of his c o n t u b e r n a l e s ; no other is to a parent.

It is

unfortunate that relatively few of F r o n t o Ts students
are known.

1

ILS 3259-60.
2

Many Thracian coins of this date bear his name; cf.
Groag, RE VIIA 1315-16.
3
They were M a r c u s 1 favourite senatorial condiscipuli
(HA Marcus 3« 8 ); for his later career, cf. HA Pertinax
4 . 3; Tertullian, ad n a t . 1. 16.
4
Fronto, ad amicos 1. 25 (N. 188).
5
cf. pp. 59-62 andnotes.
6
The few literary letters from obscure men are probably
from students; cf. Fronto, ad amicos 2. 1 - 2 . 3 (N. 1901) - Volumnius Quadratus; 1. 11 (N. 181) - Velius
Rufus; 1. 15 - 1. 16 (N. 184-5) are to Praecilius Pompeianus,
probably an African friend, rather than a student.

IV

Whatever the reasons motivating it,

an experiment

in co-rule began in 161; there must have been immediate
problems of jurisdiction and competence.

Unless there

was an unmistakable division of the labour or a mutually
recognised gradation in authority,

there always loomed

the possibility of conflicting decisions leading to
friction.

So a knowledge of the relations between Marcus

and Lucius is necessary; yet certainty is unlikely through
the nature of the sources,
stresses the harmony,
the dissensions

the HA in its coloured anecdotes

(the biographer is ambivalent in his

attitude to Marcus,

yet rarely has a good word for Lucius);

Marcus himself has only one,
his brother.'*'

F r o n t o fs correspondence

but favourable,

mention of

Some manoeuvres by Marcus hint at a lack

of complete trust in Lucius whose openness was a byword,
but interpretations of reported political machinations
are as fraught with danger as is belief in rumour.

1 eic eauTov 1.17.4: ’To aSeAcpou t o i o u t o u T u x e t v 6uva}-ievoi>
Ijiev Sia f)0ou<; e^eyetpcLt |ie ^pcx; e'TCiM-eXet-av ejaauTou, a|j.a
6e xai Tip-f) xai OTopy?) eucppaiv o v t o c M-e1.
The statement need not be regarded as ambiguous,
in the light of HA Verus 3* 7.

especially
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It is equally necessary to view the relations
between the emperors and the supports of their power the official administrators,

generals and subordinate

commanders and the unofficial sources of influence.
One can best study these relations in the context of
imperial reactions to needs of the time, -either military
or administrative.

Innovation or crisis often warranted

drastic measures; Marcus and his co-rulers were not
afraid to disrupt traditional practice in their appoint
ments.'*'

Fierce warfare confronted the central power on

an extended front,

but effective use was made of able

commanders to beat back the barbarian menace;

at home

capable men were found to implement administrative
changes.
trace,

The unofficial influences are harder to

though the role of the royal household is evident

in part.

Often evident also in the relationships

between emperors and their subordinates is the basis for
the importance of the men who held key positions: it
was their abilities,
or otherwise)

controlled and channelled (effectively

by their rulers,

which were ultimately

responsible for the continued existence of the Roman
1

cf. the career of Macrinius Vindex (ILS 1107) or of
Vettius Sabinianus (Rev. A r c h . 12 [1920] 362 no. 45).
Provinces had their status changed (HA Marcus 22. 9)*
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empire.

For some the road to success began long before,

in their youth spent together with one of the co-rulers
or in the eminent position of their ancestors;
patronage had cast down barriers,
ment,

for others

or successful accomplish

especially in the military arena.

So the junior

commanders in the Eastern wars of Lucius went on to
greater commands especially in the northern crises:
Claudius Fronto,

Antistius Adventus,

Martius Verus and

Iulius Geminius Marcianus were some.
In all these aspects there is much scope for
detail,

despite the selective nature of the sources

which leaves completeness a dream.

Extant literary

sources are primarily anecdotal or illustrative;
inconsistent in interpretation,
logical.'*'

often

they are rarely chrono

Epigraphical material is valuable,

more so

where it can be linked to facts otherwise known,

but

interpretation and dating are riddled with difficulties;
inference calls for caution,

partly dependent as it is

on the patterns of promotion in a normal career,

for

special needs created extraordinary posts and unusual
1

Dio Cassius in preserved only in anecdotes; HA Marcus
is fair up to the death of Lucius when it switches to
Marius Maximus as its main source and descends to the
inconsistent level of the lesser biographies.
Lucian,
Pausanias, Philostratus, and Ammianus add illustrative
details; later epitomisers as Eutropius, Orosius and
Victor are only corroborative.
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orders.

A loose historical framework is provided by

coins with their headlined legends,

their definite dates,

and their recognition of changing imperial titles,
avowed imperial policy and increasing imperatorial
salutations.

The present discussion is basically

chronological in its treatment of the above mentioned
processes,

though the sources make it selective and

incomplete•
Antoninus at his death designated Marcus as his
successor,'*' and Marcus on his accession associated with
himself in theoretically equal co-rule his adoptive
2
brother Lucius.
These are the facts; motives are not
as clear cut.

As has been seen the accession of Marcus

was no surprize in the light of the preparations for it,
that of Lucius did occasion surprize though prior
activities did foreshadow its possibility.

Speculation

as to the reason underlying M a r c u s T decision is endless,
and probably useless,

yet political reasons should

take priority over personal ones.

In having himself

1
o

HA Pius 12. 5; HA Marcus 7. 3.

HA Marcus 7 . 5 ; HA Verus 3. 8 is adamant the
was taken by Marcus.
cf. Dio
Cassius 71« 1* 1 •
3
One possibility, detailed in the history of the years
preceding the co-rule, was the presence of a strong
Ceionian faction fostered by the favour of Antoninus,
though with support secondary to that of the partizans of
Marcus; to stifle potential opposition Marcus may have
bonded the party of Lucius to himself by his move.
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voted the name of his adoptive father Antoninus,
Marcus made it obvious he was to be the senior partner.
Lucius received M a r c u s T own cognomen Verus.'*'
A number of cogent factors already contributed to the
superior auctoritas of Marcus.

He was ten years older

than Lucius who seems to have accepted a subordinate
position.

2

Under his father he had received greater

experience of governing than had Lucius,

and with it a

greater contact with the men who counted in the consilium,
the bulwarks of A n t o n i n u s T rule,

many retaining their

influence and power into the new reign.

Yet the role

played by Lucius in the government ma y not deserve the
battering it receives at the hand of his late biographer
in the HA; possibly somewhat frivolous,
not dangerous.
in authority,

it was certainly

A position equal in power,
is a difficult one to fill,

but inferior
especially

under a co-ruler who is willing to surrender little of

1

HA Marcus 7. 7 1 HA Verus 4« 2.
Marcus* position as
actual head of state was recognised in his acceptance of
the title pontifex maximus; Lucius did not receive the
title, cf. M. Hammond, The Antonine Monarchy 65-66 with
references 98 notes 45 - 4 8 .
2
HA Verus 4# 2-3 at least at first, although after his
victories in the East had boosted his confidence he may
well have acted more independently
(HA Verus 7. 6).
3
HA Marcus 6 . 5-7.
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the initiative.

Lucius was successful in his Eastern

campaigns whatever the scandals accruing to his activit
ies;'*' he would have received the blame for defeat just
as he wanted the praise for victory.
in spite of him,

HA records victory

but there is no evidence to record the

unhappiness of contemporaries at his management of the
wars,

or of his contribution to the rule.

2

The later

emperor Julian spared no effort in the vituperation of
his predecessors,
In Marcus

yet he did

not jeer at the brothers.

(whose perfect virtue he had at one time tried

to emulate)^ he found two faults: his blind devotion
to his wife and to his son,

neither worthy of it.

He

attached no blame to Marcus for assuming his brother
into co-rule.

Lucius should not receive condemnation on

the basis of the worst aspects of his portrait in the
H A ; judgment and discretion must separate fact from its
embellishments which often serve to obliterate or disguise
truth.

1

HA Marcus 8. 12-14 tries to claim even these victories
for Marcus, but cf. Dio Cassius 71* 2. 2-4.
2
Fronto, ad Ver. I m p . 1. 2 (N. 115),2. 8 (N. 136) at
end, preferred to send his requests to Lucius rather
than directly to Marcus.
3
Julian, Caesars 312 ff.
4
Julian, Caesars 253 A: the fear of failure turned him to
other ways.
His admiration of Marcus is evident right
through his satire on the Caesars.
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The first few years of the new reign deserve
careful scrutiny.

Promotions and dismissals are revealing

so are the names of those who keep their posts.

Retention

is indicative of satisfaction with prior appointments
or of complacency: change shows the intimates of the new
rulers.

Change is more to be expected at doubtful access

ions when support is needed in key positions,

yet it is

present even in a change-over that is peaceful and
smooth,

though not always so soon.

At times the basis

of the appointmoi t is evident; sometimes success and
experience count,

at other times a patron can be distin

guished or the favour of one of the emperors.

Consulships,

governorships and equestrian secretariates are the main
appointments involved.
The consulship,^ though long since deprived of its
dominating powers,

remained the office around which the

senatorial cursus revolved;

only consulars entered the

senatorial group closest to the emperors.
attached to an eponymous consulship,

Great honour

greater honour still

if held as the colleague of an emperor or in the first
year of a reign.

Joint consular colleagues at their

1
For the consulship,

cf. above p. 24 ff with notes.
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accession,

the emperors did not open the first full year

as consuls; that honour went to Q. Iunius Rusticus
second),’*' and L. Titius Plautius Aquilinus.

(his

Details

have already been given of the meagre facts known about
the great Rusticus,

Stoic philosopher (descendant of the

’philosophic o p p o s i t i o n ’), tutor of Marcus,
urbi,

praefectus

chief influence on Marcus in his reign until his

undated death.

2

No early career is available but his

elevation to the urban prefecture and his second consul
ship in this particular year substantiate the H A Ts
claim of his pre-eminent influence.
a name and a consular date,

Aquilinus is but

yet inference is possible

from both.

His consulship at such a time indicates an

importance,

his name suggests it may lie in relationship

with Lucius.

Again the gens Plautia appears in a favoured

personage,^ and origo in Aquileia is quite possible since
this city shows many Titii and an inscription,
Plauti Aquilini Primitivos coniug.

’Violae

et Primitivae Verna

1

It is indicative of the great prestige of eponymous
consulships that none of the six private citizens receiv
ing second consulships 161-180 hadheld his first as ordinarius. except the father-in-law of Commodus, Bruttius
P rae s e n s .
2
cf. above p. 100 notes 1-2.
3
HA Marcus 3. 3-5.
4
cf. Appendix A.
L u c i u s ’ grandmother was a Plautia, so
were his aunt and his sister. Another sister married
Plautius Quintillus (cos, o r d . 159).
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coniug.

filiae e o r , *.

Surely a relation,

possibly
2

his father,

was L. Epidius Titius Aquilinus

(cos, o r d .

125) suggesting that the family already under Hadrian
moved in the upper senatorial circles and could easily
have contracted a marriage with the gens P l a u t i a . So
possibly Marcus and Lucius each commended one candidate:
certainly in 167,
consulship,

when Lucius received his third

his colleague was the nephew of Marcus,

M. Ummidius Quadratus.

Little else can be inferred from

the other eponymous consulships,
a member of the Pontii Laeliani

except for the one to
(their importance is

q

detailed below)

and the two in successive years to the

Asian-Italian nexus of the Pompeii and Gavii,

indicative

of an influence not apparent in any of the sources,^
Of suffect consuls there is little value in listing names
(and only ten are dated certainly); their significance
and relations will be evident in their postings.
Governors too illustrate the processes.

In Syria,

1

CIL V I 462 ; cf. CIL V 1010 for a Titius as chief m a g i s 
trate at Aquileia, which is in the area of suggested
Ceionian influence, cf. above p. 80-81 with notes.
2
RE VI A 565 - 6 7 ; his ancestry and career also create
difficulties of interpretation.
3
cf.pp. 159-161 with notes.
4

This is the family of the Tusculan Bacchic inscription
(cf. above p. 61 with note 4 ), which also includes a
Celsus; it is interesting to note that Pompeius* consular
colleague in I 64 was P. Iuventius Celsus.
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L. Attidius Cornelianus was retained.

An obvious

favourite of Antoninus he had held Syria at least since
1

157.

On his shoulders,

and on those of his emperor,

must be set much of the responsibility for the dissident
and undisciplined mob into which the Syrian legions had
degenerated - too soft to withstand the first assaults
2
of the barbarians.
*Elsewhere in the East the super
stitious and ambitious M. Sedatius Severianus governed
Cappadocia,

possibly also a long tenancy.

Nor was he

the man to repulse the Parthian hordes; trusting in his
own ability and in an oracle from the pseudo-prophet
Alexander of Abonuteichos,

he was caught in an ambush,

lost his troops and found an ostentatious suicide.^Details of further Eastern arrangements will be noted
later.
At first sight it would appear that dissatisfaction
was felt with Antoninus’ appointments in the western pro
vinces since new governors were sent to Britain and to
1

ILS 9057.
On the question of long governorships, . cf.
above p. 1 5 note 1.
2

Fronto,

principia historiae 12 ff. (N. 206).

3
Cappadocia was normally held relatively soon after the
consulship (to Severianus in 153), so he could have been
there a long time.
4
For his character and death, cf. Lucian A l e x . 27 ' o
'HXtOtoc exetvoc KeVroc ’ ; hist, conscrib. 21 and 25-26.
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Germany to repel barbarian incursions.
necessary.

Caution is

Calpurnius Agricola in Britain probably

replaced Statius Priscus; it is unlikely that Priscus,
Antoninus’ greatest vir militaris. was unable to counter
any troubles in Britain,

rather he was called away to
2
retrieve the Roman position in the East.
HA is right
in claiming Agricola was sent to Britain,

it may be wrong
3
in its reason ’imminebat etiam Britanncum bellum’.
The
island province was in a continual state of unrest from
the time crisis brought Cn. Iulius Verus there before
158 with detachments from the Rhine armies and a bustle
of military building,

especially in the region of Hadrian’s

wall
The absence of these Rhine troops in Britain may
account in some degree for the incursions by the Chatti
across the German-Raetian limes, compelling the new
appointment of Aufidius Victorinus in Germania Superior
to hurl them back.'*

It is unknown whom he replaced,

1

HA Marcus 8. 8.
2

There is a very brief time lapse between Priscus’
governorship in Moesia Superior and his command in
Cappadocia, the time of his British command.
3
HA Marcus 8. 8. cf. JRS 34 (1944) 86; CIL VI 773-4.
4
cf. Groag, RE X 850-852 for references.
5
HA Marcus 8. 8.
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hardly L. Dasumius Tullius Tuscus (cos, s u f f , 152);
for Tuscus governed the three-legioned province,
Superior,

Pannonia

under the co-rule and was later comes of

Marcus^ - unlikely rewards for inefficiency or disfavour.
Yet no other governor is known around this time.
inus,

successful general,

excellent judge,

orator

Victor
and

administrator had been a trusted friend of Marcus from
their student days.

2

ing his only daughter,

He was a protege of Fronto,
Gratia.

marry-

His stay in Germany

may have been a long one^ and H.G.

P f l a u m ’s interpretation^*

of a fragmentary inscription would have him stay there
until his arrival in Dacia in 167,

simultaneously with

the unification of D a c i a ’s three parts under one consular
command.

It remains a theory,

as does any suggestion

which attempts to make anyone except Claudius Fronto first
governor of the new province.

In Germany Inferior there

seems to have been no change for many years; Claudius

1

ILS 1081.
2

HA Marcus 3. 8; Dio Cassius 72. 11. 2; Fronto, de nepote
amisso 2. 3 (N. 232), et a l .
3
Fronto, ad amicos 2. 11 (N. 200).
4
cf. above p. 1 17 note 4*
5
H.G. Pflaum, CRAI 1956 189-161.
cf. below p. 186 n. 1.
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Iulianus,
160.

another friend of Fronto,

is attested there in

There is a suggestion that he was not a close

friend of the co-rulers.

2

Nor is there record of special change in Pannonia
Superior.
rul e ; 3

L. Dasumius Tullius Tuscus was there under co

M, Nonius Macrinus preceded or succeeded him.^

Both were comites of Marcus in his later northern wars,
both held three priesthoods.'*

In the Moesian provinces

governors were more frequent.

Seven are attested in

Inferior 155-163»

6

An inscription found on the shore of

the Black Sea records a T. Statilius Severus as leg. A u g .
7
pr. pr. xn 159, doubtless of Moesia Inferior.
Identification
1

CIL XIII 8036.
2

cf. above pp. 116-118 with notes for tentative dating and
discussion of his correspondence with Fronto. ad amicos 1.
5 (N. 177), 1. 18 (N. 185).
3
ILS 1081; CIL 111 4117.
For attempts to disentangle
the web of intricate Dasumian family relationships, cf.
above p. 68 with note 1 and PIR2 D 16, R. Syme, Tacitus
785 and E.Groag, PIR2 Vol. 3 add. p.XI, D I 4 - I 5 .
4
ILS 8 8 30; CIL V 4343.
For attempts at dating his command
precisely, cf. R. Syme, Historia I 4 (I 965 ) 357 note 66,
Pflaum £ P 459.
5
It is interesting that Dasumius was sodalis Hadrianalis
and Antoninianus. Nonius, sodalis Antoninianus V e r i a n u s .
Does this indicate a lack of friendship between Lucius and
Dasumius, the prior death of the latter, or the erection
of the inscription before the death of Lucius?

6

c f . G. Barbieri,
Carino 558.
7
CIL 111 12513.

L ’albo senatorio da Settimio Severo a

is hazardous; no consul of this exact name is attested,
though Degrassi completes the consular colleague of L.
Iulius Statilius Severus in the last nundinum of 155
as [T. Statilius Iulius] Severus.'*'

Yet a mistake by the

stonecutter in the praenomen may identify this legate
with the L. Iulius Statilius Severus elsewhere attested
as legate in an unknown year.

2

This Moesian governor

may be the Iulius Severus who commanded legio V

Macedonica

on its eastern campaigns between Statius Priscus and
Martius Verus;

he would at least have had prior ex

perience of the legion,
Troesmis.

quartered as it had been at

However Severus had left the province before

the legion went to the East,

for M. Iallius Bassus also

governed Moesia before its departure.^- He was soon to
1

Degrassi FC 44.
2
CIL 111 12371 5 G. Barbieri, op. cit. 558 regards them
as separate identities and successive governors.
If
brothers they had the precedent of the Quintilii before
them: coss.ord. 151, together in Achaia (Philostratus,
Vitae Sophistae 559
3
ILS 23 H ; status as name is indefinite - Priscus was
governor of Cappadocia, Verus could not have been since
he was not consul till 166.
Other candidates: C. Iulius
Statius Severus (cos, suff. 154) and C. Iulius Severus
(cos, or d . 155), vthe latter, recently governor in Syria
Palestina (IGR 3* 172), was related to the powerful
Claudii Severi (IGR 3. 173).
4
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follow,

1

replaced by M. Servilius Fabianus Maximus,

m

whom Lambrechts would see the brother of Q. Servilius
Pudens, brother-in-law of Lucius.

2

His rapid passage

from Moesia Superior to Inferior betokens great patronage.
The three governors of Moesia Superior around
the time of the accession were key figures.

Preceding

Servilius were Pontius Laelianus and Statius Priscus.
At least three members of the gens Pontia were active
at this time.

Identification of this governor is not

certain,^ but points to M. Pontius Sabinus (cos, suff.
153),

almost certainly a polyonymous son of M. Pontius

Laelianus Larcius Sabinus (cos, suff. c. I 4 4 ); ye^ he
could be a younger brother.

A younger son (cos, ord.

I 6 3 ) is often identified with the leg. Aug. pr. p .. in
1

His stay was brief since he was ’curator operum public
orum’ in December 161 (CIL VI 1119b) and Servilius had
replaced him in Moesia by I 63 (Jahreshefte 16 [1913],
beiblatt 209 f). R. Syme (JRS 36 [1946] 165-8) once
dated Servilius before Iallius, but his tacit later dating
of Iallius to 162 (Historia 14 [1965] 354) rightly rejects
this suggestion.
In CIL Xll 2718-9 Iallius is recorded
as ’Comiti Augustorum Parthic[ae expeditionis]’, a title
causing suspicion, since no other staff member in this
war is credited with being comes of both emperors, espec
ially if Iallius was in Pannonia Superior by 166 (Dio
Cassius 71. 3 * l a) •
2

P. Lambrechts,
3
ILS 1080.
4
CIL XVI. 111.

Comp. 1 . 131 no. 777*

3
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honour of whose father the senate of Troesmis set up
1

an inscription;

Moesia Inferior should be obvious as

the province but it is not irrefutable

(much Pontian

activity was associated with the general
experience of the father,

a rea).

The

a stalwart of A n t o n i n u s ’

reign (governor of Pannonia Inferior and Superior and of
q

Syria)

was used by the co-rulers.

suggests Pontius as comes

A hint in Fronto

of Lucius was mainly respons

ible by his strict disciplinary methods for the corporal
and psychological conditioning of the degenerate Syrian
legions for w a r /

By the time the aged consular went as

comes of the co-rulers and again of Marcus alone to the
wars on the Danubian front,^ if all the above identifications
are correct,

he or his sons had commanded all four p r o 

vinces with legions on the lower side of the D a n u b e :
1

CIL 111 6182; it is possible that the Pontius, c os,
suff. 153, went on from Moesia Superior to Inferior later,
a not unusual promotion, cf. Servilius above.
2

Apart from their gubernatorial activities, the Pontii
heirs had landed interests in Moesia Superior (AE 1934
no. 1 8 2 ).
3
ILS 1094 and 1100 connected by Ritterling with great
probability.
Pannonia Superior in I 46 (CIL XVI 178) and
149 (CIL XIV 97); Syria c. 150-153 (AE 1939 no. 179) Honigman (RE IVA, I 63 O) dates him in Syria in 176?
4
Fronto, ad Ver. Imp. 2. 1. 19 (N. 128).
5
ILS 1100.
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significant for the influence of the Pontii and for the
trust and policy of the co-rulers.'*'
comes to both fronts,
on both.

Pontius went as

for he had had personal experience

The name Statius Priscus occurs and re-occurs

as this great general was shuttled around the trouble
spots of empire - Dacia,

Britain,

Cappadocia; maybe

emergency called him to Moesia too.
he was needed in Britain.

His stay was brief;

2

Few other changes of governors are known or signifi
cant.

Dalmatia now had no legion,

under northern incursions.

and importance only

Hispania citerior had one,

primarily to intimidate African Moorish raiders; its
governors include some surprizing important men.
is Venuleius Apronianus (cos,

o r d . 11. 168),

Undated

after 157

Pomponius Proculus Vitrasius Pollio^ (cos, o r d . 11. 176),
husband of M a r c u s ’ first cousin,
Iulianus,

under the co-rule Salvius

the great and now aged African jurist; later

1

Indicative too of their prestige is their marriage into
the illustrious family of the Pompeii Sosii Falcones
implicit in the name of the Salius Palatinus created in
170 (CIL VI 1978): M. Sosius Pontius Laelianus Falco.
2

For his career,

cf. ILS 1092.

3
CIL XI 1432-33.
4
ILS 1112-14.
He was in Moesia Inferior in 157
no. 247), apparently in Hispania later.
5
Pfaff, RE 1A 2023-26.

(AE 1937
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still in an emergency Aufidius Victorinus was sent there
on a special command.'*'
upheaval yet,

The praetorian provinces show no

though Furius Saturninus received a consul2

ship in absentia and retained his province Dacia.
have been the first legate after Priscus*

He may

reorganization

of the province, a responsible position and one indicative
3
of high favour;
it is verified if he is the Saturninus
who took part in Lucius* Eastern w a r s /
is unknown,

His successor

possibly the Calpurnius Proculus who shows

links with the circle centering on Claudius S e v e r u s /
Little change is evident in the top equestrian
posts.

Cornelius Repentinus and Furius Victorinus were

still praetorian prefects in 163.

There is a suggestion

that a T. Flavius Constans replaced one; dating is difficult.

1

H. G. Pflaum,

CRAI 1956 189-201.

2

An inference from CIL 111 1177. I 46 O.
3
Macrinius Vindex, first procurator of Dacia Porolissensis,
later became praetorian prefect, cf. Pflaum CP 388-9.
4
Lucian, hist, conscrib. 21* so Stein, RE 111A I 8 4 4 .
Groag. PIR2 F 583 is dubious.
A. von Premerstein, Klio 11
(I9 II) 355 suggests P. Vigellius Raius Plarius Saturninus
... Tertullus (CIL 111 775), not conclusively.
5
CIL 111 1007; cf. IGR 3 192. 180.
6

CIL VI 39449.
Gossip had it that Repentinus won his
post through Antoninus* concubina (HA Pius 8. 9).
7
c f . Pflaum CP 349-352.
Victorinus died in the northern
wars before the death of Lucius (HA Marcus 14. 5).
Repentinus is unattested beyond I 6 3 .

7
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He would not have been the only T. Flavius in an important
equestrian prefecture: in I 64 a T. Flavius Titianus is
attested as prefect of Egypt.^
Egyptj M. Annius Suriacus

The previous prefect of

(his names suggest at least a

link of patronage to the house of Marcus) had succeeded
the a ging tutor to the princes,

L. Volusius Maecianus,

now honoured with adlection to the senatorial order.

3

Pflaum also has the idea that Sex. Caecilius Crescens
Volusianus soon lost his post as ab epistulis; the milit
ary expediency of Lucius’ eastern wars gave this command
to the experienced soldier T. Varius Clemens.^

The

suggestion has its origin in Pflaum’s belief in the
efficient use of his subordinates

by Marcus; it is attract

ive though far from proved and possibly circular.
This survey of the new or retained appointments
early in the reign indicates the policies of the new
regime and the important officials (and often patrons).
Yet

normalcy did

not last for long; the first serious

1

IGR 1 1273«
These Flavii were almost certainly related
to Pertinax’ wife and his father-in-law Flavius Sulpicianus
(PIR2 F 373). Note the Flavius Titianus (CIL Vlll 7045),
vir perfectissimus at Cirta.
Can the patronage of Fronto
be surmised?
2

CIL 111 14147.
3 *
cf. Pflaum CP 333-336.
4
cf. Pflaum CP 372-3.
Caecilius was an African, Varius
from Noricum.

challenge to the new rulers was soon made.

Warrior

bands had been massing across the eastern frontier, wait
ing for the old emperor to go.'*'
in their eyes

2

He had won great prestige

and analogy with their own internal

dissensions informed them that a new accession was the
opportune time for invasions the simultaneous presence
of two new rulers could only have bolstered their hopes.
This time they were wrong.

Not only were the brothers in

accord, but they knew the steps which had to be taken to
retrieve the situation brought into jeopardy through the
over confidence of the flamboyant Severianus and the
sloth of Cornelianus,

And they took them.

To face the

immediate problem Statius Priscus, taken from Britain
where he had probably not completed the subjugation of the
insurgent tribes was sent to Cappadocia to strengthen
the provinces bordering the northern Euphrates,

Iulius

Geminius Marcianus who had been a legionary legate in
Pannonia Superior was sent to Cappadocia in charge of
1

HA Marcus 8. 6; possibly CIL IX 2457,
certainly to be dated earlier.

but it is almost

2

HA Pius 9. 6-10;
3
ILS 10 92; his career outline is sometimes supplemented
through stray references.
His successes in Armenia (and
the capture of Artaxata, HA Marcus 9. 1) date before 163,
when Lucius shows the title Armeniacus on his coins.
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detachments (probably from the Pannonian legions).'*'
After adequate precautions had been taken in their own
provinces,
wars.

whole legions were transferred to the Eastern

2

Measures taken to meet the situation in the Syrian
sector are not so certain,
praiseworthy.

and may not have been so

The next known governor of Syria after

Cornelianus is M. Annius Libo,

cousin of Marcus,

surprizing move in a military emergency.
tary experience is attested for Libo,

No previous mili

indeed none is likely

in a bD.ood relative of the heir apparent.
chronology here could answer questions,
possible.

a

Accurate

but is not

Later developments suggest the appointment may

have been political,

even if Libo was not sent East as

Marcus’ watchdog over Lucius - the role in which he is
cast in the HA^ - he may have been sent ahead as a member
1

ILS 110 2; his special command in Cappadocia was of
astonishingly brief duration, since he is dated already
in 162 as governor of Arabia (CIL 111 I 4 I 49 23. 32. 41)•
2

V Macedonica from Troesmis (probably under Martius Verus,
cf. CIL 111 6I 69 with ILS 2311); 11 Adiutrix from Aquincum
(under Antistius Adventus, ILS 8977); 1 Minervia from
Bonna (under Claudius Fronto, ILS 1098).
3
HA Verus 9. 2. A more exact reading of an inscription
(CIL 111 6715) rejects the interim government of a legion
ary legate A. Larcius; cf. CIL 111 14177.
For Larcius cf.
AE 1908 no. 237, ILS 1055; R. Syme, Philologus 91 (1936)
238-45.
4
HA Verus 9• 2.
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of the imperial family to boost morale.'*'

For it had been

decided that Lucius should go to the East, not only as
supreme commander but also as a focus for the loyalty
of the people.

The imperial presence always had a

marked effect.

However Marcus stayed in Rome,

urbanae imperatoris praesentiam postularent*.

2

Tquod res
He may

have been glad to be rid of Lucius while he put into
practice many of his administrative and legal innovations;
they must date mainly to this period since most of the
rest of his reign was spent at the front.
Whatever his motives, he did not begrudge Lucius
the best of staff.

HA records the departure:

*Et Verum

quidem Marcus Capuam usque prosecutus amicis comitantibus
a senatu [or assectatu,

Crook following Mommsen] ornavit

additis officiorum omnium principibus1.

Epigraphical

sources in their fragmentary way provide partial veri
fication.
Victorinus,

Decorated in this expedition were Furius
one of the praetorian prefects,^- and Nicomedes,

1

HA Verus 6. 9 suggests that the Syrians were consider
ing defection, so serious was the position.
The context
is important; this knowledge of the Syrian feelings,
feelings never turned into actions, comes in the most
vicious attempt to blacken Lucius* character by the
worst interpretation of his activities.
2

HA Marcus 8. 9•

3
HA Marcus 8, 10; for discussion of this quotation,
J. Crook, Consilium Principis 73 note 1, also 140.
4
ILS 9002.

cf.
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formerly nutrltor of Lucius now praefectus vehiculorum
on his path up the equestrian ladder of promotion.
Pflaum suggests that T. Varius Clemens replaced Volusianus
as ab epistulis for the purposes of this war;
may have gone to the East.
though unnamed,

2

if so he

Alternatively the favoured,

equestrian who early in his career was

ab epistulis with unknown jurisdiction may just have been
on Lucius’ staff.

Some of the senatorial members of

his staff are also known, though the arbitrary emergence
of inscriptions and the very nature of the position make
it difficult to discover the names of many imperial
comites.

M. Pontius Laelianus,

with military experience

as governor in Syria ten years earlier,
Lucius,

was comes of

and won decorations for his part in the war,

restoring the Syrian legions to disciplined

M. Iallius

Bassus is recorded as comes Augustorum in this war, the
1

ILS 1740*

cf. Pflaum CP 393-96.

2

Pflaum CP 372-73; ILS 1362b.
Varius had much military
and administrative experience, but in the East he had
been in Cilicia only.
3
ILS 1452; cf. Pflaum CP 446-47 who rightly dismisses
the conjecture that he was ab epistulis to Marcus as
Caesar; it is chronologically impossible.
Pflaum
suggests ab epistulis Graecis. not so as to put the matter
beyond doubt.
4
ILS 1094; Fronto, ad Ver. Imp. 2. 1. 19
(N. 128);
for his earlier governorship in Syria, cf. AE 1939 no. 179.
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sole instance of such a title,

but Iallius had left

his brief governorship of Moesia Inferior by 163.^

A T.

Sextius ’praetor in con[........] Caesaris L. Au r [ ..... ]’
probably

refers to Commodus rather than to Lucius.

2

Other senators in the East in unspecified positions were
often undoubtedly on his staff; so possibly the Syrian
Avidius Cassius who has taken most of the glory for these
exploits,

or the great Dalmatian consular Cn. Iulius

Verus who received n o n e /

He replaced Libo as governor

of Syria, more likely from the staff of Lucius than as
a special appointment by Marcus in Rome; so probably also
the appointment of a Iulius Severus to replace Statius
Priscus (his death is inferred, though nowhere noted) in
command of legio V Macedonica. perhaps as governor of
Cappadocia.^
1

cf. above p. 158 note 4, P» 159 note 1.
2

CIL VI 1518; cf. J. Crook, Consilium Principis 72-3;
there is no satisfactory way of dating him, unless he
went to Africa in 170 under the proconsul, T. Sextius
Lateranus, a possible relative.
3

2

cf. PIR A 1402, despite von Rohden, RE 11, 2378-83,
who believed he went East as legatus of Syria.
4
ILS 1057, under Antoninus he had already governed
Germania Inferior and Britannia.
CIL 111 199 dates him
in Syria between 163 and I 6 5 . Avidius may have replaced
him, since Verus is found back in Italy recruiting new
legions (AE 1956 no. 123) but so was Claudius Fronto (ILS
1098) decorated for his war efforts.
5
ILS 23 H .
For possible identification cf. above p.
158 note 3.
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With such a staff Lucius set out for the East
after a false start caused by ill health.

His progress

reads more like a royal tour than a march to war,
it might have combined elements of both,

indeed

though the

HA sees nothing but the satisfaction of L u c i u s ’ personal
wishes.

On his way he hunted in Apulia

of his convalescence),

(probably a part

listened to choral and orchestral

concerts in Corinth and Athens,

and on his sea journey

to Antioch called in at all the littoral cities of Asia,
Pamphylia and Cilicia or,
H A . all those cities

with the colouring touch of the

’clariores v o l u p ta t i b u s T

The

accusation continues that on his arrival at Antioch he
remained there and waged the war through his generals.
If one removes the insubstantial scandal concerning his
private life added by the biographer in this life,
most others,

this centralization of command would seem

the most efficient practical move;
Avidius Cassius,
experience,

as in

in his revolt later,

a man of great military ability and

chose this same city as his base of operations.

Nor was Lucius to be expected to go to the front and lead
his troops charging into battle,

although more frequent

I
HA Verus 6. 7-9*
cf. P. Lambrechts, L*ant. c l a s s . 3
(1 9 3 4 ) 1 7 3 - 2 0 1 for an attempted rehabilitation of
Lucius.
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tours of the troops may have been good t a c t i c s .\

His

main task was to co-ordinate war activities with the
help of his staff,

delegating specific tasks to different

men as the occasion warranted.

2

Success speaks for

efficiency and a high calibre among subordinates.

Marcus

in his northern wars set up similar headquarters now at
Sirmium,

now at Carnuntum,

as the situation demanded.

Lucius can hardly be blamed if the climate at Antioch
was more congenial

than that at Sirmium.

About the time of Lucius*

arrival

(though not
q

everyone saw the connection which Lucius himself saw),
the Roman counter offensive began to be waged with
greater success,
of the troops.

especially after the redisciplining
No more reverses are recorded.

Statius

Priscus had made the initial b r e a k t h r o u g h / the advantage
1

HA Verus 7. 6 records only one brief trip to the
Euphrates at the insistence of his comites in the middle
of the war.
2

In Fronto, ad Ver. I m p . 2. 2 (N. 129), Lucius uses his
anxieties and busy days as an excuse for not writing to
his former tutor.
Dio Cassius 71* 2. 2-4 awards the
success to Lucius* co-ordinating activities.
However his
stressing of the roles of Avidius Cassius and Martius
Verus might suggest Fronto*s panegyrical history as his
source, since Cassius and Verus were to send him their
war commentaries (Fronto, ad Ver. I m p . 2. 3 [N. 131]).
3
cf. Fronto, ad Ver. I m p . 2. 3 (N. 131) ’ *Porro necessarium puto, quanto ante meum adventum superiores Parthi
fuerint, dilucere, ut.quantum nos egerimus appareat*.
Fronto complied, principia historiae esp. 12 ff. (N. 206).
4
HA Marcus 9. 1.
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was pushed home under the command of capable men,
Avidius Cassius,

Martius Verus,

as

Claudius Fronto

undoubtedly too under the governor in Syria Iulius Verus,
and the successive African governors in Arabia,

Iulius

2

Geminius Marcianus and Antistius Adventus.

All these

men were important in later wars and in the formation
and administration of imperial policies.
however,

There was,

one jarring note; the appointment of Annius

Libo as governor in Syria did not turn out to be a
3
success.
The overlapping in command of Libo and Lucius
strained relations which may not have been very close
even previously,
with Lucius.

and the blame did not rest entirely

The anecdote retailed in the HA indicates

that Libo acted towards Lucius in a rather insolent
manner; more importantly this insubordination stemmed
from his opinion that Marcus was the senior partner.
Whether the relationship was straightened out or not and it is Laelianus,

a comes of Lucius,

who is credited

with the redisciplining of Libo's Syrian legions^ Libo died of a sudden illness;

it may have been the

1

HA Verus 7. 1, for Avidius and Martius who are given
the glory cf, above note 2 p. 170,
For Claudius cf. ILS

1098 ,

Marcianus (ILS 1102; CIL 111 I 4 I 9 2 3 ); Adventus (ILS
8977, CIL 111 92),
3
HA Verus 9, 1-2.
4
ILS 1094 with Fronto, ad Ver. I m p . 2. 1. 19 (N. 128),
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plague or personal indisposition,

but the signs were the

same as those usually attendant on poisoning,

HA did

not miss its chance and the whole story recalls T a c i t u s ’
version of a similar situation between Piso and Germanicus; Marcus himself is cast almost in the role of
Tiberius/
did exist,

Dissension between the two rulers,

if it

was not apparent in their public actions nor

in their letters extant in F r o n t o ’s collection.

2

However Marcus may have felt Lucius moving out of his
own sphere of influence,
dependence,

leaving behind his customary

so he countered with a political marriage,

still the most effective basis for a m i c i t i a .
is decisive;

The timing

in the middle of the war he sent to Asia

his daughter Lucilla to marry Lucius;
had taken place at his a c c e s s i o n /

their engagement

With Lucilla

travelled two of L u c i u s ’ closest relations; his uncle,
M, Vettulenus Civica Barbarus,^ an associate of many of
1

Tacitus,

A n n , 2, 69 ff#

2

cf, Fronto,

ad A n t . I m p . 2, 3 (N. 106),

et a l ,

3
HA Marcus 9* 4*
With HA Verus 7« 7 it suggests that
Marcus himself had intended going to Syria; granted M a r c u s ’
regard for his reputation (HA Marcus 20, 5), H A ’s reason
for his change of mind may be valid.
4
HA Marcus 7• 7•
5
cf. P. Charneux, BCH 81 (1957) 121-140 for inscription
and cited references.
His friends included Sergius Paullus,
Claudius Severus, Herodes Atticus and Flavius Boethus
(already, or soon to be, governor of Syria Palestina).
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the literary men of the time and recorded elsewhere as
comes of Lucius in this war,

and his s i s t e r /

Lucius

2

came to Ephesus to meet the bridal party
after by P. Vedius Antoninus,
became senatorial.3

and was looked

the gymnasiarch - his son

Lucilla^ and Civica joined the

imperial staff at Antioch; probably the rest of the group
did so too.

However the feud between the relations of

Libo and Lucius did not abate.

It was at the instigation

of Lucius on his return to Rome that the widow of Libo
was given in marriage to Agaclytus,
freedmen,

one of L u c i u s ’

an affront to the noble widow; though against

the will of Marcus,

he did not veto the arrangement.^

It may also be significant that the brother-in-law of
Libo,

Pomponius Proculus Vitrasius Pollio,

a great

figure especially in the later part of M a r c u s ’ reign,

is

not known as sodalis Verianus.
1

If Fabia, now was initiated the struggle for prime
influence over Lucius which was to last until, and, some
said, cause his death (HA Verus 10. 3-4)•
2

HA Verus 7. 7.
3 ‘
AE 1959 no. 13; AE 1959 no. 14 is probably his son. cf.
RE V111A, 563f.
4
2
cf. PIR A 707 citing coins of Lucilla with legends
Iunoni Lucinae and fecunditas suggesting the birth of a
child to the royal couple; cf. J. Aymard, R e v . A r c h . 35
(1950 ) 58-66 .
5
HA Verus 9. 3-4«
6

ILS 1112.

cf. RE XXI,

2 3 4 4 -4 7 .
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Apart from the Libo incident and its display of
internal politics everything went smoothly in the East
ending in the peace,

in 16 6 , almost unnoticed in the

literary sources; yet all was not well.

The tribes

across the Danube had for long been kept at bay by
d i p l o m a c y / Rome never liked a war on two fronts at once.
As well,

the great plague that was to sweep through

the empire with the return of the troops to their own
garrisons may have already shown its head.

Even many

2

of the nobles were to die of it.

Rumour and superstition

reported its sources as the violation by Avidius of his
oath in removing the image of the god of captured
3

Seleucia to Rome,

but it is possible that the plague

had been felt earlier than this.

A proconsul and his

son and legate had both died in the East,

very likely

of the p l a g u e / he had been consul in I 46 and a lapse
of twenty years is exceptionally long between consulship
1

HA Marcus 12. 13.
2

cf. HA Marcus 13. 5, Marcus erected statues to the most
prominent.
3
For varying versions of the anecdote, cf. HA Verus
8. 3-4 5 Ammianus Marcellinus 13. 6. 24 and 24 . 5. 3;
Eutropius 8 . 10.
Dio Cassius 71« 2. 4 simply reports the
loss of many of A v i d i u s f soldiers through plague on their
march back to Syria#
4
Q. Cornelius Proculus and his son (ILS 1089-90); both
father and brother were commemorated by Corneliae
Procula and Placida in sepulchral inscriptions.
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and proconsulship,

so his proconsulship most likely dates

before the exploits of Avidius,

Between March and August

the emperors celebrated a triumph for their Eastern
1

victories,

but before the year was out they were
2

wintering at Aquileia.

But before the imperial handling

of the northern wars is discussed,

two other questions

need some detailed study: the administrative innovations
introduced by Marcus in the absence of his co-ruler and
the relations between the emperors and the royal
familia.
M a r c u s ’ protracted stay at the front later suggests
these early years as the time of his new or changed
arrangements.
service;

Many concern the equestrian civil

so the changes involving the subpraefectus

a n n o n a e 3 or the procurator summarum rationum.^ the
conjunction of the Pannonian and Dalmatian mines proccuratorships,^ the creation of procurators for the

1

Dated between March 1 (CIL XVI 121)

and August 2 3 (ILS

366 ).
2

HA Marcus 14. 2. 3 with Galen 14«
649f.
HA compresses
the events of the years I 67 and 168 into one year, caus
ing problems of interpretation.
3
cf. Pflaum CP 50 2.
4
A little later
cf. Pflaum CP 395; Weaver
Proc.
Camb. Phil. S o c . 190 n.s. 10 ^T964) 80 ff.
5
cf. Pflaum CP 399-400.
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1
districts of Italy

or the firm basis on which the

consiliarii were now possibly put.

2

Since they do not

concern the top equites. detailed discussion will be
set aside.
Antoninus,

Other changes involved senators;

his name suggesting ties of some kind with

the royal house,

certainly a fellow townsman and

protege of Cornelius Fronto,

had much to do with the

introduction of two of the most significant.
was

C. Arrius

Arrius

’praetor cui primo iurisdictio pupillaris a sanctissi

mis imp. mandata e s t ’/

and HA records that Marcus was

the first to appoint a praetor t u t e l a r i s .^ Arrius
continues his implementation of M a r c u s ’ innovations:
’iuridicus per Italiam regionis Transpadanae p r i m u s ’.
HA records the change of policy inherent in the appoint
ment,

a direct revision of A n t o n i n u s ’ actions:

’Datis

1

cf. Pflaum CP 496 - 4 9 8 .
2

cf. J; Crook, Consilium Principis 73-74j the first
certainly attested consiliarius occurs under Marcus.
3
cf. Fronto, ad amicos 2. 6 - 2. 8 (N. 191-199)«
4
ILS 1118.
5
HA Marcus 10. 11. Hadrian (HA Hadrian 22. 1) ’tutores
saepissime dedit’; Marcus, little less of a bureaucrat,
standardized and legalized the practice.
6

ILS 1118.
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iuridicis Italiae consuluit ad id exemplum quo Hadrianus
consulares viros reddere iura p r a e c e p e r a t ’ /
only half the story.

HA has

Hadrian had appointed four

con2

sulars to act as judges over the whole of Italy,

In

the interests of harmony with the aristocratic heart
of the senate which saw its own Italy being taken out
of its jurisdiction and relegated to the status of a
province,
ments,

Antoninus seems to have abolished the arrange

That such policy was not in keeping with good

government is indicated by the increasing number of
imperial curatores sent to the Italian cities.

By the

time of the co-rule there was need of more curatores

3

and of the reinstatement of the iuridici. this time of
praetorian status and of no specified number.

Italy

had been further downgraded to the status of a praetorian
province.

Arrius was one of the first appointees.

Other

early appointments were also important men; Servilius
Pudens,

brother-in-law of Lucius^-

and Vettius Sabinianus,

1

HA Marcus 11,

6.

2

HA Hadrian 22. 13; HA Pius 2. 11 shows Antoninus as one
of H a d r i a n ’s i u r i d i c i .
3

HA Marcus 11, 2; epigraphical references increase at
a tremendous rate from this time,
4

CIL Vlll 14582;

ILS 1084; cf. RE suppl.

IX,

1369-70.
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great military leader in the northern wars.

1

Arrius

2

was also to go on to the highest posts.
In any study of power structure the imperial
household cannot be passed over; its very closeness to
the ruler made it a source of potential influence.
Strong rulers trimmed its range of influence,

willing

to grant harmless promotions or to support whims peripheral
to but never impinging on the main lines of government,
willing to tolerate a Caenis or an Antinoos,
Oleander* .

not a

Historical silence compels the impression

that such influence was limited under the co-rule.
No evidence at all for Marcus,

not even a concubina is

noted until the death of Faustina in 176.
of Lucius is not so lucky.

The memory

In a sketch so alien to his

usual tone as to make its authorship doubtful,
pictures L u c i u s 1 Smyrnaean mistress Panthea,
beauty,

Lucian

her physical

her beauty of soul; her power over the kindly

and gentle emperor is likened to that of Aspasia over
Pericles.^

Lucius of the happy-go-lucky disposition and

1
2

Rev. A r c h . 12 (1920)
2
cf. PIR A 1088.

362 no. 45.

3
HA Marcus 29. 10; note that Galeria Lysistrate, ’concu
bina divi P i i ’ (IL$ I 836 ) was also from the e m p e r o r ’s
w i f e ’s f a m i l i a .
4
Lucian, I m a g . 17, 1-10 (body) 10 ff. (soul).
It is to^
Lucius that the passage refers (I m a g . 22): ’e^pe^e 5e^xal
(3aoi\ei Ttj3 iieydX^)
xai rpepy o v t i xai t o u t o jistol
t & v aXXoov ayaQSv
. .. ’.
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the gold dusted flowing locks had little control over
the women he drew to h i m /

his wife and his sister fought

2

for mastery over him,

while he shaved off his beard in

Syria to humour an amica v u l g a r i s , probably Panthea.

3

Marcus records her devotion and the futility of unbounded
mourning.

1

Ouii pou

c op y n d v 6 e t a r\ nepya-jioc

]

vijv

9iapaxd0T]Tat

Pergamos3 elsewhere unrecorded,
Lucius picked up in Asia.

tou

xupiou

[or

may be another friend

The easy nature of Lucius may

have also made him the prey of his freedmen as the HA
suggests,

yet the biographer is not consistent.

the death of Lucius,

After

Marcus is supposed to have got rid

of all his b r o t h e r ’s powerful and pernicious freedmen
except Eclectus;^ one of them was Agaclytus,

surely the

same Agaclytus who had betrayed to Marcus an imminent
7

attack on his life by Lucius and his sister Fabia.

Was

1

For Lucius,

cf. Stein, RE 111, 1832-57.

2

HA Verus 10.

3.

3
HA Verus 8. 10.
4
etc eauTov

8. 37.

5
HA Verus 8. 6; 9. 3-5.
6

HA Verus 9. 3-6.
Eclectus was later to be implicated
in the murder of Commodus.
7
HA Verus 10. 5.

'1
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dismissal his reward?
more involved.

The enigma of Agaclytus becomes

He received the widow of Libo as his

wife much against the will of Marcus, ^ yet he may be
the L. Aur. Agaclytus whose name appears on city waterpipes beside that of M a r c u s ’ youngest daughter,

Sabina.

2

Whose side did Agaclytus support?
Nor was the influence of the royal women neglig
ible,

especially that of

Faustina (wife of Marcus),-

Lucilla (daughter of Marcus,
(sister of Lucius),

wife of Lucius)

and Fabia

as will have been obvious from the

numerous scattered references.

Faustina has not won the

same untarnished reputation as her husband,

yet it is

difficult to estimate where scandal or gossip reflect
true tradition rather than the tales that are
magnetized to most people of exceptional position.

Marcus

himself praises her virtues; she was so 1%e t0f)v ioc
cplXoOTop3
y o c , acpeXfic .'Fronto hardly mentions her - they probably
had little in common.
tastes;

Her portraits reflect her simple

she was a great favourite with her father,

1

HA Verus 9• 3•
2

CIL XIV 740 2.
3
e t c eauTov 1. 17* 7; yet it is his way to record only
the virtues of intimates.
The man who wrote the false
letters in the HA tried to salvage her reputation.
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Antoninus.'*'

Dio Cassius,

Marius Maximus

and Julian knew a different tradition.

(hence the H A )
Tales of infidelity

and adultery abound; the ignorance (pretended or actual)
of Marcus is usually stressed.

2

Dio and Maximus in

criminate her in the intrigues of Avidius Cassius,
3
of the few references to her political activity.

one
She

had earlier been far from thrilled at the prospect of
her widowed daughter L u c i l l a Ts marriage to Claudius
Pompeianus,

the aging son of a Syrian knight but one of

M a r c u s ’ chief aides.

Nor was L u c i l l a /

It was not a

match to excite their royal hearts and both mother and
c

daughter may have feared a return to private station.
Lucilla herself was important in her unique position,
so closely tied to both co-rulers,

yet her access to

1

Fronto, ad Ant. Pium 2 (N. 163) at the end; it is
just possible the reference is to the elder Faustina.
2

cf. HA Marcus 19. 1-7; 23. 7; 26.5; HA Verus 9.9;
10. 1 (she is accused of an amour with and the murder of
Lucius); Julian, Caesars 213 ff.; Victor, de C a e s . 16.2.
3
Dio Cassius 71. 22. 3; HA Marcus 24. 6; HA Avidius
7. 1; 9. 9; 11. 1.
At about the same time she was at
Sirmium with Marcus and won the title mater castrorum
(Dio Cassius 71. 10. 5; HA Marcus 26. 8), a title
greatly prized by the elder Agrippina.
4
HA Marcus 20. 6-7, an obvious political manoeuvre,
Marcus was about to return to the German wars after the
death of Lucius.
5
This was F a u s t i n a ’s supposed motivation in her intrigues
with Avidius (Dio Cassius 72. 22. 3).
Lucilla kept her
title Augusta (Herodian 1. 8. 3 and coins cited PIR2 A
707).
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Lucius was shared by his dominating sister,

Fabia,'*"

Little is recorded of her activities before the reign
of her brother Commodus provided scope for her political
abilities.

She then showed her mettle, hatching a plot

to dispose of Commodus,

but her associates,

though mostly

chosen from her own family circle, were not worthy of
her intriguing and the conspiracy was detected.

Rele

gation to Capreae and the usual execution afterwards
2

were her rewards.

Undoubtedly a figure deserving of

better biographical treatment,
had perseverance.

She had early been betrothed by

Hadrian to the youthful Marcus,
by Antoninus,

Ceionia Fabia clearly

arrangements disrupted

On the death of Faustina in 176 she made

yet another attempt to snare the aged emperor, ^ though
she had married an eponymous consul,
an ancient house.^
a concubina instead.

descendant of

Marcus declined the offer and took
Yet Fabiafs efforts were not

1

HA Verus 10, 3*
2

cf. Dio Cassius 72, 4* 4-6; HA Commodus 4« 1-4»
3
HA Marcus 4« 5* Fabia is not named, but she is more
likely than Lucius’ other sister Plautia, the almost
unattested wife of Q, Servilius Pudens fCIL Vlll I 4 5 8 2 ),
4
HA Marcus 29* 10,
5
Plautius Quintillus (cos, ord. 159).
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wasted.

Her son was eponymous consul next year 177

and married,

if he had not done so already,

one of M a r c u s ’

1

daughters.

Her struggle with Lucilla for mastery over
2

Lucius has been noted.

A further indication of her

importance may lie in a corrupt passage of the HA
(Pertinax 10. 2); it seems a slave based his claim for
the domus Palatina on his supposed relationship to
Fabia.

Even without this fact her significance is

undoubted.
The wars on his northern fronts occupied Marcus
for most of the rest of his life.

Chronology is very

difficult: coins and the column of Marcus give some
idea,

and the HA up till the death of Lucius (it then
q
goes to Marius Maximus
as its main source)
is reason
able although it squeezes the activities of two years
into one.

The discussion that follows looks at the type

of men Marcus used (in particular situations if that can
be gauged)

1

as his governors and special commanders and

2
M. Peducaeus Plautius Quintillus.
cf. PIR C 612 for
an unedited Ephesian inscription recording him as M a r c u s ’
son-in-law.
His w i f e ’s name is uncertain.
2
HA Verus 10. 3-4*
3
cf. HA Avidius 9. 5.
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in his consilium, and the rewards and promotions to the
successful. Lucius’ part is irrecoverable; the sources
1

record only his insistence on a return to Rome

and his

apoplectic death - with the alternate suggestions that
he was murdered by Lucilla,
self.

2

Faustina or even Marcus him-

There is a rough division into two parts

around Lucius’ death.
Usually regarded as the first incident in the
war was the repulse of six thousand Langobardi and Obii
by Roman forces under Vindex and Candidus; their envoys
sought peace from the governor of Pannonia,
Bassus.

Iallius

M. Iallius Bassus usually identified with this

governor had been with Lucius in the E a s t / his appear
ance so soon in Pannonia raises questions, unless the
governor is the Q. Iallius Bassus who was cos, suff. 158.
The importance of the engagement is seen in the
subsequent rapid promotion of Macrinius Vindex,

adlection

into the senatorial order and a rise through a quick
1

HA Marcus 14. 4~7.
2

HA Marcus I 4 . 8, with poisoning theme HA Marcus 15. 5-6,
HA Verus 10. 1-5.
Did both Faustina and Lucilla go
north this time?
3
a
Dio Cassius 71 3. 1 •
4
CIL Xll 2718-9.
cf. above p.l59note 1.
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consulship to commands in both Moesian provinces
before his early death at
certainly a relative,
9;

2

Another Macrinius Vindex,

was praetorian prefect from c. 168-

it is uncertain whose intercession furthered whose

career,

but Marcus showed in this war even more than in

the Eastern one that he knew how to recognize ability
and how to make effective use of it.

Two Parthian war

veterans were now recruiting two new legions from the
districts of Italy,

the senior consular Cn. Iulius

3

Verus

and the dashing younger senator M. Claudius

Fronto/

At first legionary legate,

then comes of

Lucius in the East detailed to a special command ’in
Armeniam et Osrhoenam et A n t h e m u s i a m ’, Fronto was soon
to take charge of the war on the Dacia-Moesia Superior
front.

By 170,

as ’leg. Aug. pr. pr. trium Dac. et Moes.

sup.’, he had died fighting bravely against the Germans

1

ILS 1107.

cf.

Pflaum CP 510-12.

2

cf. Pflaum CP 388-89*
His death, as prefect, on the
front won him three statues from Marcus (Dio Cassius 71«
3. 5).
3
AE 1956 no, 123; the gques Cornelianus was assisting
him, c f . Pflaum CP 401-02.
4
ILS 1098.
He was cos, s u f f . c.166 as was P. Martius
Verus and possibly other veterans of this war, as P.
Iulius Geminius Marcianus.
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and the Iazyges; Marcus honoured him with a statue in
military garb.'*'
Some of the comites of the emperors are known in
this war too.

The aged Pontius Laelianus was giving the

co-rulers the benefit of more of his experience; he had
2
already governed both Pannonian provinces.
Aufidius
Victorinus would also seem to have accompanied the co
rulers North; his experience gained against Chatti
invasions into Germania Superior would have proved
invaluable.

Vitrasius Pollio,

ive of Marcus,
Inferior/

another c omes, a relat

had already served as governor in Moesia

Two other earlier governors in this area

may also have been comites on this expedition;
Dasumius Tullius Tuscus and M. Nonius Macrinus,

L.
governors

1

ILS 1097-8.
His exact posts in the North rest on a
correct interpretation of L i g o r i o ’s clumsy transmission
of ILS 1098 (now lost) with ILS 2311.
If the reading
of Groag (PIR2 C 874) is right, it would seem Fronto was
first governor of the reunited Dacian provinces, since
he went from Moes. Sup, et Apulensis to Tres D a c i a e .
thus gaining command of legio
V Macedonica now at
Potaissa, already in the Germanic war under the experienced
general Calpurnius Agricola (ILS 2311).
If Fronto went
straight from Dacia Apulensis to Tres Daciae no other
first legate is possible.
For other suggestions cf. R.
Syme, JRS 36 (1946) 165-8, H. G. Pflaum, CRAI 1956 189-201.
2
ILS 1094.
3
H.G. Pflaum, CRAI 1956 189-201 with references, c f .
HA Marcus 8. 8.
4
ILS 1112-1113.
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in Pannonia Superior.
August,

Tuscus had the letters comiti

added to his inscription in a later hand; it

may refer to a single emperor and a later war.

1

Accuracy in M a c r i n u s ’ case is doubtful because of the
florid oratorical terminology of his

Ephesian friend

who set up the inscription; he is described as
'7tpeo(3euTT]v xcu ouva7t6Sr]|j.ov t o u (j-eyto [t ]ou cfUToxpaTopoc M.

AupriXtOD’AvTtovei v o u ',but the language is not official and
cannot be pressed.
prefect,

2

Also in the North was the praetorian

Furius Victorinus,

who lost his life and a

large number of troops.

In May 167 there was a discharge of veteran troops
in Pannonia Inferior under Claudius Pompei a n u s /

a

similar one in Raetia may date to the same time, ^ and
a fifth imperatorial salutation.

Yet it may be premature

to suggest the danger had been averted.

The emperors

stayed in the North and when they began their return to
1

ILS 10 81; he had also governed Germania Superior.
2
ILS 8 8 30; he had governed both Pannonian provinces.
3
HA Marcus 14. 5*
4
CIL 111 p. 888; it is uncertain whether the province
(and Pompeianus) were already consular.
5
AE 1961 no. 174; f°r references to general troop
movements in this area, cf. A. Radnoti, Germania 39
(1961) 93-117 (esp. pp. 108-109).
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Rome at Lucius’ insistence about the end of 168, elaborate
precautions were taken for the defence of Italy and of
Illyricum.'*"

There is some epigraphical corroboration.

Antistius Adventus,

whose

son was to marry the youngest

daughter of Marcus, had been decorated in the Eastern
wars; he is then described as ’leg. Aug. at praetenturam
2
Italiae et Alpium exp. German.’. Other possibly simul
taneous posts were the curatorships of northern Italian
cities by Arrius Antoninus

or the extraordinary legate-

ships of a L. Vitrasius Flamininus,

’leg.

[p]r. pr.

Italiae Transpadanae et provinciae Moesiae Superioris
et exercitus provinciae Dalmatiae’/

probably three

separate posts, the first may coincide with that of
1

HA Marcus 1 4 . 5-7.
2
ILS 8977.

3
ILS 1119.
4 '
For latest discussion, cf. Hanslik, RE IXA 4 I 6- I 8 , who
cites opinions of Syme, Zwikker and J a g e n t e u f f e l . V itra
s i u s ’ date is almost certainly at this time, rather than
earlier.
He may have taken over in Moesia Superior, when
Claudius Fronto died (Cornelius Clemens getting the Dacian
part of F r o n t o ’s combined command - ILS 2311).
His post
in Dalmatia may be simultaneous with the incursions of
the Costoboci through Moesia Inferior and Thrace into
Greece (cf. A. von Premerstein, Klio 12 (1912) 139-178 for
references), an emergency probably responsible for the
extraordinary appointment of the consular Marcianus to
the normally praetorian proconsular province, Macedonia
(ILS 1102).
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Antistius.

Elsewhere unattested,

he is undoubtedly a

member of the famous gens Vitrasia from Cales,

one

member related to Marcus.'*'
The first part of the war had had its successes
and its failures.

Marcus spent his time in Rome after
2
the death of Lucius preparing for the next phase
and
before his return to the front he married his widowed
daughter Lucilla to Claudius Pompeianus,
as his chief adviser and general.

now emerging

With Marcus undoubted

ly went many of the same comites as before,

though only

the long-lived Pontius finds indubitable attestation,^
as well as many younger comites whose names go unrecorded.
This time too various members of the secretariate were
with him.

The two new praetorian prefects,

Macrinius

Vindex and Bassaeus Rufus were naturally at his side,
both men of military experience.

Some found fault with

R u f u s T lack of education: he knew no Greek.^

Marcus was

1

cf. RE IXA,

416-19.

2

cf. HA Marcus 21. 6 ff.
No disrespect to Lucius was
intended; the death of his young son, and Caesar, did
not affect his plans for departure either (HA Marcus 21.
3-4).
3
HA Marcus 20. 6-7.
4 ‘

ILS 1100.
5
Dio Cassius 71. 5. 2-3.
For the career of Rufus from a
second primipilate right through the equestrian curs u s .
cf. ILS 1326, Pflaum CP 389-393.
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aware that a knowledge of Greek was not essential for
the job he had in mind.
Paternus,

Also present was Tarrutenus

described by Dio Cassius as

ai)Tou tolc AaTLvac St a x ^ p o c

exovTa

't o v

'

situation Dio details is a military o n e /
from literary sources,
prefect himself.

2

tcl <;

e'KiOToXcu;

but the
Known only

Paternus later became praetorian

It is recorded elsewhere that Alexander

of Seleucia was summoned by Marcus to be his ab epistulis
Grae c i s .

So the emperor probably carried on much of

the imperial administration from his headquarters at
Sirmium or Carnuntum with the help of his consilium.^
and there is reference to the holding of court cases,
the legal aspect of the b o d y /
Among the governors in the North at this time was
L. Ulpius Marcellus in Pannonia Inferior,

possibly consular

1

Dio Cassius 71. 12.

3.

2
cf. references in Pflaum CP 420-22.
3
Philostratus,

Vitae Sophistae 571«

4
For M a r c u s ’ own view of the parts to be played by
himself and his advisers in the making of decisions,
etc eauTov
7. 5-7; 10.12.
“
5

cf.

------

cf. Dio Cassius 71. 6; Philostratus, Vitae Sophistae
561.
In the latter, concerning the trial of Herodes
Atticus, the presence of the equestrian Bassaeus Rufus
is surprizing in the light of the supposed exclusion
of equites from such trials (HA Marcus 10. 6.).
Cervidius
Scaevola too must have been there, cf. Digest 36. 1. 23;
HA Marcus 11. 10.
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by this time.'*'

A severe man and strict disciplinarian

as his later activity in Britain was to show,

2

Marcellus was no doubt furthered in his career by
his homonymous jurist father who was a member of the
consilium of the brothers as of Antoninus.
Inferior was M. Valerius Bradua,

related to the family

of the Smyrnaean orator Antonius Polemo,
to Herodes Atticus;^

In Moesia

as well as

the nomen Valerius suggests he

also had strong Italian connections.

Many noble Romans

perished in these wars; Claudius Fronto is the only
one known.^

Nor did Marcus forget the rest of the

empire,

despite his concentration of leaders in the

North.

Avidius Cassius had been given supreme

command over the whole East,
appointment is uncertain.

though the date of this
Martius Verus,

in Cappadocia

1

CIL 111 3307; cf. Fitz, RE Suppl. X 10 31-2,

for dating.

Dio Cassius 72. 8.

JRS

2

12

cf. ILS 4715; Atkinson,

(1922 ) 68 .

3
HA Pius 12. 1 and Digest 28. 4* 3 pr.
4 '
AE 1937 246 and 153; for relationships cf. ILS
1127 with PIR A 812. 8 83 . The name Bradua was
connected with Herodes and a Claudia Regilla was his
daughter.
5
HA Marcus 22. 7.
They all received statues from M a r 
cus; for Claudius ILS 1098.
6

2

Dio Cassius 71. 3. 1 5 Philostratus
563.

Vitae Sophistae
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in 1 7 5 , had probably been there quite some time,'*'
An incursion of the Mauri into Spain called for the
emergency appointment of Aufidius Victorinus to His
pania Citerior with which was incorporated the p r o 
consular province of Baetica to meet the situation
better. 2
However such special commands were not always
allotted to consulars,

and a word must be said in

conclusion of M a r c u s ’ successful use of his subordinate
commanders - legionary legates

and equestrian leaders.

So L, Iulius Vehilius Gratus Iulianus,^ an e q u e s .
was sent with detachments

’in Hispanias adversus.,,

Mauros rebe l l e s ’ almost certainly under Aufidius
V i c t o r i n u s ;it was not Iul i a n u s ’ first special command,
he had already led detachments into Achaia and M a c e 
donia against the penetrating Costoboci.

Promotion

sent him to the praetorian prefecture under Commodus,
1

Dio Cassius 71. 23.

3

2
c f . H.G. Pflaum CRAI 1956 189-201 for references and
discussion.
3
As Vettius Sabinianus (Rev. A r c h . 12 [1920] 362
no. 45) and Iulius Pompilius Piso (ILS 1111).
4
cf. Pflaum CP 456-64 with ILS 1327.
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after a spate of military equestrian posts.

Another

e qu e s . decorated as Iulianus in L u c i u s ’ eastern wars,
who served in special commands in the northern wars
1

was M. Valerius Maximianus.

After many military

equestrian appointments (in one of which he slew person
ally the king of the Naristae),

he was adlected into

the senatorial order by Marcus and Commodus and served
as legionary legate in six consecutive legions; his
abilities were certainly used.

A third eques had

an even more successful career:

P. Helvius Pertinax

yet at the age of 41 was
2
still only a praefectus a l a e . Ability needed

later became emperor,

patronage,

and Pertinax had the patronage of Lollianus

Avitus and Claudius Pompeianus; yet he did not

reach

the heights without opposition from the established
nobility which brought about his disgrace in M a r c u s ’
eyes,

a disgrace shortlived owing to the faithful

support of Pompeianus.

HA and Dio Cassius record his

military successes leading to his senatorial adlection,
his absent consulship (held while in the East with
1

cf.
2

Pflaum CP 476-94»

c f . Pflaum CP 451-454 and PIR
and discussion.

2

H 73 for references
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Marcus after the revolt of Avidius Cassius) and
his string of subsequent consular commands leading to
the urban prefecture."^
Pertinax was not the only one of these special
commanders known in a post arising out of the abortive
but potentially dangerous revolt of Avidius.

Deta c h 

ments were sent from the Illyrian armies under Vettius Sabinianus

’ad tutelam U r b i s *;

2

the command of

Valerius Maximianus contradicts the assertion in Dio
Cassius

that Marcus accepted no barbarian assistance

in this war,

for he is described as ’praep. equitib.

gent. Marcomannor. Narist. Quador.

ad vindictam

Orientalis motus p e r g e n t i u m . . . ’.^

Indeed the revolt

was less important in its actual course than in the
reactions it produced;

a most significant consequence

lay in the definite preparations now emphasized to
make certain the succession of M a r c u s ’ only surviving
1

cf. HA Pertinax 2. 1-11; 3. 5- 4. 4; Dio Cassius 71.
3. 2; references also in Herodian, p a s s i m .
2
Rev. A r c h . 12 (1920) 362 no. 45.
3

Dio Cassius 71. 27. 1 .
4
AE 1956 no. 124.
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son,

Commodus.

A power circle was built up and many

of its members are evident.
inax or Sabinianus,

Men of the type of Pert

Maximianus or Iulianus were

furthered in their careers; many others were more
senior - their importance in the power structure,
initiated by their success in the eastern wars,

in the

implementation of administrative reforms or in the
normal processes of patronage,
their later appointments,
to northern war posts.

had been confirmed in

especially in appointments

Such power traced in the p re

ceding pages in its development through the reign
was to find its culmination in the co-rule of Marcus
and Commodus and in the reign of Commodus after his
f a t h e r ’s death.

Under Marcus only one revolt is known, ^ that of his
eastern viceroy Avidius Cassius; it is important to know
the causes motivating it and its consequences - enmeshed
problems.

The plot,

it seems,

was neither separatist

nor the long planned action of a disillusioned senatorial
faction directed at Marcus the reigning emperor; rather
it was the result of a spontaneous political alliance
aimed at the succession.

The bias of the sources is

patent and it is Faustina,

Marcus’ empress, not Avidius,

who is the prime sufferer.

Dio and Marius Maximus both

point to her instigation; indeed her character is black
ened elsewhere in these authors, too,
Julian and other later writers,

as it is in

but her reputation is

salvaged in one of the strands which make up the HA
account (in the apocryphal letters mainly).

It is this

same source which is the only one to denigrate the
1

Dio Cassius 72. 9. 2a reports an undated defection by
the troops in Britain who hailed a Priscus as imperator;
the implicit offer to rule was refused.
Some (so P.
De Proyart, Marc Aurele : un empereur citoyen du monde 58)
suggest Statius Priscus at the beginning of the first
co-rule, but Boissevain in his edition (Vol. 3 p. 290)
rebuts this view, attributing the incident to the
reign of Commodus on the basis of HA Commodus 8. 4.
Probability favours Boissevain.
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character of Avidius.

D i o ’s whole account,

epitomised

as it is, of the motives underlying the revolt and its
course seems plausible throughout.^

The HA with its

conflicting sources and interpretations must be handled
with care; it is riddled with flagrant errors,

2

and its

letters and interpretations are often based on them.
So the assertion that Avidius hated the whole concept
of the principate has its origin in his supposed descent
from the family of the Cassius who conspired against
Julius Caesar.
Marcus seems to have realised the nature of the
plot; it explains to some extent his leniency to the
insurgents and his reactions in making more secure the
path to the succession of his son Commodus.

His methods

included the constitutional procedure of assuming Commodus
into co-rule and the formation round him of a powerful
group of relatives and amici to act as a virtual regency
council and then as a consilium to guide his young
1

2

Dio Cassius 71. 17; 71. 27-31.

So
been
ship
3
HA

in HA Avidius 11. 8; 12. 2, Pompeianus, who had
cos, ord. 11 in 1 7 3 , is to get his first consul
after the revolt of Avidius in 175.
Avidius 1. 4 .
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successor.

So at the death of Marcus the power structure

behind the throne is obvious: relatives,
governors,

ex-governors,

nobiles and important equestrians in the civil

and military service.

Commodus was to use these men for

a longer period than is often believed, though gradually
they were stripped of their power.

Yet there were still

enough of them left in 187/190 to allow C.R, Whittaker
to argue with great probability for their deep involvment in the revolt of Papirius Dionysius which broke
out in 190,^
Dio Cassius measured up the attributes of Avidius
Cassius and found him wanting only in birth; a man capax
imperii.but the Bithynian nobilis baulked at the thought
2
of rule by the son of a Syrian equestrian from Cyrrhus •
o Se 6t) Kaooioc 2\>poc |J.ev ex Tfjc Kupou ?jv,
avrp 6e apcoToc eyeveTo, xat o^otov av tic
auToxpaTopa exetv eu^aiTo, 'kAtjv xa6* ooov
‘HXioSujpou Tivoc aycmiTooc ec tt]v Tfjc
AfYuTCTOu T)YeM-ovtav e£ epL^ei ptac pT)Topixfjc
xpoxwp'poavToc

utoc

T)v

•

1

C. R, Whittaker,

2

Historia 13 (I964 ) 352-357.

Dio Cassius 71. 22. 2.
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Avidius had won his fame through his exploits in the
eastern wars of the co-ruler Lucius; his role was highlighted in the HA

1

and in Dio

2

(though the first has

little of value on these wars and Dio is very sparsely
preserved for this period).

His right to such glory is

substantiated by references in Lucian

and by a letter

written to him by Cornelius Fronto;^ when the tribune,
Iunius Maximus,

brought to Rome the litterae laureatae

he sang everywhere the praises of Avidius and his qualit
ies of leadership.
of Syria,

If Avidius was not already governor

he soon won the post,

it before the death of Lucius.'*

since he certainly held
A still more powerful

1
HA Verus 7. 1, 8. 3; HA Marcus 21. 2. In personality
HA Avidius 3. 4 ff. sees him as savage but protean, a
veritable Catilina.
2

Dio Cassius 71. 2, 2-4.
3
Lucian,

hist, conscrib. 31.

4
Fronto, ad amicos 1. 6 (N. 178). The fact that Maximus
went to the ailing Fronto at his villa outside the city
in his attempts to win some kind of support for Avidius
speaks volumes for the influence of Fronto at the time,
especially when one remembers the apparently similar
position of the consular governor Iulianus cf. above p.
1 1 7 with notes 3-4 and p. 118 with note 1.
5
IGR 3 1113.
He may have been governor before the end
of the war (after Iulius Verus) and have retained his
command.
For discussion, cf. PIR2 A 1402 and RE 11
2378 - 83 ; nothing is proved.
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position was to be his,
private citizen.

a position rarely held by a

At the time of his revolt he was

commander-in-chief over all the eastern forces;'*’

it is

not certain when he received this command but its
obvious purpose of creating a unified central command to
confront possible Parthian attacks argues strongly for
a dating to a period when the ruler or co-rulers were
absent from Rome at the front.

Such were the prior

history and the exceptional position of the man who
claimed the throne in 175 (probably ab*out the end of
April),

Nero was partially vindicated in his distrust

of Domitius Corbulo who had held a similar position.
Various

motives for the plot can be suggested.

Since Avidius was a Syrian and found his support in the
legions and communities of the East,^ the revolt might
1

Dio Cassius 71. 3. 1$ Philostratus,
2

Vitae Sophistae 563 .

2

cf. PIR A 1402 citing Egyptian papyri dated under
Avidius May 3; June 19; August 2 8 (this one is dated
after the collapse of the insurrection, since others are
dated earlier under Marcus), Yet if it did begin at the
end of April and lasted three months six days (Dio Cassius
71, 27. 32 ), very early August should be the date of its
end, long before August 28.

3

2

PIR D I 4 2 . Dio Cassius 62. 19 ff.; 63 . 17. 2-6;
Tacitus, Ann. 15. 25, where CorbuloTs powers are likened
to those of Pompey in his war against the pirates in 67 B.C.
4
Dio Cassius 71. 25. 1 notes Cilicians, Syrians, Jews,
Egyptians.
c f . HA Avidius 9. 1.
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be regarded along national lines,

the first sign of the

split between Eastern and Western Empires.

Verification

would seem to come in the regulation produced by this
insurrection that no governor could rule the province
2
containing his origo; yet this rule was probably not
so much expected to prevent rebellions,

as to lessen the

spiralling of support that naturally followed if the
rebel head had a local origin, nor does the law seem to
have been rigorously enforced.

It was not Avidius’

Eastern connections which produced the seed of rebellion,
though they undoubtedly helped his cause once the resolve
had been taken; it is well to remember with F. Millar
that these same communities had already supported one
Italian,

Vespasian,

and were to support another Italian,

Pescennius Niger.
Dio Cassius finds another cause^ and his story,
supported by Marius Maximus,'* sounds authentic.

He

1

As the earlier native insurrections in Gaul (Tac., A n n .
3. 40-46) or possibly that of C. Iulius Vindex, who
however was born of Aquitanian royalty (Dio Cassius 6 3 .
22.

I 2 ).

2

Dio Cassius 71. 3l«l*
3
F. Millar,
4

A Study of Cassius Dio 187.
'
......'
Dio Cassius 71. 22. 3.

5
HA Avidius 7. 11; 9. 9;HA Marcus 2 4 . 6 . 7. HA stresses
Faustina’s wish to protect her children; it is absent in
Dio.
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implicates Faustina,

wife of Marcus,

who was with her

husband compaigning on the Danubian front.

An illness

of Marcus caused her to fear his imminent death;
precedent,

with the succession not inevitable,

favoured

the usurpation of the royal power (the heir was only a
minor and not precocious) and her reduction in status
to that of a private citizen at the very least.
Such thoughts induced her to approach Avidius with the
offer of herself and the throne on the demise of Marcus.
Cassius was an obvious though not an inevitable choice,
a proved and experienced general with vice-regal sway

over the East (and had not Vespasian and Hadrian come to
power in the support of the eastern legions?).
her daughter Lucilla,

as

was not on terms of close friend

ship with the possible alternate choice,^
Pompeianus,

She,

another Syrian,

Claudius

but a royal son-in-law and

Marcus’ chief aide in his northern wars.
If this anecdote is correct,

the revolt was

directed not at Marcus but at his potential successor.
For it continues

2

that Avidius was considering the

1

HA Marcus 20. 6. 7; in HA Avidius 10. 3 Faustina describes
Pompeianus slightingly as senior and peregrinus*. the
incident occurs in one of the apocryphal letters however.

2

Dio Cassius 71. 23. 2.
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proposition

(possibly gauging the amount of support on

which he could count)'*' when news came of the death of
Marcus.

Such rumours were not rare,

but this one follow

ing on F a u s t i n a ’s communication of the e m p e r o r ’s illness,
would be much more credible.

He decided to throw in

his hand with Faustina without waiting for confirmation.
Speed was requisite; unless his move was made immediate
ly,

constitutional fait accompli would make his task

difficult later.

His object was not to replace Marcus,

but to succeed him,

until his irrevocable step found

itself resting on a false premise.

Marcus too realised
2
that it was impossible for Avidius to turn back,
so a
contest was necessary and a contest to the end, though
several incidents reflect the fact that the strife was
founded on a mistake.

There was no personal abuse from

the pen or from the mouth of either Marcus or Avidius 3
and the latter had granted Marcus the title d i v u s . almost
1

Perhaps to this period dates the occasion of the terse
letter of the great sophist Herodes Atticus to Avidius:
1 Hpa)6,
n<; Kaootfy * 6|idvr)£. *
(Philostratus, Vitae
Sophistae 563 ) cf. below pp. 214-15 with notes.
2
cf. Dio Cassius 71. 25 in a speech reported by Dio as
given by Marcus to the soldiers and later communicated
to the senate.
Dio could have adapted it from the acta
s e n a t u s . The speech contains nothing inconsistent with
D i o ’s portrayal of the war.
3
Dio Cassius 71. 27.
Note too the leniency of Marcus
in punishing Cassian supporters.
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certainly awarded in good faith,

though critics in

ancient times insinuated that his motives were base.’*'
Marcus did not take the Eastern uprising lightly
(Avidius was in nominal command of eight legions

and many

of his soldiers were veterans of the fierce and p r o 
tracted Parthian encounters),

but took practical steps

to meet the crisis.
He patched up a truce with the
3
lazyges
to make his troops available for a campaign
against Avidius,

and despite D i o Ts contention that he

accepted no barbarian assistance,^ he put one of his top
equestrian officers in charge of cavalry detachments
from the Marcomanni,

the Quadi,

and the Naristae.^

In

Rome there was consternation; the senate declared Avidius
a public enemy and then realised the possible consequences
of their act if Avidius were to reach Rome in M a r c u s ’
absence.

Marcus,

aware of the situation,

sent to the

capital under Vettius Sabinianus detachments from the

1

HA Avidius 7. 2; HA Marcus 24. 7.
2
There were three legions in Syria, two each in Cappadocia
and Syria-Palestina and one in Egypt; nor must the auxil
iaries be forgotten.
3
Dio Cassius 71. 17.
Dio attributes to Marcus great alarm
(cf. 71. 22. 2 also), but HA Marcus 24. 8 rejects this
character i z a t i o n .
4
a
Dio Cassius 71. 27. 1 .
5
Valerius Maximianus (AE 1956 no. 124); cf.p.194 note 4 •
6
HA Marcus 24. 9 - 25. 2; HA Avidius 7. 6-7.
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Illyrian armies.'*'

Yet Marcus had morale-boosting support

in the loyal adherence of P. Martius Verus with his two
Cappadocian legions: Martius,

who had come out of L u c i u s ’

Eastern wars with glory second only to that of Avidius,
had reported the insurrection of his nominal commander
2
to his emperor.

His support was at considerable personal

risk since his two legions were pitted against six below
the Taurus Mountains.

However his loyalty or his judg

ment was rewarded when Avidius was ambushed,

slain and

decapitated by two of his own junior officers;

the

revolt collapsed with the loss of its leader and Martius
was sent into Syria as g o v e r n o r /
The actual extent of the plot is an important
question but one difficult to answer,

enmeshed as it is

with that of motives and shrouded in a lack of details.
If the revolt was a spontaneous concoction of Faustina
and Avidius,
planning,

then there was little time for extensive

but even in such a case it is hardly likely

1

Vettius Sabinianus (Rev. A r c h . 20 [1912] 362 no. 45);
cf. p . 194 note 2.
2
Dio Cassius 71. 23. 3.
3

Dio Cassius 71. 27.

i

2-3 .

4
Dio Cassius 71. 29. 2.
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Avidius would have embarked on such a scheme supported
by his own power alone;

it is necessary to postulate a

prior embracing network of friendships and alliances
on which he could call.

Both HA and the Dio excerptors

indicate senatorial support at Rome,

as well as some

senatorial and equestrian backing in the Eastern provinces;
some of A v i d i u s ’ relations are known too.
Since Avidius won all provinces south of the Taurus
Mountains,'*" on his side

(either voluntarily or reluct

antly) were at least one consular governor (in Syria
Palestina),
Cilicia)

two praetorian governors (in Arabia and in

and the prefect of Egypt.

The names of none of

these except the prefect of Egypt are known and he is
attested as a willing partizan of Avidius: C. Calvisius
Statianus.

2

The complicity of Statianus in the plot is

surprizing unless he too believed the rumour about the
1

Dio Cassius 71. 23. 2 (for Cilicians, Jews, Egyptians,
Syrians on A v i d i u s ’ side, cf. Dio Cassius 71. 25. 1).
The only name attested north of the Taurus - in opposition
to Avidius - besides Martius is Clodius Albinus, the later
pretender to the throne (HA Albinus 6. 2); the muddled
cursus provided for him in the HA would make him only
quaestorian at the time (cf. PIR? C 1186), so probably
of little importance.
2

Dio Cassius 71. 28. 3 names him Flavius Calvisius,
probably a mistake rather than an indication of
polyonymity.
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death of Marcus,

for not only had he been ab epistulis

Latinis to Marcus and Lucius,^ he had also had access
to the patronage of Cornelius Fronto.
patronus of the flourishing

2

Moreover as

Cisalpine city Verona he

must have known many distinguished senators.

The

mildness of his punishment - relegation without
confiscation of property^ - is comprehensible only in
the light of his closeness to the emperor.
had convinced him of M a r c u s ’ death,

If Avidius

then his support of

the candidature of Avidius probably stemmed from an
estimation of the political position.

He

had no doubt

come into personal contact with Avidius and been impressed
by his military ability when Avidius had come to Egypt
to put down the insurgent

b u c o l i c i .^

S t a t i a n u s ’ exact

position at this time is in some doubt,
attested as prefect in 170 and in 174-5,

since he is

6

but a Claudius

1

2

ILS 1453.

Fronto, ad amicos 1. 5 (N. 177); note also Fronto’s
letter to Avidius (ad amicos 1. 6 [N. 178]).
3
ILS 1453; for Verona, cf. above p. 143.
4 '
Dio Cassius 71. 28. 3.
5
Dio Cassius 71. 4. 1-2; HA Avidius 6. 7.
6
Cited quotations in Pflaum CP 40 6-07.

Iulianus seems to have been prefect in 173#

1

Possibly

Statianus was sent back after the failure of Iulianus to
handle successfully the bucolici uprising.
In the absence of further knowledge of governors,
one must burrow into the maze of family relationships
for other possible partizans.

An almost certain conject-

i

ure leads to one branch.

HA records the fate of A v i d i u s T

daughter Alexandria and her husband:

2

a plausible

emendation for the manuscript variations of his name
(so Druncianus,

Druentianus)

is Dryantianus.

There

was a contemporary Ti. Claudius Dryantianus Antoninus,
son of a Lycian consular novus homo (Ti. Claudius
Agrippinus)

- and Dryan t i a n u s * wife was most likely

Alexandria,

since a son of the marriage was Claudius

Cassius Agrippinus,

a daughter Maeciana Alexandra.

So through the marriage of his daughter Avidius had
allied himself to the nexus of Lycian families long

PIR2 C 898.
2

HA Marcus 26. 12; HA Avidius 9. 3.
3
IGR 3 500, II. 75 - III 5 with the e d i t o r Ts discussion
citing conjectures; cf. also the stemma in PIR2 y 0l. 2
facing p. 166.
It is interesting, and probably signifi
cant, that A l e x a n d r i a fs name is omitted on the inscription
the family skeleton was hidden in the cupboard.
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intertwined at the head of the provincial nobility.
Assumption into the senatorial order after an interlude
in the equestrian service had placed them among the
imperial nobility,

yet before the marriage to Alexandria

no relative is known far outside the Lycian area.*'
The area had a closely-knit aristocracy forming a solid
unit in the senate with potential for power if it had
access to the e m p e r o r ’s

ear.

However despite its

solidity and the wealth of at least some of its members,
it was not an inspiring group to back a military coup;
it would seem to have been a group seeking the cere
monial shadow rather than the substance of power.
member is known in military posts; indeed,
known in any post in the c u r s u s ;

No

rarely is one

This is not to deny

that members served in the c u r s u s ; the family tree is
constructed almost completely from the meagre facts con
tained in a tomb inscription set up at Oenoanda by a

2

IGR 3 500; cf. references from the stemma in PIR
Vol. 2 facing p. 166; the chief cities in the bloc were
Patara, Oenoanda, Xanthus, Rhodiapolis and Cibyra.

2

As Opramoas, uncle of Aelia Platonis, who was the
aunt of Dryantianus; cf. references cited in T.R.S.
Broughton, Roman Asia in Tenny Frank, An Economic
Survey of Ancient R o m e . Vol. IV, 780; cf. IGR 739.
3
Yet their priesthoods are sometimes recorded, cf.
CIL VI 2086 (Agrippinus).

2
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later descendant,

Licinnia Flavilla,^ and in the

mausoleum of the extravagantly wealthy Opramoas at
Rhodiapolis

2

sporadically.

- both note careers arbitrarily and only
Yet if the group members held important

gubernatorial posts,

surely there would be extant

some evidence indicating such a position in at least one
case.
Indeed it becomes increasingly obvious that these
relations of Avidius were little implicated in the up
rising; the lenient treatment handed out to all A v i d i u s ’
children and relations suggests that Marcus realised
the real nature of the revolt.
reinforces.

Another pertinent fact

The abortive revolt over,

Alexandria and

Dryantianus were entrusted by Marcus to the maritus amitae
suae^ - certainly not the aunt of Marcus,
refer to the aunt of Dryantianus.

it must

There is a suitable

1

IGR 3 500.
2

IGR 3 739, esp. XVII.
3
This leniency figures largely in the sources, cf. Dio
Cassius 71. 28. 3; HA Marcus 26. 10; HA Avidius 7. 5,
9. 2. Yet elsewhere Dryantianus is described as ’Cassiani
furoris socius’, cf. Cod. lust. 9. 8. 6 pr.
4
HA Marcus 26. 10; HA Avidius 9 . 4 - suus here cannot
refer to Marcus (whose only amita was the wife of the
emperor Antoninus) just as sorori suae (HA Marcus 9. 4)
cannot refer to M a r c u s ’ sister, Cornificia, who was at
that time dead.
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candidate; Dryantianus had a paternal aunt,
Helena,

whose husband was a senator,

Claudia

Claudius Titianus.*

The general history of family relationships within the
province and the names of the daughters of this marriage
combine to suggest T i t i a n u s ’ identification with the
polyonymous senator from Patara,

Ti, Claudius Flavianus

Titianus Q. Vilius Proculus L, Marcius Celer M, Calpurnius
2

Longus.

The very nature of the charge he was given

makes unlikely his complicity in the plot,
consulship

(if,

as almost certainly,

to his son-in-law,

as does the

it was held later)

C. Claudius Clemens Licinnianus.

Little harm seems to have come to the relations of
Avidius,

whether close or distant,

despite the HA

assertion that Commodus incinerated all those who outlived
Marcus/

A granddaughter of Avidius,

Claudia Dryantilla

1

IGR 3 500, 111. 15 ff. Titianus, not an important
senator, seems not to have reached the consulship; he
is
q D Y x V r m xoc not uTtaTixoc.
2

‘

...

TAM 2, 2. 426; identification in C.S. Walton, JRS 19
(1929) 66,
One daughter was Claudia Iulia (possibly
Vilia) Procula.
Note too the Patarene Q. Vilius Pro
culus, f£evoc [
] TiXtou SeoDTipou*
(TAM 2. 668,
where the important Hadrianic figure, L. Catilius Severus,
gets the nod),
3

2

IGR 3 500,

111.

20 f.; cf.

PIR

C 837.

4
HA Avidius
13. 6; Marcus is said to have advanced
them to public positions.
The Sulpicii, cousins of
Dryantianus, were later proconsul and legatus in LyciaPomphylia (IGR 3 500, 111.5-12) at the same time.
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Platonis,

was still alive and married to a consular

in 204;* her cousin,

Sulpicia Agrippina, had actually
2
married Q. Sosius Falco,
a member of one of the most
eminent Italian families in the state (his nobility made
him a promising figurehead as alternate emperor in a
q

plot against Pertinax).
Unfortunately this is the only network of AvidiusT
relationships that is evident.

His wife is unknown;

she may lead to important connections.

About the time

of the marriage his father, Avidius Heliodorus,

had

influence (ab epistulis to Hadrian and then prefect of
Egypt,

a post retained after the accession of A n t o n i n u s /

and may have won a good match for his son.

Heliodorus

seems to have retired from the public service,
necessarily into o b s c u r i t y /

not

A. Stein wished to relate

1

IGR 3 500 111. 3-4. with CIL VI 32329. 26, which
reads Plato[ri], however the index cites Plato[nis].
2

IGR 3 500, 111. 5-14*
A later descendant was to marry
Elagabalus and became Augusta cf. PIR2 C 106,9.
3
Dio Cassius 73. 8; in HA Pertinax 10. 1 Falco plays a
less passive role in the plot.
4

2

For references, cf. PIR A I 4O 5 and A. Stein, Die
Prafekten von Agypten in der rdmischen Kaiserzeit 72-74*
5
Though HA Avidius 1. 1-3 gets his name wrong (Avidius
Severus), there may be some truth in the facts given
since they were gleaned from Asinius Quadratus, a contem
porary of Dio Cassius.
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him to an [Ajvidius Antiochus,^ reputed scion of the
royal house of Commagene,

constitutionally defunct since

the annexation of the kingdom under Vespasian;
lay just outside its boundaries.
must remain conjectural,

Cyrrhus

Yet any connection

as must any between the Avidii

and the nexus of great Asian consular and royal houses
whose importance had grown tremendously in the Antonine
period;

it now counted a royal son-in-law among its
2
members;
that nexus centered on Asia and Galatia, and
there were sometimes

geographical and even ethnic barriers

dividing men grouped loosely under the terms
’A s i a n ’ or ’o r i e n t a l ’.

Another conjecture looks at the

nomen Avidius and sees a connection,
than by kin,

’e a s t e r n ’,

by patronage rather

with the house of the co-ruler Lucius;

Lucius’

father L. Aelius Caesar had a dual relationship with C.
Avidius Nigrinus - he was son-in-law and step-son.

It

is just possible that the appointment of Heliodorus as
prefect of Egypt was due to Aelius Caesar,

1

A. Stein,

PIR

2

though his

A I 4OI.

2
Cn, Claudius Severus (cf. ILS

8832 ),

3
For the unravelling of the web of relationships,
PIR2 A 1408 and P. Charneux BCH 81 (1957) 121-140;
also appendix A below.

cf,
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first attestation in Egypt is in late January I 38 ;*
Aelius had died on the Kalends,

2

Some factor is necessary

to explain the reconciliation between Hadrian and Helio3
dorus,
and A e l i u s ’ influence with the emperor was proverb
ial.^

Such a link would have Avidius Cassius inherit the

party of Lucius after his death and with it the p r epar
ations for a civil war against Marcus,

Little support

for this view is found in the sources; there are hints
of rebellious feelings on the part of Lucius,

yet counter

scandal implicates Marcus in the death of Lucius,
once can a name be put forward;

Only

rumour or secret

service report had coupled the names of Lucius and Herodes
Atticus as conspirators in an attempt on M a r c u s ’ life.'*
A later trial of Herodes seemed to strain relations,
1

cf, P . Oxy . Ill 484 ? Mamertinus was still in Egypt on
September 21, 137 (PSI Xll 1262 col. Ill 21 ff.).
2

HA Hadrian 23. 16.
3
HA Hadrian 15. 5 marks the break between the men,
previously friends (HA Hadrian 16. 10).
4
HA Aelius 3• 4•
5
Philostratus, Vitae Sophistae 560.
Another link was
the friendship between Herodes and Civica Barbarus, st e p 
brother of Lucius; cf. T.L. Shear, Hesperia 7 (1938) 328
for an inscription.
Also the B&poc in Philostratus, Vitae
Sophistae 537# 539 is an unjustified correction of the
manuscripts original reading * Bqp3apO£ .
6
cf, Philostratus, Vitae Sophistae 5 5Q ff. which seems
to conflate both trials of Herodes, the early one before
143 (Fronto, ad M. C a e s . 3 . 2 - 3, 6 [ N . , 40- 44 ]), and
this one in Pannonia before Marcus c, 172,
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so Avidius might be excused in approaching such a man;'*'
a man immensely popular in Greek areas through his
lavish and generous grants might have swayed many people
to his side.

2

But Avidius was astray in his political

judgment; Marcus rewarded the loyalty of his former
tutor by allowing him to choose the occupants of the
first endowed philosophy chairs at Athens (though he
himself chose the rhetoric professor,

a political opponent

q

of Herdoes).

Even so some sort of party may be divined

in the unspecified senatorial support Avidius received
in R o m e .^

It is impossible to list n a m e s ;^ indeed such

a list might not even detail political connections if
it were available.

Political opportunism could have

sensed victory for Avidius.

Alarm in Rome while both

claimants were absent was based on insecurity; M a r c u s ’

1

Philostratus,
note 1.

Vitae Sophistae 563; cf. above p. 203

2

cf. above p. 54 note 1.
3
Philostratus,

Vitae Sophistae 566-7.

4
cf. Dio Cassius 71» 28. 2; 71. 30. 1 (with the excerpts
of Johannes Antiochus and Petrus Patricius cited there);
HA Avidius 8. 7-8.
5
One conjecture suggests some of the friends of the orator
Aelius Aristides (who earlier had been friendly with
Heliodorus, cf. Aelius Aristides, Or. 50 p. 444K ) as
accomplices, unlikely in the light of Marcus’ continued
good relations with Aristides, cf. Philostratus, Vitae
Sophistae 582.
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forces were engaged in active combat and might not
easily be disengaged for a civil war and A v i d i u s T
military ability was a household word.

Rome would not

yet have known of the loyalty of Martius Verus and the
northern Asian provinces.
for change of allegiance,

Fear was a justification
but events proved the Cassian

supporters had made the wrong choice.

Marcus seems to

have realised that their mistake was political and that
no attack was intended on him personally when he pardoned
most of A v i d i u s ’ supporters,
ant.*

especially the

non-combat

The brunt of the punishment was borne by the
2

centurions and others from the lower classes of society;
it was not the only time Marcus shifted the blame from
honestiores to h u m i l i o r e s .

1

Dio 71. 28. 4 (with Ammianus 21. 16. 11) records that
Marcus burnt without reading the papers betraying the
names of accomplices.
A literary device this, care is
necessary; elsewhere this same action is attributed
to Martius (Dio 71. 29. 2) and even to Commodus (Dio
72.7. 4).
2

HA Avidius 8. 8; Dio Cassius 71. 28. 3.
3

cf. Philostratus (Vitae Sophistae 56I - 63 ) seems to be
saying that in the trial of Herodes and his freedmen,
Marcus punished the freedmen but let Herodes off.
Ho w 
ever care is necessary, since Philostratus is trying to
disprove exile for Herodes; obviously he has in mind
the supposed descendant of Herodes to whom his book
is dedicated, the leading senator and future emperor
Gordianus.
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The revolt of Avidius was not separatist,

nor

was it the outcome of a long-planned and widespread
plot to wrest the throne from the reigning emperor.
Avidius wished to succeed Marcus,

not to displace him;

the ruler had not placed the succession beyond doubt
for his only surviving son,

Commodus.

Marcus now set

out to rectify his mist a k e 5 to strengthen his s o n ’s
position so as to make his succession seem almost
inevitable; not only did he single out Commodus as
the first man in the state by a series of constitutional
manoeuvres,

but he also drew around him a powerful ring

of supporting relatives and amici.
as his successor is enlightening,

His choice of Commodus
a choice dictated

by his conception of the imperial destiny of his house
more than by a desire to prevent the anarchy that had
often arisen in the past from an unclear designation
of the succession,

an anarchy that had often led to

the clash of armies and to civil war.

At least this

is the view of those who believe such a desire would
have led to the designation of ’the best m a n ’ as
successor; the actual situation may vindicate Marcus.
Royal descent played an important role in Roman politics,
especially in Julio-Claudian and in Antonine times:
so the rule of a Caligula or of a Nero or the pre
ference for an Elagabalus or an Alexander Severus to a
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Macrinus or an Ulpian.

The Antonine name meant much

even after the excesses of C o m m o d u s ’ later years;
Septimius Severus knew its value - by a legal fraud
he was adopted into the Antonine family and he gave
his sons the name Antoninus,

So Commodus was the logical

successor; the designation of any other would require
the death of Commodus,
alternate figurehead,

the removal of such a magnetic
and as R.M, Geer asks: would even

Hadrian have murdered his own son?*
clear,

As Geer makes

Marcus in designating his son was not breaking

with a tradition begun by Nerva of designating ’the
best m a n ’; a practice based on necessity and a lack of
natural heirs hardly forms a tradition.
There is

no indication that Marcus ever deviated

from the idea of the hereditary succession of his family.'
At least two important men,

close to their emperors,

had upheld the importance of the blood tie.

One was

1

R.M. Geer, TAPA 67 (1936) 47-54 clearly rebuts the
conventional view of the designation of ’the best men*.
Most heirs were related in some way to their adoptive
fathers even before adoption.
Additional arguments
are scattered through my discussion and appendix,
2

Apart from his early marking out of his own sons,
HA Marcus 16, 1 for his attitude to his kin.

cf.
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Tra j a n ’s friend and court philosopher,

Dio of Prusa,

in his essays on K i n g s h i p ,^ the other was Cornelius
2

Fronto,

tutor to Marcus and Lucius.

Marcus agreed;

his two young sons (both born since the beginning of
the co-rule),

L. Aelius Aurelius Commodus and M.

Annius Verus were designated as Caesares in the shared
triumph of the co-rulers in 166
out as heirs Titus,

Domitian,

Antoninus and Marcus himself*
now.

- this title had marked

Trajan,

L. Aelius,

its purpose was the same

Yet questions suggested themselves.

Surely a

son born later to Lucius would be equally entitled to
the appellation,

but the tradition made Lucius the

author of the m o v e /

Fortune made the questions merely

speculative with the premature death of Lucius without
surviving male i s s u e a n o t h e r

problem was forestalled

1

Dio P r u s . 3- 119-121.
2

Fronto, ad Ver. I m p . 2. 1. 10(N. 124): ’regum pueris
in utero matris summa iam potestas destinata e s t ’.
3

HA Marcus 12.

8 with coins cited in PIR 2 A 698. I 482 .

HA Marcus 12.

8.

4
5

HA Marcus I 4 . 8; J. Aymard, Rev. A r c h . 35 (1950)
58-66, believes a son as well as a daughter was born
to Lucilla and Lucius.
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when the young Annius Verus Caesar died on the
operating table.*"
Commodus* preparation for the rule continued,
2

not so much in his education
ances.

as in his public appear

While still a puer he distributed congiaria

and presided in the Basilica Traiana,
to his imperial destiny.

obvious pointers

So was his enrolment among

the major sacerdotal colleges,^- his reception into the
pontificate commemorated by a coin dated January 20,
17 5;^ private citizens never won a place in more than
one major college and not until much later in life,
Marcus

himself had received similar honours as

heir designate to Antoninus,

On May 19, 175 Commodus

1
HA Marcus 21, 3* Thus was averted the experiment of
triple rule, to be tried later with disastrous results
by Septimius Severus and his two sons,
2

Marcus insisted on the best possible tutors (HA
Commodus 1, 5-6; Dio Cassius 71* 36. 4), but so did
most aristocratic patresfamilias, It is significant to
note that the slave and later freedman of Marcus, Cleander,
who won such favour with Commodus was not brought up
with him (as Herodian 1, 12, 3), but was his Tpocpeuc,
(cf. the inscription quoted by A. Raubitschek, Hesperia
Suppl, 8 [1949] 288-90).
3
This claim in HA Commodus 2, 1 is substantiated by
coins cited in PIR^ A 14^2.
4
HA Commodus 1, 10,
5
cf, Mattingly-Sydenham The Roman Imperial Coinage 3.
334. 1514.
6

HA Marcus 6 , 3•
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set out for Germany,

ostensibly to receive the toga

viri l i s .* though ulterior motives might have been
involved if Marcus had really been seriously ill; it
was at the time of the revolt of Avidius.
M a r c u s ’ early attempts to mark out Commodus as
his successor had failed.
notice of them.

Avidius had taken little

His revolt at the rumour of

Marcus’

death foreshadowed events at his actual death,

unless

more forceful steps were taken to put the succession
on a firmer foundation.

Marcus took the hint.

Commo2

dus was commended to the soldiers in the North

and then

paraded as Caesar before the gaze of the people in
the East; the royal tour passed through all the
recently rebellious provinces as far as Egypt.
of the

Some

men accompanying the tour were prominent figures,

Helvius Pertinax,
Quintilii,

Claudius Severus,

the brothers

and undoubtedly many others unknown.

On

1

HA Marcus 22. 12;
HA Commodus
22. 2.
Dating is not absolutely
uses the new names proclaimed by
months.
He received the toga on
2.
2

12. 2; Dio Cassius 71*
certain since it
Commodus for the
July 7 (HA Commodus

2.).

HA Commodus 2. 3•

3
HA Pertinax 2. 10 (Pertinax); Philostratus, Vitae
Sophistae 588 (a Severus, very likely the Asian royal
son-in-law); ib. 583 (Quintilii).

the p a r t y ’s return to Rome at the end of 176,

Commodus

received his first imperatorial salutation and a
triumph; his father received both too.
were pregnant with meaning:

Further awards

an eponymous consulship in

17 7 (he was 1 5 years old) and the grant of tribunicia
pot e s t a s j another honour noted previously only in
rulers or in their designated successors.

His accept

ance of the titles Augustus and Pater Patriae removed
1

all doubt;

only rulers claimed these.

now co-ruler,

Commodus was

his position almost exactly duplicating

that of L u c i u s : equal in rights,

inferior in auctoritas.

An active part in government is doubtful for the young
co-ruler despite the official coupling of imperial
names in

decrees and inscriptions;

yet through his

continual presence at his f a t h e r ’s side he must have
got to know his f a t h e r ’s chief councillors,

the men

Marcus was recruiting to form the backbone of his
s o n ’s rule.
to go to

Marcus showed the lengths he was willing

ensure his s o n ’s accession when he secured

for h im the title Pater P a t r i a e ; he had himself rejected
1

For references and attempts to place all these events
chronologically, cf. PIR 2 A I 482 ; RE 1 2300.
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it for many years,* as had many of the older ’good*
emperors.

To give it to a 15 year old boy was the act

of an autocrat,

almost of a despot.

As co-ruler C ommo

dus was in a very sound constitutional position,

for

Marcus had produced a fait a c c o m p l i ; to win a vacant
throne was one thing,
rather more difficult.

to usurp an occupied one was
His position was virtually

unassailable unless there was a concentration of
political and military power in the hands of a potential
opposition.

Marcus made the succession secure by

allying to his own party powerful figures in the s t a t e ;
his success is seen in the continued prominence in
the reign of Commodus of the men who formed the power
bloc around Marcus at his death.

Many are long known

in consulships (first or second),

in the urban p r e 

fecture or in continuing commands; no doubt others go
unattested,

especially the n o b i l e s .

First the royal house: connections
by marriage.

Marcus*

by blood and

attitude to its role is implicit

in his arrangements for the succession and in his
2

favouring of his own kin.

Of close male blood relations,

1

HA Marcus 9. 3', 12. 7«
tG o o d t emperors usually rejected
it until they had achieved some feat deserving of it (to
the
co-rulers their eastern victories).
2

HA Marcus 16. 1.
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none but Commodus receives significance;
however,

females,

were in abundance - important in themselves,

their husbands were even more so.

From the prec e d 

ing reign Marcus inherited the support of T. Pomponius
Proculus Vitrasius Pollio,

husband of his cousin;

Vitrasius was not let remain idle.

After experience

in consular commands he went North as comes of Marcus
and Lucius and later of Marcus and Commodus,*' yet
in the wars which Marcus directed as sole ruler he is
conspicuous by his absence; it is not beyond possibil
ity that he controlled affairs in Rome,

perhaps as

2

praefectus u r b i T while the emperor was at the front.
Significantly he opened the year 176 with his second
consulship;

his colleague in this important first year

after the revolt was another iterated consular,
Flavius Aper

(unfortunately a shadowy f i g u r e ) .

M.
However

1
ILS 1112-14.
2

cf. Justin, A p o l . 1. I 36 in Migne, Patrol. G r a e c . Vol.
6JjP . x4 40^' cppovTtoet o rcpaicpexToc BiTpaoioc IToXXicav
eiQ Tac k e q i Z, eTCapxtac xe|icp0?)vai '.
Though the letter
is a forgery it may reflect a true fact in the light
of Pollio»s following second consulship.
3

2

cf. PIR F 209.
Argumentum ex silentio is extremely
dangerous in an estimate of careers, yet Aper might
epitomise the importance of the nobiles in the govern
ment, the importance suggested in my first chapter.
The
only known post of this nobilis was the supposedly in
ferior governorship of the unarmed province, LyciaPamphylia* yet his subsequent importance is patent in
his second consulship.
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Vitrasius could not be expected to long outlive Marcus
1

and younger adherents were necessary.

Marcus made

excellent use of his five surviving daughters to ally
to himself key houses and thus to build up solid family
support for his dynastic plans.
Lucilla had

already twice been the instrument of

political marriages: her first husband the co-ruler Lucius,
her second Claudius Pompeianus,

the leading military

expert on M a r c u s ’ staff during his northern wars.

Later

developments might suggest that the second marriage was
as much to curtail the activities of the royal widow as
to bind Marcus to his leading general.

Pompei a n u s T

devoted loyalty to Marcus and to his arrangements,
despite the smouldering antagonism of Lucilla, confirmed
2
the e m p e r o r ’s judgment.
The marriage had been celebrated

1

The date of Vitrasius» death is unknown; CIL VI 2010.
19 (dated I 8O - I 84 ) refers probably to his son T. Funda
nius Vitrasius Pollio (known only as salius Palatinus in
170:CIL VI 1978. 6 ). His daughter Vitrasia Faustina
(husband unknown) was killed by Commodus (HA Commodus 4*
10), so probably was his wife (HA Commodus 7 . 7 ) •
There
are other royal connections with blank lives, as M.
Ummidius Quadratus (cos, o r d . 167).
2

2

cf. Dio Cassius 72. 4 . 5; HA Marcus 20. 6-7; PIR C
973«
Pompeianus supported the rule of Commodus, until
his wife*s conspiracy brought him under suspicion despite
their illfeeling.
He then retired, backing no plots
against Commodus and after his death refusing the proffered
t h r o n e :another Verginius Rufus.
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immediately before Marcus* departure for his northern
wars;

1

another royal marriage preceded his third and

final journey to the North.
Crispina,

2

Commodus married Bruttia

daughter of C. Bruttius Praesens (cos, or d . 15 3).

Her ancestors had won great power and prestige in the
preceding reigns; one had passed through numerous con
sular commands to a second consulship opening the first
full year of Antoninus’ reign.

Her father,

as a nobilis

and probably a patricius? conformed with the developing
custom and served in a mere skeletal career leading to
his eponymous consulship.^- No official post is noted in
the quarter of a century between his consulship and his
trip North as comes of Marcus and Commodus after his
daughter’s royal marriage, but this is not to deny his
importance in unofficial political activities.
Marcus,

Indeed

who had already wedded to his side his chief

military expert, may have been trying to win the support
1

HA Marcus 20. 6-7.
2
Dio Cassius 71. 33* 1; HA Marcus 27. 8; Herodian 1. 8.
4.

3
C. Bruttius Praesens (AE 1956 no. 66), cf. above p. 76
note 2.
4
CIL X 408 with alternate, and preferable, restorations
in PIR2 B 165.
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of the aristocratic heart of the senate by this marriage
of his son to the daughter of one of its most illustrious
members.

A second eponymous consulship to Praesens in

180 stresses his importance; no other private citizen
received at this time two eponymous awards,
prerogative of emperors only.

otherwise the

His family retained its

importance for quite a long time under Commodus;

a son

was cos, o r d . 187.
In the marriages of the other four daughters of
Marcus,

dating remains conjectural,

as does in most

casesthe attribution of individual daughters to specific
2

sons-in-law;

yet the purpose motivating the marriages

was unvarying - to strengthen the dynasty.
to thread the selections of sons-in-law,

Little seems

except that each

is a nobilis from a favoured family and none is recorded
in an official post outside the consulship - another
pointer that the centre of power was not in the provinc
ial governorships.

Herodian summarizes M a r c u s ’ achieve

ment in his choice of sons-in-law:
1

L. Bruttius Quintius C r i s p i n u s . His s i s t e r ’s divorce
and execution (Dio Cassius 72. 4» 6; HA Commodus 5# 9)
can hardly predate his consulship; the family emerges
again in Severan times (a cos, o r d . 217), as do those of
many key Marcan figures(cf. the coss. ord. 198-201
206
209).
2

Despite the attempts by H.G.

1961, 28-41.

Pflaum,

Journal des Savants
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misleading; this is from the rapid

survey of events prior to the period of his personal
recollections and it may be influenced by his estimate
of the character and rule of Marcus.

Little is known to

confirm or to reject his view of the character of the
sons-in-law,

but what is known of their wealth and

their birth does not altogether support his assertion
on that aspect of their life.

Peducaeus Plautius

Quintillus had an exalted lineage

2

- his mother

(Ceionia Fabia) the sister of Lucius,
cended,

possibly by adoption,

his father des

from the long-ennobled

Italian gens Peducaea - nor could very many senators
boast more noble ancestors than Claudius Severus,
Phrygian with estates still in his home area.
Burrus, though his consular family was African,

a

Antistius
was

third generation consular on his Italian mother’s side.
1

Herodian 1. 2. 3.
2

Dio Cassius 76. 7* 4 describes Quintillus as euyeveOTaToc.
3
Her name: Novia Crispina (ILS 1091).

The descent of Petronius Sura Mamertinus was certainly
not exalted,

his father an adlected senator,

but his

family was in great favour and his brother was patrician
in 179.^

It seems reasonable that the selection of these

sons-in-law of diverse origins had its

basis in parental

eminence rather than in their own sobriety of character.

2

The homonymous father of Cn. Claudius Severus,
tutor to Marcus,

had consolidated the position of power

held by the solid bloc of Asian consulars.

Neither

father nor son finds record in an official post outside
the consulship,^ but their political power is obvious,
the f a t h e r ’s in his royal tutorship,
second consulship opening
Claudius Pompeianus,

the s o n ’s in his

173 with his brother-in-law,

and in his further linkage to the

1

CIL VI 1979 (M. Petronius Sura Sept i m i a n u s ) .
2

He r o d i a n ’s emphasis on their lack of nobility has
wrongly led J. Keil (Klio 31 [1938] 293-300) to believe
that Marcus deliberately chose non-noble sons-in-law
since they would pose a lesser threat to C o m m o d u s ’
succession.
3
IGR 3 173 cf. above p. 52 notes 1-5.
4
However a letter of Fronto (ad amicos 1. 1 [N. 172])
is
addressed to one of them as a judge; it may be to the
father as praefectus urbi (as PIR2 C 10 27 conjectures),
but the post is uncertain.
5
Such an award is significant
whether Pompeianus held
his consulship in absentia at the front or whether circum
stances compelled his return to Rome to hold it.
Severus
may have travelled in the royal tour retinue cf. p. 221 n.
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royal house by an adoption arrangement,
details,

with the Ummidii Quadrati,

M a r c u s ’ sister had married.*-

obscure in its

the family into which

The younger Claudius is

virtually unknown in actual political activity,

though

his name is linked with other prominent senators in

cultural contexts.

2

He certainly survived Marcus.

3

M. Peducaeus Plautius Quintillus was already linked
to the royal house; his mother Ceionia Fabia was the
sister of Lucius, his father Plautius Quintillus (cos.
o r d . 159) is elsewhere u n r e c o r d e d /
consulship in
Commodus,

Peducaeus’ eponymous

1 7 7 , with his colleague the new co-ruler

proclaims his own eminence,

influence of his mother.

and probably the

It may proclaim more,

especially

1

cf. above p. 76 note 1; also P. Lambrechts, L ’ant.class.
7 (1938) 85-90; H.G, Pflaum, Journal des Savants 1961,
29-31; M Suppl. IX 1827 ff.; PIRZ C 1024.
2

So Civica Barbarus, Sergius Paullus, Flavius Boethus
in the circle who viewed Galen’s exhibitions (Galen 1 4 .
613 ); Severus may have been Galen’s patron (cf. Galen
14. 647).
3
IGR 3 1446. 1448.
4
2
cf. PIR C 612, for an unedited inscription.
5
The importance of Peducaeus’ position, consular colleague
of the new emperor in their first consulships, cannot
be overstressed.

2 31
if this marriage linking the Marcan and Ceionian strands
of the royal house could be dated to the end of the
Cassian revolt,

the same time as Peducaeus*

consulship;

complicity of the Ceionian party in the revolt might
require reconsideration.
activities,

There is no record of Peducaeus*

unfortunately,

for glimpses of his character

in later clashes with Didius Iulianus and Septimius Severus
negate any suggestion of unimportance or subservience.*
L. Antistius Burrus,

origo Thibilis in Africa,

probably owed his bride to the military and political
prominence of his father,

Q. Antistius Adventus Postumius

2

Aquilinus.

Indeed his selection may have been intended

to secure his father,

with his experience in administration

and in warfare from Arabia to Britannia,
Commodus,

or, more generally,

African faction;

to secure the very important

certainly Burrus and his fellow African,

Arrius Antoninus,
1

as a support for

a protege of Cornelius Fronto,

were

:

HA Didius 6. 6; Dio Cassius 76. 7. 3-5 (fear and suspic
ion of his eminence caused his death under Septim i u s ) .
H.G. Pflaum (Journal des savants 1961, 34-6) is surely
wrong in naming Q .Lollianus Plautius Avitus as a descend
ant; he is rather
a descendant of Q. Servilius Pudens
and Ceionia Plautia, cf. above p. 120 f. and p. 121 n. 1.
2

ILS 8977; cf.

PIR

2

A 757.
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coupled in destruction under Commodus* (probably about 187),
and from this time date most of the executions of men who
had formed the power bloc around Commodus at M a r c u s 1
2

death.

For a while Burrus seems to have served his

purpose well, holding an eponymous consulship in 181,
though he is not attested in other official posts.
influence,or his perseverance,

His

was not to last.

Only the choice of M. Petronius Sura Mamertinus
refuses immediate classification.

His ancestors had won

imperial patronage and a meteoric rise under Hadrian and
Antoninus,

his father (cos, s u f f . 150) being adlected

to the senate by Antoninus.
early patronage,

Whatever the basis for its

it may be significant for the f a m i l y ’s

later prominence that Fronto wrote to a Petronius M amer
tinus (probably the father) in control of the ’cultores
familiae

n o s t r a e 1, especially if these men were concerned

with the imperial cult.

The family is noted in the

crucial year 179 when M. Petronius Sura Septimianus was
coopted among the salii Palatini.4

possibly in association

1

HA Pertinax 3« 7; cf. C.R. Whittaker, Historia 13 (1964)
353, for1 a possible marriage connection between Antistius
and Arrius.
2

C.R. Whittaker, Historia 13 (19 6 4 ) 352-56, sees the death
of Arrius and Antistius as the prelude to conspiracy and
further execution.
3
Fronto, ad amicos 1. 10 (N. 180); cf, above p. 126 with
notes 1-4«
4 CIL VI 1979.
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with his b r o t h e r ’s royal marriage as H.G.

Pflaum suggests**

The father (still alive in 179 when his son was made a
salius)

no doubt retained his position of importance,

and

his sons won eponymous consulships in 182 and 190; they
2

fell among the victims of Commodus c. 190.
So much for the royal linkages; Marcus also found
amici to support his plans - they are not all obvious or
known.

A second consulship under Marcus or in the first

ten years of C o m m o d u s ’ reign reveals some of the more
senior,

continuing gubernatorial commands indicate some

of the others.

Promotion of Marcan figures within the

equestrian service is also significant.

One partizan was

certain: the consular general P. Martius Verus,

his recent

display of loyalty rewarded by a second consulship in
179 (eponymous and with Commodus as colleague)
unspecified priesthood in 180.

3

and an

Significantly his son

1

H.G. Pflaum, Journal des Savants 1961, 36 ; for a clear
and attractive interpretation of the family history of
these Petronii, cf. P. Lambrechts, L ’ant. c l a s s . 5 (1936)
187-190 - Pflaum seems not to notice it.
2

HA Commodus 7• 5*
3
CIL VI 2004; it is possibly significant that he left
the college in 190, the year other Marcan figures were
involved in plots and executions, without his death being
specified (as it is in other cases).
For the college the
CIL editor suggests the sodales Flaviales Titiales (his
c o l l e g e ’s meeting in the Temple of Iuppiter Propugnator
seems to rule out most of the major c o l l e g e s ) .
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became a salius Palatinus in 180.*
general,

Cn. Iulius Verus,

Another consular

was in 180 at last to be

rewarded with a second consulship long since earned; his
death denied himself his reward and Marcus his support.
Another key figure was C. Aufidius Victorinus,

2

soon to

become praefectus urbi and to win a second consulship in
<5

183;

his death at his own hands won the plaudits of the

youthful Dio Cassius.4
Cornelius Fronto,

Victorinus was a protege of

so were Arrius Antoninus^ (his power

and responsible posts since the inception of the co-rule
have already been noted often)
(cos, o r d . 11 188,

and Servilius Silanus

but otherwise little known),

6

both

Africans.

Another in this group perhaps was the severe,
7
but important, though rarely attested, Seius Fuscianus

1

P. Martius Sergius Saturninus (perhaps the cos, o r d .
198): CIL VI 1979, this relationship to Verus is an infer
ence from the juxtaposition of their names on a lead pipe
(CIL XV 7505).
2

A new inscription (cited in Degrassi FC 50) has confirmed
the common origin of ILS 8974 and 1057 (cf. RE X 850 ), but
has rejected R E Ts dating of his second consulship, noting
correctly the date of his second but surprizingly late
consular designation.
3
cf. H. G. Pflaum, CRAI 1956, 189-201; cf. above p. 156
notes 2-5.
4
Dio Cassius 72. 11.
5

cf. PIR

2

A 1088; Fronto,

ad amicos 2. 6 - 2. 8 (N. 191-99)

6

Fronto (ad amicos 2. 11 [N. 200]) suggested Silanus as
Patronus of Cirta.

7

For the little known about Fuscianus,

cf. RE 11 A 1122-24.
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(cos, ord. 11 188, praefectus urbi until replaced by
Pertinax in 190: the date is again decisive),

since

Fuscianus and Victorinus were M a r c u s ’ favourite senatorial
condiscipuli.* possibly as students of Fronto.
men,

if still alive,

All these

would have supported Commodus at the

beginning of his reign;

so would the other iterated

consular of the period,

M ’. Acilius Glabrio

186).

(cos, o r d . 11

At some time under Commodus he led to Athens an

embassy with the a pugione Cleander a member.
Pertinax,

2

Later

made to feel ashamed of his lowly birth,

was

to offer the throne to this man who claimed descent from
Aeneas;

Glabrio and Pompeianus,

supporters to escape the purges,

two of the few Marcan
had shrewdly discovered

defective eyesight and had retired to their estates.4
Pertinax almost alone managed to walk successfully and
actively the political tightrope under Commodus;

a bio

graphy interpreting his political manoeuvres would do
much to disentangle the confused web of conflicting
characterizations that is Commodan history.

Our present

1

HA Marcus 3# 8.
2

cf. A. E. Raubitschek,

Hesperia S u p p l . 8 (1949)

288-90.

3
Herodian 2. 3« 3-4 j Glabrio rejected the offer,
P o m pe i a n u s .
4
Dio Cassius 73. 3. 1-3.

as did
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history of this reign concentrates on personalities to
the detriment of policies or continuity.
Others were younger and of less senior status;
nobil e s . the sons of key Antonine figures,

were now in

many more military commands than nobiles at any other time
in the Antonine period.

Some were the descendants of

great juristic figures: so L. Ulpius Marcellus

(in Britain

perhaps before the death of Marcus)* and Salvius Iulianus.
Salvius in command of a large army in 180 had not rebelled:
’ <5ia tt ]v eauToO eTuetxeiav xai

2
Te0VT)xoToc e u v o i a v 1.

Sta tt )v exetvou xai

This had been M a r c u s ’ principle:

to choose good men who respected his wishes.

Its success

in practice is exemplified in such men as Salvius.

Other

descendants of consular families include the Quintillii
(one was cos, o r d . 180,
under Commodus)3

a crucial year - both were to die

and Aemilius Carus.4

Didius Iulianus

1

For his father, cf, above p, 191 note 3; for* his command
in Britain, cf. Dio Cassius 72. 8,
Dio ascribes the appoint
ment to Commodus, but he may be misleading; an inscription
(ILS 4715) places M a r c e l l u s ’ command under two Augusti.

2

Dio Cassius 72,

5. 1-2.

3
Dio Cassius 72. 5* 3 - 7* 2.
Dio is expansive - the
anecdote is a good one, and he had a personal connection
with i t .
4
2
If PIR A
338 conflates two people, father and son, as
is probable.
Aemilius, the elder, could not be the first
governor of TresDaciae (cf. above p. 186 note 1), so the
governor must be later, and identified with a son, otherwi s e unkno w n .
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had connections of education with the royal house,

of

kin with the gens Salvia* The numerous connections of
Herodes Atticus might suggest themselves; they pose
problems.

A son, unattested in political activities,

was cos, o r d .

185,

and M. Antonius

ably HerodesT son-in-law,

Antius Lupus, prob

fell a victim to Commodus,

,
.
2
though only pr a e t o r i u s .

Yet an adfinis of Lupus, M.
-------^
3
3
Valerius Bradua Mauricus was cos, o r d . 191,
the year

after the demise of most Marcan supporters; Mauricus,
the son of one of Marcus’ governors in his
should have been one of them.

as

northern wars , 4

This brief sketch lays

bare the difficulties involved in interpreting historical
processes from a set of names and dates.
Novi homines and equites also spanned the two reigns;
not all are known.

Continuity of command or promotion

is often the only criterion of favour and allegiance; the
arbitrary discovery of inscriptions does not always
supply the necessary information,

rarely present in literary

1

HA Didius 1. 1.
2

HA Commodus 7* 5; for the relationship, cf. PIR
812, cf. above p. 191 note 4«
3
ILS 1112.
4
M. Valerius Bradua.
cf. AE 1937 no. 246 .

2

C 785*
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sources.

Some important

Marcan figures were retained and

furthered in their careers;
Iulius Pompilius Piso

2

so Vettius Sabinianus,*

and Valerius Maximianus

3

(the

latter significantly adlected to the senate not long
before M a r c u s ’ death).

Among the equestrians,

the

prefects Tigidius Perennis4 and Tarrutenus Paternus'*
were among those retained,

though the latter not for long;

promotions came to men such as Iulius Vehilius Gratus
Iulianus

6

or Aurelius Papirius Dionysius

7

- neither

survived the crash of the senatorial Marcan figures c.
190,

both may have been implicated in their plots.
This sketch of the power structure supporting

1

Rev. A r c h . 12 (1920)

362 no. 45.

2

ILS 1111 (with supplements from CIL Vlll 2745); RE X
779-80 discusses the difficulties in dating his consulship
before or after the death of Marcus.
3
AE 1956 no. 124.
4 '
HA Commodus asserts Perennis and Paternus were prefects
under Marcus, but Herodian 1. 8. 1 dates under Commodus
the entry of Perennis into the office.
In this same place
Herodian stressed that Commodus kept for a long time his
f a t h e r ’s advisers, a fact that is confirmed by prosopo
graphical detail.
5
c f . Pflaum CP 420-22.
6
cf. Pflaum CP 456 - 64 ; ILS 1327.
7
cf. Pflaum CP 472-76; ILS 1455.
Significantly in one
of his junior posts he was adsumptus in consilium (in
what capacity is uncertain) and probably got to know import
ant Marcan figures.
Later he was consiliarius. the first
recorded, cf. J. Crook, Consilium Principis 73-4.

Commodus at his f a t h e r ’s death details the reasons for
his smooth succession and also for the continuity of
policy that was apparent until the personal interests of
Commodus drew hi m to other influences.

His original

supporters were not willing to lay down their power and
submit to the new arrangements and a clash was imminent.
This same sort of structure must have also been present
at the accession of Marcus and Lucius,

though the signs

there are not so easy to read and a more complicated system
led to co-rule.

Many of the powerful figures at the death

of Marcus came from the very families who were powerful
at his succession,
during his reign,
patronage,

but many had won their way to the top
some through the normal channels of

but others through military ability and success

in the wars that wracked the Empire almost throughout the
reign of Marcus and his co-rulers.

APPENDIX

A

The Gens Plautia and Antonine Royalty

In a prosopographical study of Antonine power
structure one cannot fail to notice the importance of the
gens Plau t i a .

The nomen recurs in the first eponymous

consulship of the co-rule,
emperor Antoninus,
(his aunt,

in the son-in-law of the

and often among the relatives of Lucius

his sister,

probably his grandmother,

husband of another sister).*

The role of family politics

in Antonine Rome was not a minor one;
Plautii may have been related.

and the

all or many of these

If so there is provided

another possible reason for H a d r i a n ’s adoption of Antoninus,
who would have been related both to Marcus (through his
wife,

M a r c u s ’ aunt)

and to Lucius (through his daughter,

wife of a cousin of Lucius).

Some conjectures in the

following discussion relate the two royal strains even
more closely.
1

2

cf. the genealogical table at the end of the appendix.

Other reasons also have their basis in genealogies; cf.
J. Carcopino, REA 51 (1949) 315 ff* (through Matidia
the elder), R. Syme, Tacitus 7 9 2 (through the gens Dasumia)
for the proposed relationships between Hadrian and the
A nnii.
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Groag* gives

the name Plautia to the woman whose

marriages to L. Ceionius Commodus

(cos, o r d . 106),

C.

Avidius Nigrinus (cos, s u f f . 110)

and Sex, Vettulenus
2

Civica Cerialis (probably the cos, o r d . 106)
web of entangled relationships.

produced a

He is probably right since

a daughter and a granddaughter through separate marriages
both bear the name Plautia.

Another name corroborates

and adds: the almost forgotten M. Ceionius Silvanus;
usually noted as a member of this family but then dis
missed,

his cognomen

Plautii Silvani,

should lead to the distinguished

one member the son-in-law of Antoninus.

As a son of Plautia and Ceionius,

Silvanus would be a

younger brother of L. Aelius Caesar; significantly for
Antonine politics his apparently belated consulship in
156 (two years after the first of Lucius his step
brother) seems to begin the revival of the Ceionian fortunes
that is so notable in the last years of Antoninus.

1

2

PIR

2

A I 4O 8, C

Next

604 .

P. Charneux, BCH 81 (1957) 121-40 believes her third
husband was the son of Cerialis, Sex. Vettulenus Civica
Pompeianus (cos, o r d . 137 with L. Aelius C a e s a r ) . No
evidence refutes either Cerialis or Pompeianus as her
husband, but a husband near the age of her former
husbands may be preferable.
It is not necessarily so.
3
cf. above pp. 85-87.

year M, Vettulenus Civica Barbarus (step-brother of L.
Aelius) was consul.

In 159 a Plautius Quintillus was

cos, ord,. his wife Ceionia Fabia a sister of Lucius and
daughter of L. Aelius.

This time the name Plautius seems

to predate the link with the Ceionii; in this age of
polyonymity it need not be so, since the link may be
a second one.

Plautius Quintillus is probably not the

consul’s full name.

Since his consulship was eponymous

his father should have been consular,

and his so n ’s

name, M. Peducaeus Plautius Quintillus,

suggests a

candidate: M. Peducaeus Stloga Priscinus (cos, ord. I4 I).
In this house there is no Plautius,

so the name comes

from a maternal link or is an original nomen retained in
adoption.

If Plautius’ name celebrates his mother, then

Avidia Plautia as Stloga’s wife is not impossible,

A

circumstantial piece of evidence connects her to the gens
Peducaea; there is a sepulchral inscription to one of
her freedmen C. Avidius Laco who had bought his
plot,

it seems,

on the ager Peducaeanus.

burial

The omission

of a husband to Avidia in the inscription does not make
her a spinster even though her father’s full name is given
and her relationship to her nephew, the reigning emperor
Lucius,

is stressed,

1

2

Groag

and Charneux

3

have

1

ILS 8217.
E. Groag. PIR2 A 14.0 8. C 604. on the Ceionii and the
Avidii.
--5
5

3 P. Charneux,

BCH 81 (1957) 121-40 on the Vettuleni.
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disentangled admirably the other descendants of Plautia,
However Plautia may have had a brother whose fam
ily links,

conjectural as they are, have received little

recognition.

The presence of the Silvanus in her s o n ’s

name and her date point to L, Aelius Lamia Plautius
Aelianus

(cos, s u f f . 80)* as her father;

elsewhere this

man had been identified as the father of the cos, o r d .
2

116 when he was known only as L. Lamia Aelianus.
Nor should the welcome addition of Fundanius to his
3

names

confuse the issue or reverse the identification,

rather it points to a new link.

Even previously,

the

cos, o r d . 116 had been suggested as the father of
A n t o n i n u s ’ son-in-law,

whose partially extant name is

read as Plautius L # [f...... La]mia S i l v a n u s ; 4
may be one of the missing names,

Fundanius

but even if it is not,

the relationship need not be rejected.

Polyonymity

marked the age and was not regular; names
one inscription are omitted in others.

attested in

N o w a daughter

1

His father almost certainly was T i . Plautius M.F.
Silvanus Aelianus (cos, s u f f . 45, cos, s u f f . 11 74)•
2
2
So PIR A 204.
3
AE 1947 no. 4 .
4
2
So PIR A 206, P. Lambrechts, Comp. I p. 57.
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is added as well,

otherwise it is difficult to explain

the nomen Fundanius in the descendants of M. Annius Libo,
uncle of Marcus,

since the nomen is so rare in sena

torial circles (Degrassi FC notes no consular Fundanius,
RE and PIR no senatorial ones under the Empire,
the cos,

except

o r d . 116 and the descendants of Libo).

It would make these conjectures more certain if a
Fundania could be established as the wife of Aelius
Lamia (cos, s u f f . 80); that is impossible.
wife Domitia Longina,
Corbulo,

His first

daughter of the Neronian general

was taken by Domitian in 70.

of Lamia is not attested,

2

A later marriage

but Titus seems to have tried

to persuade him to remarry;

3

it would not be surprizing

if Lamia was the splendid husband Vespasian found for
the daughter of Vitellius and Galeria Fundana.4

She

possibly incorporated Fundan(i)a in her name.
1

So Annia Fundania Faustina and her son T. Fundanius
Vitrasius Pollio.
2

Dio Cassius 66.

3* 4; Suetonius,

P o m . 1. 3«

3
Suetonius,

P o m . 10.

2.

4
cf. Suetonius, Piv. V e s p . 14; V i t e l l i u s ’ daughter was
born from Galeria Fundana, cf. Suetonius, Vitellius 6.
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In this way most of the Plautii can be linked as
descendants of L. Aelius Lamia Plautius Aelianus,

and in

the process the families of the emperors Antoninus,
ius and Marcus are all joined.
Plautius has been omitted,

Luc

Only one important

L. Plautius Titius Aquilinus

(cos, o r d . 162),

the almost certain son of L. Epidius

Titius Aquilinus

(cos, o r d . 125). I have no doubt that

the father married a Plautia,

but in the absence of any

evidence to indicate their exact point on the genealogical
tree,

the family has been omitted.
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